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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS
We make statements in this report that are considered to be forward-looking statements within the meaning given such term
under Section 21E of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). These statements contain forwardlooking information relating to the financial condition, results of operations, plans, objectives, future performance and business of
our Company. These statements (often using words such as “believes”, “expects”, “intends”, “plans”, “appear”, “should” and
similar words) involve risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those we project. Included
among such statements are those relating to opening clinics, availability of personnel and the reimbursement environment. The
forward-looking statements are based on our current views and assumptions and actual results could differ materially from those
anticipated in such forward-looking statements as a result of certain risks, uncertainties, and factors, which include, but are not
limited to:
•

changes as the result of government enacted national healthcare reform;

•

changes in Medicare rules and guidelines and reimbursement or failure of our clinics to maintain their Medicare certification
status;

•

revenue we receive from Medicare and Medicaid being subject to potential retroactive reduction;

•

business and regulatory conditions including federal and state regulations;

•

governmental and other third party payor inspections, reviews, investigations and audits;

•

compliance with federal and state laws and regulations relating to the privacy of individually identifiable patient
information, and associated fines and penalties for failure to comply;

•

changes in reimbursement rates or payment methods from third party payors including government agencies and
deductibles and co-pays owed by patients;

•

revenue and earnings expectations;

•

cost, risks and uncertainties associated with the Company’s recent restatement of its prior financial statements due to the
correction of its accounting methodology for redeemable noncontrolling partnership interests, and including any pending
and future claims or proceedings relating to such matters;

•

legal actions; which could subject us to increased operating costs and uninsured liabilities;

•

general economic conditions;

•

availability and cost of qualified physical therapists;

•

personnel productivity and retaining key personnel;

•

competitive, economic or reimbursement conditions in our markets which may require us to reorganize or close certain
clinics and thereby incur losses and/or closure costs including the possible write-down or write-off of goodwill and other
intangible assets;

•

acquisitions, purchase of non-controlling interests (minority interests) and the successful integration of the operations of
the acquired businesses;

•

maintaining our information technology systems with adequate safeguards to protect against cyber attacks;

•

maintaining adequate internal controls;

•

maintaining necessary insurance coverage;

•

availability, terms, and use of capital; and

•

weather and other seasonal factors.

Many factors are beyond our control. Given these uncertainties, you should not place undue reliance on our forward-looking
statements. Please see the other sections of this report and our other periodic reports filed with the Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) for more information on these factors. Our forward-looking statements represent our estimates and
assumptions only as of the date of this report. Except as required by law, we are under no obligation to update any forward-looking
statement, regardless of the reason the statement may no longer be accurate.
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PART I
ITEM 1.

BUSINESS.

GENERAL
Our company, U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. (the “Company”), through its subsidiaries, operates outpatient physical therapy
clinics that provide pre-and post-operative care and treatment for orthopedic-related disorders, sports-related injuries, preventative
care, rehabilitation of injured workers and neurological-related injuries. We primarily operate through subsidiary clinic partnerships in
which we generally own a 1% general partnership interest and a 49% to 99% limited partnership interest and the managing
therapist(s) of the clinics owns the remaining limited partnership interest in the majority of the clinics (hereinafter referred to as
“Clinic Partnerships”). To a lesser extent, we operate some clinics through wholly-owned subsidiaries under profit sharing
arrangements with therapists (hereinafter referred to as “Wholly-Owned Facilities”). In March 2017, the Company acquired a 55%
interest in a company which is a leading provider of workforce performance solutions. Services provided include onsite injury
prevention and rehabilitation, performance optimization and ergonomic assessments. The majority of these services are contracted
with and paid for directly by employers including a number of Fortune 500 companies. Other clients include large insurers and their
contractors.
Unless the context otherwise requires, references in this Annual Report on Form 10-K to “we”, “our” or “us” includes the
Company and all of its subsidiaries.
Our strategy is to develop outpatient physical therapy clinics and to acquire single and multi-clinic outpatient physical therapy
practices on a national basis. At December 31, 2017, we operated 578 clinics in 41 states. The average age of the 578 clinics in
operation at December 31, 2017 was 9.6 years. Our highest concentration of clinics are in the following states: Texas, Tennessee,
Michigan, Virginia, Washington, Oregon, Maryland, Florida, Georgia, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin. In addition to our 578 clinics, at
December 31, 2017, we also managed 32 physical therapy practices for unrelated physician groups and hospitals and operated the
workforce performance solutions business, as described above.
During the last three years, we completed the following multi-clinic acquisitions:
Acquisition

Date

% Interest
Acquired

Number of
Clinics

2017
January 1
May 31
June 30
October 31

70%
70%
60%
70%

17
4
9
9

February 2016 Acquisition
November 2016 Acquisition

2016
February 29
November 30

55%
60%

8
12

January 2015 Acquisition
April 2015 Acquisition
June 2015 Acquisition
December 2015 Acquisition

2015
January 31
April 30
June 30
December 31

60%
70%
70%
59%

9
3
4
4

January 2017 Acquisition
May 2017 Acquisition
June 2017 Acquisition
October 2017 Acquisition

Also, during the year of 2017, we purchased the assets and business of two physical therapy clinics in separate transactions.
One clinic was consolidated with an existing clinic and the other operates as a satellite clinic of one of our existing partnerships.
In addition to the multi-clinic acquisitions, we acquired two single clinic practices in separate transactions during 2016. During
2015, we acquired a 60% interest in a single clinic practice.
The Company intends to continue to pursue additional acquisition opportunities, develop new clinics and open satellite clinics.
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We continue to seek to attract for employment physical therapists who have established relationships with physicians and
other referral sources by offering these therapists a competitive salary and incentives based on the profitability of the clinic that they
manage. We also look for therapists with whom to establish new, de novo clinics to be owned jointly by us and such therapists. In
these situations, the therapist is typically offered the opportunity to co-invest in the new clinic and also receives a competitive salary
for managing the clinic. For multi-site clinic practices in which a controlling interest is acquired by the Company, the prior owners
typically continue on as employees to manage the clinic operations, retaining a non-controlling ownership interest in the clinics and
receiving a competitive salary for managing the clinic operations. In addition, we have developed satellite clinic facilities as part of
existing Clinic Partnerships and Wholly-Owned facilities, with the result that a substantial number of Clinic Partnerships and WhollyOwned facilities operate more than one clinic location. In 2018, we intend to continue to acquire clinic practices and continue to focus
on developing new clinics and on opening satellite clinics where appropriate along with increasing our patient volume through
marketing and new programs.
Therapists at our clinics initially perform a comprehensive evaluation of each patient, which is then followed by a treatment plan
specific to the injury as prescribed by the patient’s physician. The treatment plan may include a number of procedures, including
therapeutic exercise, manual therapy techniques, ultrasound, electrical stimulation, hot packs, iontophoresis, education on
management of daily life skills and home exercise programs. A clinic’s business primarily comes from referrals by local physicians.
The principal sources of payment for the clinics’ services are managed care programs, commercial health insurance,
Medicare/Medicaid and workers’ compensation insurance.
We were re-incorporated in April 1992 under the laws of the State of Nevada and have operating subsidiaries organized in
various states in the form of limited partnerships, limited liability companies and wholly-owned corporations. This description of our
business should be read in conjunction with our financial statements and the related notes contained in Item 8 in this Annual Report
on Form 10-K. Our principal executive offices are located at 1300 West Sam Houston Parkway South, Suite 300, Houston, Texas 77042.
Our telephone number is (713) 297-7000. Our website is www.usph.com.
OUR CLINICS
Most of our clinics are operated by Clinic Partnerships in which we own the general partnership interest and a majority of the
limited partnership interests. The managing healthcare practitioner of the clinics usually owns a portion of the limited partnership
interests. Generally, the therapist partners have no interest in the net losses of Clinic Partnerships, except to the extent of their capital
accounts. Since we also develop satellite clinic facilities of existing clinics, most Clinic Partnerships consist of more than one clinic
location. As of December 31, 2017, through wholly-owned subsidiaries, we owned a 1% general partnership interest in all the Clinic
Partnerships. Our limited partnership interests range from 49% to 99% in the Clinic Partnerships. For the vast majority of the Clinic
Partnerships, the managing healthcare practitioner is a physical therapist who owns the remaining limited partnership interest in the
Clinic Partnership.
For our Clinic Partnership agreements related to those that we acquired a majority interest, generally, the prior management
continues to own a 10% to 50% interest. For our Clinic Partnership agreements related to our developed clinics, the therapist partner
typically begins with a 20% interest in their Clinic Partnership earnings which increases by 3% at the end of each year thereafter up
to a maximum interest of 35%.
Typically, each therapist partner or director, including those employed by Clinic Partnerships in which we acquired a majority
interest, enters into an employment agreement for a term of up to five years with their Clinic Partnership. Each agreement typically
provides for a covenant not to compete during the period of his or her employment and for up to two years thereafter. Under each
employment agreement, the therapist partner receives a base salary and may receive a bonus based on the net revenues or profits
generated by their Clinic Partnership or specific clinic. In the case of Clinic Partnerships, the therapist partner receives earnings
distributions based upon their ownership interest. Upon termination of employment, we typically have the right, but not the
obligation, to purchase the therapist’s partnership interest in de novo Clinic Partnerships. In connection with most of our acquired
clinics, in the event that a limited minority partner’s employment ceases and certain requirements are met as detailed in the respective
limited partnership agreements, we have a call right (the “Call Right”) and the selling entity or individual has a put right (the “Put
Right”) with respect to the partner’s limited partnership interests. The Put Right and the Call Right do not expire, even upon an
individual partner’s death, and contain
5
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no mandatory redemption feature. The purchase price of the partner’s limited partnership interest upon exercise of the Put Right or
the Call Right is calculated at a predetermined multiple of earnings performance as detailed in the respective agreements.
Each Clinic Partnership maintains an independent local identity, while at the same time enjoying the benefits of national
purchasing, negotiated third-party payor contracts, centralized support services and management practices. Under a management
agreement, one of our subsidiaries provides a variety of support services to each clinic, including supervision of site selection,
construction, clinic design and equipment selection, establishment of accounting systems and billing procedures and training of
office support personnel, processing of accounts payable, operational direction, auditing of regulatory compliance, payroll, benefits
administration, accounting services, legal services, quality assurance and marketing support.
Our typical clinic occupies approximately 1,600 to 3,000 square feet of leased space in an office building or shopping center. We
attempt to lease ground level space for patient ease of access to our clinics. We also attempt to make the decor in our clinics less
institutional and more aesthetically pleasing than traditional hospital clinics.
Typical minimum staff at a clinic consists of a licensed physical therapist and an office manager. As patient visits grow, staffing
may also include additional physical therapists, occupational therapists, therapy assistants, aides, exercise physiologists, athletic
trainers and office personnel. Therapy services are performed under the supervision of a licensed therapist.
We provide services at our clinics on an outpatient basis. Patients are usually treated for approximately one hour per day, two to
three times a week, typically for two to six weeks. We generally charge for treatment on a per procedure basis. Medicare patients are
charged based on prescribed time increments and Medicare billing standards. In addition, our clinics will develop, when appropriate,
individual maintenance and self-management exercise programs to be continued after treatment. We continually assess the potential
for developing new services and expanding the methods of providing our existing services in the most efficient manner while
providing high quality patient care.
FACTORS INFLUENCING DEMAND FOR THERAPY SERVICES
We believe that the following factors, among others, influence the growth of outpatient physical therapy services:
Economic Benefits of Therapy Services. Purchasers and providers of healthcare services, such as insurance companies, health
maintenance organizations, businesses and industries, continuously seek cost savings for traditional healthcare services. We believe
that our therapy services provide a cost-effective way to prevent short-term disabilities from becoming chronic conditions, to help
avoid invasive procedures and to speed recovery from surgery and musculoskeletal injuries.
Earlier Hospital Discharge. Changes in health insurance reimbursement, both public and private, have encouraged the earlier
discharge of patients to reduce costs. We believe that early hospital discharge practices foster greater demand for outpatient
physical therapy services.
Aging Population. In general, the elderly population has a greater incidence of disability compared to the population as a
whole. As this segment of the population continues to grow, we believe that demand for rehabilitation services will expand.
Increase in Obesity. Two of every three American men are considered to be overweight or obese and the rate continues to grow.
The strain on a person’s body can be significant. Physical therapy services help the obese become more active and fit by teaching
them how to move in ways that are pain free.
MARKETING
We focus our marketing efforts primarily on physicians, including orthopedic surgeons, neurosurgeons, physiatrists, internal
medicine physicians, podiatrists, occupational medicine physicians and general practitioners. In marketing to the physician
community, we emphasize our commitment to quality patient care and regular communication with physicians regarding patient
progress. We employ personnel to assist clinic directors in developing and implementing marketing plans for the physician
community and to assist in establishing relationships with health maintenance organizations, preferred provider organizations,
industry, case managers and insurance companies.
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SOURCES OF REVENUE
Payor sources for clinic services are primarily managed care programs, commercial health insurance, Medicare/Medicaid and
workers’ compensation insurance. Commercial health insurance, Medicare and managed care programs generally provide coverage to
patients utilizing our clinics after payment by the patients of normal deductibles and co-insurance payments. Workers’ compensation
laws generally require employers to provide, directly or indirectly through insurance, costs of medical rehabilitation for their
employees from work-related injuries and disabilities and, in some jurisdictions, mandatory vocational rehabilitation, usually without
any deductibles, co-payments or cost sharing. Treatments for patients who are parties to personal injury cases are generally paid
from the proceeds of settlements with insurance companies or from favorable judgments. If an unfavorable judgment is received,
collection efforts are generally not pursued against the patient and the patient’s account is written-off against established reserves.
Bad debt reserves relating to all receivable types are regularly reviewed and adjusted as appropriate. The following table shows our
payor mix for the years ended:

Payor

December 31, 2017
Net
Patient
Revenue
Percentage

December 31, 2016
Net
Patient
Revenue
Percentage

December 31, 2015
Net
Patient
Revenue
Percentage

(Net Patient Revenues in Thousands)

Managed Care Program
Commercial Health Insurance
Medicare/Medicaid
Workers’ Compensation Insurance
Other
Total

$ 120,773
79,968
103,713
55,364
29,408
$ 389,226

31.0% $ 94,861
20.5%
84,784
26.7%
89,743
14.2%
56,478
7.6%
22,973
100.0% $ 348,839

27.2% $ 91,845
24.3%
73,555
25.7%
79,321
16.2%
60,087
6.6%
19,485
100.0% $ 324,293

28.3%
22.7%
24.5%
18.5%
6.0%
100.0%

Our business depends to a significant extent on our relationships with commercial health insurers, health maintenance
organizations, preferred provider organizations and workers’ compensation insurers. In some geographical areas, our clinics must be
approved as providers by key health maintenance organizations and preferred provider plans to obtain payments. Failure to obtain or
maintain these approvals would adversely affect financial results.
During the year ended December 31, 2017, approximately 28.4% of our visits and 23.8% of our net patient revenues were from
patients with Medicare program coverage. To receive Medicare reimbursement, a facility (Medicare Certified Rehabilitation Agency)
or the individual therapist (Physical/Occupational Therapist in Private Practice) must meet applicable participation conditions set by
the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) relating to the type of facility, equipment, recordkeeping, personnel and
standards of medical care, and also must comply with all state and local laws. HHS, through Centers for Medicare & Medicaid
Services (“CMS”) and designated agencies, periodically inspects or surveys clinics/providers for approval and/or compliance. We
anticipate that our newly developed and acquired clinics will become certified as Medicare providers or will be enrolled as a group of
physical/occupation therapists in a private practice. Failure to obtain or maintain this certification would adversely affect financial
results.
The Medicare program reimburses outpatient rehabilitation providers based on the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (“MPFS”).
For services provided in 2018, a 0.5% increase has been applied to the fee schedule payment rates; for services provided in 2019, a
0.25% increase will be applied to the fee schedule payment rates, subject to an adjustment beginning in 2019 under the Merit-Based
Incentive Payment System (“MIPS”). For services provided in 2020 through 2025, a 0.0% percent update will be applied each year to
the fee schedule payment rates, subject to adjustments under MIPS and any alternative payment models (“APMs”). Beginning in
2019, payments to individual therapists (Physical/Occupational Therapist in Private Practice) under the fee schedule may be subject
to adjustment based on performance in MIPS, which measures performance based on certain quality metrics, resource use, and
meaningful use of electronic health records. Under the MIPS requirements, a provider’s performance is assessed according to
established performance standards and used to determine an adjustment factor that is then applied to the professional’s payment for
a year. Each year from 2019 through 2024 professionals who receive a significant share of their revenues through an APM (such as
accountable care organizations or bundled payment arrangements) that involves risk of financial losses and a
7
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quality measurement component will receive a 5% bonus. The bonus payment for APM participation is intended to encourage
participation and testing of new APMs and to promote the alignment of incentives across payors. The specifics of the MIPS and
APM adjustments beginning in 2019 and 2020, respectively, will be subject to future notice and comment rule-making.
The Budget Control Act of 2011 increased the federal debt ceiling in connection with deficit reductions over the next ten years,
and requires automatic reductions in federal spending by approximately $1.2 trillion. Payments to Medicare providers are subject to
these automatic spending reductions, subject to a 2% cap. On April 1, 2013, a 2% reduction to Medicare payments was implemented.
The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, enacted on November 2, 2015, extended the 2% reductions to Medicare payments through fiscal
year 2025. The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, enacted on February 9, 2018, extends the 2% reductions to Medicare payments
through fiscal year 2027.
Historically, the total amount paid by Medicare in any one year for outpatient physical therapy, occupational therapy, and/or
speech-language pathology services provided to any Medicare beneficiary was subject to an annual dollar limit (i.e., the “Therapy
Cap” or “Limit”). For 2017, the annual Limit on outpatient therapy services was $1,980 for combined Physical Therapy and Speech
Language Pathology services and $1,980 for Occupational Therapy services. As a result of Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, the
Therapy Caps have been eliminated, effective as of January 1, 2018.
Under the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (“MCTRA”), since October 1, 2012, patients who met or
exceeded $3,700 in therapy expenditures during a calendar year have been subject to a manual medical review to determine whether
applicable payment criteria are satisfied. The $3,700 threshold is applied to Physical Therapy and Speech Language Pathology
Services; a separate $3,700 threshold is applied to the Occupational Therapy. The MACRA directed CMS to modify the manual
medical review process such that those reviews will no longer apply to all claims exceeding the $3,700 threshold and instead will be
determined on a targeted basis based on a variety of factors that CMS considers appropriate The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018
extends the targeted medical review indefinitely, but reduces the threshold to $3,000 through December 31, 2027. For 2028, the
threshold amount will be increased by the percentage increase in the Medicare Economic Index (“MEI”) for 2028 and in subsequent
years the threshold amount will increase based on the corresponding percentage increase in the MEI for such subsequent year.
CMS adopted a multiple procedure payment reduction (“MPPR”) for therapy services in the final update to the MPFS for
calendar year 2011. The MPPR applied to all outpatient therapy services paid under Medicare Part B — occupational therapy,
physical therapy and speech-language pathology. Under the policy, the Medicare program pays 100% of the practice expense
component of the Relative Value Unit (“RVU”) for the therapy procedure with the highest practice expense RVU, then reduces the
payment for the practice expense component for the second and subsequent therapy procedures or units of service furnished during
the same day for the same patient, regardless of whether those therapy services are furnished in separate sessions. Since 2013, the
practice expense component for the second and subsequent therapy service furnished during the same day for the same patient was
reduced by 50%. In addition, the MCTRA directed CMS to implement a claims-based data collection program to gather additional
data on patient function during the course of therapy in order to better understand patient conditions and outcomes. All practice
settings that provide outpatient therapy services are required to include this data on the claim form. Since 2013, therapists have been
required to report new codes and modifiers on the claim form that reflect a patient’s functional limitations and goals at initial
evaluation, periodically throughout care, and at discharge. Reporting of these functional limitation codes and modifiers are required
on the claim for payment.
Medicare claims for outpatient therapy services furnished by therapy assistants on or after January 1, 2022 must include a
modifier indicating the service was furnished by a therapy assistant. CMS is required to develop a modifier to mark services provided
by a therapy assistant by January 1, 2019, and then submitted claims have to report the modifier mark starting January 1, 2020.
Outpatient therapy services furnished on or after January 1, 2022 in whole or part by a therapy assistant will be paid at an amount
equal to 85% of the payment amount otherwise applicable for the service.
Statutes, regulations, and payment rules governing the delivery of therapy services to Medicare beneficiaries are complex and
subject to interpretation. We believe that we are in compliance in all material respects with all applicable laws and regulations and are
not aware of any pending or threatened investigations involving
8
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allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material effect on our financial statements as of December 31, 2017.
Compliance with such laws and regulations can be subject to future government review and interpretation, as well as significant
regulatory action including fines, penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare program. For 2017, net patient revenue from Medicare
accounted for approximately $92.6 million.
REGULATION AND HEALTHCARE REFORM
Numerous federal, state and local regulations regulate healthcare services and those who provide them. Some states into which
we may expand have laws requiring facilities employing health professionals and providing health-related services to be licensed
and, in some cases, to obtain a certificate of need (that is, demonstrating to a state regulatory authority the need for, and financial
feasibility of, new facilities or the commencement of new healthcare services). Only one of the states in which we currently operate
requires a certificate of need for the operation of our physical therapy business functions. Our therapists and/or clinics, however, are
required to be licensed, as determined by the state in which they provide services. Failure to obtain or maintain any required
certificates, approvals or licenses could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Regulations Controlling Fraud and Abuse. Various federal and state laws regulate financial relationships involving providers of
healthcare services. These laws include Section 1128B(b) of the Social Security Act (42 U.S. C. § 1320a-7b[b]) (the “Fraud and Abuse
Law”), under which civil and criminal penalties can be imposed upon persons who, among other things, offer, solicit, pay or receive
remuneration in return for (i) the referral of patients for the rendering of any item or service for which payment may be made, in whole
or in part, by a Federal health care program (including Medicare and Medicaid); or (ii) purchasing, leasing, ordering, or arranging for
or recommending purchasing, leasing, ordering any good, facility, service, or item for which payment may be made, in whole or in
part, by a Federal health care program (including Medicare and Medicaid). We believe that our business procedures and business
arrangements are in compliance with these provisions. However, the provisions are broadly written and the full extent of their specific
application to specific facts and arrangements to which we are a party is uncertain and difficult to predict. In addition, several states
have enacted state laws similar to the Fraud and Abuse Law, which may be more restrictive than the federal Fraud and Abuse Law.
The Office of the Inspector General (“OIG”) of HHS has issued regulations describing compensation financial arrangements that
fall within a “Safe Harbor” and, therefore, are not viewed as illegal remuneration under the Fraud and Abuse Law. Failure to fall within
a Safe Harbor does not mean that the Fraud and Abuse Law has been violated; however, the OIG has indicated that failure to fall
within a Safe Harbor may subject an arrangement to increased scrutiny under a “facts and circumstances” test.
The OIG also has issued special fraud alerts and special advisory bulletins to remind the provider community of the importance
and application of certain aspects of the Fraud and Abuse Law. One of the OIG special fraud alerts related to the rental of space in
physician offices by persons or entities to which the physicians refer patients. The OIG’s stated concern in these arrangements is
that rental payments may be disguised kickbacks to the physician-landlords to induce referrals. We rent clinic space for some of our
clinics from referring physicians and have taken the steps that we believe are necessary to ensure that all leases comply to the extent
possible and applicable with the space rental Safe Harbor to the Fraud and Abuse Law.
One of the OIG’s special advisory bulletins addressed certain complex contractual arrangements for the provision of items and
services. This special advisory bulletin identified several characteristics commonly exhibited by suspect arrangements, the existence
of one or more of which could indicate a prohibited arrangement to the OIG. Generally, the indicia of a suspect contractual joint
venture as identified by the special advisory bulletin and an associated OIG advisory opinion include the following:
•

New Line of Business. A provider in one line of business (“Owner”) expands into a new line of business that can be
provided to the Owner’s existing patients, with another party who currently provides the same or similar item or service as
the new business (“Manager/Supplier”).

•

Captive Referral Base. The arrangement predominantly or exclusively serves the Owner’s existing patient base (or patients
under the control or influence of the Owner).
9
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•

Little or No Bona Fide Business Risk. The Owner’s primary contribution to the venture is referrals; it makes little or no
financial or other investment in the business, delegating the entire operation to the Manager/Supplier, while retaining
profits generated from its captive referral base.

•

Status of the Manager/Supplier. The Manager/Supplier is a would-be competitor of the Owner’s new line of business and
would normally compete for the captive referrals. It has the capacity to provide virtually identical services in its own right
and bill insurers and patients for them in its own name.

•

Scope of Services Provided by the Manager/Supplier. The Manager/Supplier provides all, or many, of the new business’
key services.

•

Remuneration. The practical effect of the arrangement, viewed in its entirety, is to provide the Owner the opportunity to bill
insurers and patients for business otherwise provided by the Manager/Supplier. The remuneration from the venture to the
Owner (i.e., the profits of the venture) takes into account the value and volume of business the Owner generates.

•

Exclusivity. The arrangement bars the Owner from providing items or services to any patients other than those coming from
Owner and/or bars the Manager/Supplier from providing services in its own right to the Owner’s patients.

Due to the nature of our business operations, many of our management service arrangements exhibit one or more of these
characteristics. However, we believe we have taken steps regarding the structure of such arrangements as necessary to sufficiently
distinguish them from these suspect ventures, and to comply with the requirements of the Fraud and Abuse Law. However, if the OIG
believes we have entered into a prohibited contractual joint venture, it could have an adverse effect on our business, financial
condition and results of operations.
Although the business of managing physician-owned physical therapy facilities is regulated by the Fraud and Abuse Law, the
manner in which we contract with such facilities often falls outside the complete scope of available Safe Harbors. We believe our
arrangements comply with the Fraud and Abuse Law, even though federal courts provide limited guidance as to the application of
the Fraud and Abuse Law to these arrangements. If our management contracts are held to violate the Fraud and Abuse Law, it could
have an adverse effect on our business, financial condition and results of operations.
Stark Law. Provisions of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1993 (42 U.S.C. § 1395nn) (the “Stark Law”) prohibit
referrals by a physician of “designated health services” which are payable, in whole or in part, by Medicare or Medicaid, to an entity
in which the physician or the physician’s immediate family member has an investment interest or other financial relationship, subject
to several exceptions. Unlike the Fraud and Abuse Law, the Stark Law is a strict liability statute. Proof of intent to violate the Stark
Law is not required. Physical therapy services are among the “designated health services”. Further, the Stark Law has application to
our management contracts with individual physicians and physician groups, as well as, any other financial relationship between us
and referring physicians, including medical advisor arrangements and any financial transaction resulting from a clinic acquisition.
The Stark Law also prohibits billing for services rendered pursuant to a prohibited referral. Several states have enacted laws similar to
the Stark Law. These state laws may cover all (not just Medicare and Medicaid) patients. As with the Fraud and Abuse Law, we
consider the Stark Law in planning our clinics, establishing contractual and other arrangements with physicians, marketing and other
activities, and believe that our operations are in compliance with the Stark Law. If we violate the Stark Law or any similar state laws,
our financial results and operations could be adversely affected. Penalties for violations include denial of payment for the services,
significant civil monetary penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare and Medicaid programs.
HIPAA. In an effort to further combat healthcare fraud and protect patient confidentially, Congress included several anti-fraud
measures in the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (“HIPAA”). HIPAA created a source of funding for
fraud control to coordinate federal, state and local healthcare law enforcement programs, conduct investigations, provide guidance to
the healthcare industry concerning fraudulent healthcare practices, and establish a national data bank to receive and report final
adverse actions. HIPAA also criminalized certain forms of health fraud against all public and private payors. Additionally, HIPAA
mandates the adoption of standards regarding the exchange of healthcare information in an effort to ensure the privacy and
electronic security of patient information and standards relating to the privacy of health information. Sanctions
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for failing to comply with HIPAA include criminal penalties and civil sanctions. In February of 2009, the American Recovery and
Reinvestment Act of 2009 (“ARRA”) was signed into law. Title XIII of ARRA, the Health Information Technology for Economic and
Clinical Health Act (“HITECH”), provided for substantial Medicare and Medicaid incentives for providers to adopt electronic health
records (“EHRs”) and grants for the development of health information exchange (“HIE”). Recognizing that HIE and EHR systems
will not be implemented unless the public can be assured that the privacy and security of patient information in such systems is
protected, HITECH also significantly expanded the scope of the privacy and security requirements under HIPAA. Most notable are
the mandatory breach notification requirements and a heightened enforcement scheme that includes increased penalties, and which
now apply to business associates as well as to covered entities. In addition to HIPAA, a number of states have adopted laws and/or
regulations applicable in the use and disclosure of individually identifiable health information that can be more stringent than
comparable provisions under HIPAA.
We believe that our operations comply with applicable standards for privacy and security of protected healthcare information.
We cannot predict what negative effect, if any, HIPAA/HITECH or any applicable state law or regulation will have on our business.
Other Regulatory Factors. Political, economic and regulatory influences are fundamentally changing the healthcare industry in
the United States. Congress, state legislatures and the private sector continue to review and assess alternative healthcare delivery
and payment systems. Potential alternative approaches could include mandated basic healthcare benefits, controls on healthcare
spending through limitations on the growth of private health insurance premiums and Medicare and Medicaid spending, the creation
of large insurance purchasing groups, and price controls. Legislative debate is expected to continue in the future and market forces
are expected to demand only modest increases or reduced costs. For instance, managed care entities are demanding lower
reimbursement rates from healthcare providers and, in some cases, are requiring or encouraging providers to accept capitated
payments that may not allow providers to cover their full costs or realize traditional levels of profitability. We cannot reasonably
predict what impact the adoption of federal or state healthcare reform measures or future private sector reform may have on our
business.
COMPETITION
The healthcare industry, including the physical therapy business, is highly competitive. The physical therapy business is highly
fragmented with no company having a significant market share nationally. We believe that we are currently the third largest national
outpatient rehabilitation provider.
Competitive factors affecting our business include quality of care, cost, treatment outcomes, convenience of location, and
relationships with, and ability to meet the needs of, referral and payor sources. Our clinics compete, directly or indirectly, with many
types of healthcare providers including the physical therapy departments of hospitals, private therapy clinics, physician-owned
therapy clinics, and chiropractors. We may face more intense competition if consolidation of the therapy industry continues.
We believe that our strategy of providing key therapists in a community with an opportunity to participate in ownership or clinic
profitability provides us with a competitive advantage by helping to ensure the commitment of local management to the success of
the clinic.
We also believe that our competitive position is enhanced by our strategy of locating our clinics, when possible, on the ground
floor of buildings and shopping centers with nearby parking, thereby making the clinics more easily accessible to patients. We offer
convenient hours. We also attempt to make the decor in our clinics less institutional and more aesthetically pleasing than traditional
hospital clinics.
ENFORCEMENT ENVIRONMENT
In recent years, federal and state governments have launched several initiatives aimed at uncovering behavior that violates the
federal civil and criminal laws regarding false claims and fraudulent billing and coding practices. Such laws require providers to
adhere to complex reimbursement requirements regarding proper billing and coding in order to be compensated for their services by
government payors. Our compliance program requires adherence to applicable law and promotes reimbursement education and
training; however, a determination that our clinics’ billing and coding practices are false or fraudulent could have a material adverse
effect on us.
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As a result of our participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs, we are subject to various governmental inspections,
reviews, audits and investigations to verify our compliance with these programs and applicable laws and regulations. In addition, our
Corporate Integrity Agreement requires annual audits to be performed by an independent review organization on a small sample of
our clinics, the results of which are reported to the federal government. See “-Compliance Program – Corporate Integrity Agreement”.
Managed care payors may also reserve the right to conduct audits. An adverse inspection, review, audit or investigation could result
in: refunding amounts we have been paid; fines penalties and/or revocation of billing privileges for the affected clinics; expansion of
the scope of our Corporate Integrity Agreement; exclusion from participation in the Medicare or Medicaid programs or one or more
managed care payor network; or damage to our reputation.
We and our clinics are subject to federal and state laws prohibiting entities and individuals from knowingly and willfully making
claims to Medicare, Medicaid and other governmental programs and third party payors that contain false or fraudulent information.
The federal False Claims Act encourages private individuals to file suits on behalf of the government against healthcare providers
such as us. As such suits are generally filed under seal with a court to allow the government adequate time to investigate and
determine whether it will intervene in the action, the implicated healthcare providers often are unaware of the suit until the
government has made its determination and the seal is lifted. Violations or alleged violations of such laws, and any related lawsuits,
could result in (i) exclusion from participation in Medicare, Medicaid and other federal healthcare programs, or (ii) significant financial
or criminal sanctions, resulting in the possibility of substantial financial penalties for small billing errors that are replicated in a large
number of claims, as each individual claim could be deemed a separate violation. In addition, many states also have enacted similar
statutes, which may include criminal penalties, substantial fines, and treble damages.
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM
Our Compliance Program. Our ongoing success depends upon our reputation for quality service and ethical business
practices. We operate in a highly regulated environment with many federal, state and local laws and regulations. We take a proactive
interest in understanding and complying with the laws and regulations that apply to our business.
Our Board of Directors (the “Board”) has adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics and a set of Corporate Governance
Guidelines to clarify the ethical standards under which the Board and management carry out their duties. In addition, the Board has
created a Compliance Committee of the Board (“Compliance Committee”) whose purpose is to assist the Board in discharging their
oversight responsibilities with respect to compliance with federal and state laws and regulations relating to healthcare.
We have issued an Ethics and Compliance Manual and created compliance training materials, hand-outs and an on-line testing
program. These tools were prepared to ensure that every employee of our Company and subsidiaries has a clear understanding of
our mutual commitment to high standards of professionalism, honesty, fairness and compliance with the law in conducting business.
These standards are administered by our Chief Compliance Officer (“CO”), who has the responsibility for the day-to-day oversight,
administration and development of our compliance program. The CO, internal and external counsel, management and the Compliance
Committee review our policies and procedures for our compliance program from time to time in an effort to improve operations and to
ensure compliance with requirements of standards, laws and regulations and to reflect the on-going compliance focus areas which
have been identified by management, counsel or the Compliance Committee. We also have established systems for reporting
potential violations, educating our employees, monitoring and auditing compliance and handling enforcement and discipline.
Committees. Our Compliance Committee, appointed by the Board, consists of four independent directors. The Compliance
Committee has general oversight of our Company’s compliance with the legal and regulatory requirements regarding healthcare
operations. The Compliance Committee relies on the expertise and knowledge of management, the CO and other compliance and legal
personnel. The CO regularly communicates with the Chairman of the Compliance Committee. The Compliance Committee meets at
least four times a year or more frequently as necessary to carry out its responsibilities and reports regularly to the Board regarding its
actions and recommendations.
We also have an Internal Compliance Committee, which is comprised of Company leaders in the areas of operations, clinical
services, finance, human resources, legal, information technology and credentialing. The Internal Compliance Committee has the
responsibility for evaluating and assessing Company areas of risk
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relating to compliance with federal and state healthcare laws, and generally to assist the CO. The Internal Compliance Committee
meets at least four times a year or more frequently as necessary to carry out its responsibilities. In addition, management has
appointed a team to address our Company’s compliance with HIPAA. The HIPAA team consists of a security officer and employees
from our legal, information systems, finance, operations, compliance, business services and human resources departments. The team
prepares assessments and makes recommendations regarding operational changes and/or new systems, if needed, to comply with
HIPAA.
Each clinic certified as a Medicare Rehabilitation Agency has a formally appointed governing body composed of a member of
our management and the director/administrator of the clinic. The governing body retains legal responsibility for the overall conduct
of the clinic. The members confer regularly and discuss, among other issues, clinic compliance with applicable laws and regulations.
In addition, there are Professional Advisory Committees which serve as Infection Control Committees. These committees meet in the
facilities and function as advisors.
We have in place a Risk Management Committee consisting of, among others, the CO, the Corporate Vice President of
Administration, and other legal, compliance and operations personnel. This committee reviews and monitors all employee and patient
incident reports and provides clinic personnel with actions to be taken in response to the reports.
Reporting Violations. In order to facilitate our employees’ ability to report in confidence, anonymously and without retaliation
any perceived improper work-related activities, accounting irregularities and other violations of our compliance program, we have set
up an independent national compliance hotline. The compliance hotline is available to receive confidential reports of wrongdoing
Monday through Friday (excluding holidays), 24 hours a day. The compliance hotline is staffed by experienced third party
professionals trained to utilize utmost care and discretion in handling sensitive issues and confidential information. The information
received is documented and forwarded timely to the CO, who, together with the Compliance Committee, has the power and resources
to investigate and resolve matters of improper conduct.
Educating Our Employees. We utilize numerous methods to train our employees in compliance related issues. All employees
complete an initial training program comprised of numerous modules relating to our business and proper practices. The
directors/administrators also provide periodic “refresher” training for existing employees and one-on-one comprehensive training
with new hires. The corporate compliance group responds to questions from clinic personnel and conducts frequent teleconference
meetings, webinars and training sessions on a variety of compliance related topics.
When a clinic opens, the Company provides a package of compliance materials containing manuals and detailed instructions for
meeting Medicare Conditions of Participation Standards and other compliance requirements. During follow up training with the
director/administrator of the clinic, compliance department staff explain various details regarding requirements and compliance
standards. Compliance staff will remain in contact with the director/administrator while the clinic is implementing compliance
standards and will provide any assistance required. All new office managers receive training (including Medicare, regulatory and
corporate compliance, insurance billing, charge entry and transaction posting and coding, daily, weekly and monthly accounting
reports) from the training staff at the corporate office. The corporate compliance group will assist in continued compliance, including
guidance to the clinic staff with regard to Medicare certifications, state survey requirements and responses to any inquiries from
regulatory agencies.
Monitoring and Auditing Clinic Operational Compliance. We have in place audit programs and other procedures to monitor
and audit clinic operational compliance with applicable policies and procedures. We employ internal auditors who, as part of their job
responsibilities, conduct periodic audits of each clinic. Most clinics are audited at least once every 24 months and additional focused
audits are performed as deemed necessary. During these audits, particular attention is given to compliance with Medicare and
internal policies, Federal and state laws and regulations, third party payor requirements, and patient chart documentation, billing,
reporting, record keeping, collections and contract procedures. The audits typically are conducted on site and include interviews
with the employees involved in management, operations, billing and accounts receivable.
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Formal audit reports are prepared and reviewed with corporate management and the Compliance Committee. Each clinic
director/administrator receives a letter instructing them of any corrective measures required. Each clinic director/administrator then
works with the compliance team and operations to ensure such corrective measures are achieved.
Handling Enforcement and Discipline. It is our policy that any employee who fails to comply with compliance program
requirements or who negligently or deliberately fails to comply with known laws or regulations specifically addressed in our
compliance program should be subject to disciplinary action up to and including discharge from employment. The Compliance
Committee, compliance staff, human resources staff and management investigate violations of our compliance program and impose
disciplinary action as considered appropriate.
Corporate Integrity Agreement. The Company also performs certain additional compliance related functions pursuant to the
Corporate Integrity Agreement (“Corporate Integrity Agreement” or “CIA”) that the Company entered into with the OIG. The CIA,
which became effective as of December 21, 2015, outlines certain specific requirements relating to compliance oversight and program
implementation, as well as periodic reporting. In addition, pursuant to the CIA, an independent review organization annually will
perform a Medicare billing and coding audit on a small group of randomly selected Company clinics. The Company’s Compliance
Program has been modified so as to comply with the requirements of the CIA. The term of the CIA is five years.
The CIA was entered into as part of the settlement by one of the Company’s Subsidiaries with the U. S. Department of Justice
related to certain Medicare billings that occurred between 2007 and 2009 at a single outpatient physical therapy clinic. The settlement
resolved claims relating to whether certain physical therapy services provided to a limited number of Medicare patients at the clinic
satisfied all of the criteria for payment by the Medicare program, including proper supervision of physical therapist assistants. The
Subsidiary paid $718,000 in 2015 to resolve the matter, and the Subsidiary and the Company entered into the CIA. The Subsidiary no
longer conducts any business.
EMPLOYEES
At December 31, 2017, we employed approximately 4,300 people, of which approximately 3,000 were full-time employees. At that
date, no Company employees were governed by collective bargaining agreements or were members of a union. We consider our
relations with our employees to be good.
In the states in which our current clinics are located, persons performing designated physical therapy services are required to be
licensed by the state. Based on standard employee screening systems in place, all persons currently employed by us who are
required to be licensed are licensed. We are not aware of any federal licensing requirements applicable to our employees.
AVAILABLE INFORMATION
Our annual reports on Form 10-K, quarterly reports on Form 10-Q, current reports on Form 8-K and amendments to those reports
filed or furnished pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Exchange Act are made available free of charge on our internet website at
www.usph.com as soon as reasonably practicable after we electronically file such material with, or furnish it to, the SEC.
ITEM 1A.

RISK FACTORS.

Our business, operations and financial condition are subject to various risks. Some of these risks are described below, and
readers of this Annual Report on Form 10-K should take such risks into account in evaluating our Company or making any decision
to invest in us. This section does not describe all risks applicable to our Company, our industry or our business, and it is intended
only as a summary of material factors affecting our business.
Risks related to our business and operations
Healthcare reform legislation may affect our business.
In recent years, many legislative proposals have been introduced or proposed in Congress and in some state legislatures that
would affect major changes in the healthcare system, either nationally or at the state level. At the federal level, Congress has
continued to propose or consider healthcare budgets that substantially reduce
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payments under the Medicare programs. See “Business- Sources of Revenue” in Item 1 for more information. The ultimate content,
timing or effect of any healthcare reform legislation and the impact of potential legislation on us is uncertain and difficult, if not
impossible, to predict. That impact may be material to our business, financial condition or results of operations.
Our operations are subject to extensive regulation.
The healthcare industry is subject to extensive federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to:
•

facility and professional licensure/permits, including certificates of need;

•

conduct of operations, including financial relationships among healthcare providers, Medicare fraud and abuse, and
physician self-referral;

•

addition of facilities and services; and

•

billing and payment for services.

In recent years, there have been heightened coordinated civil and criminal enforcement efforts by both federal and state
government agencies relating to the healthcare industry. We believe we are in substantial compliance with all laws, but differing
interpretations or enforcement of these laws and regulations could subject our current practices to allegations of impropriety or
illegality or could require us to make changes in our methods of operations, facilities, equipment, personnel, services and capital
expenditure programs and increase our operating expenses. If we fail to comply with these extensive laws and government
regulations, we could become ineligible to receive government program reimbursement, suffer civil or criminal penalties or be required
to make significant changes to our operations. In addition, we could be forced to expend considerable resources responding to an
investigation or other enforcement action under these laws or regulations. For a more complete description of certain of these laws
and regulations, see “Business — Regulation and Healthcare Reform” and “Business — Compliance Program” in Item 1.
The healthcare industry is subject to extensive federal, state and local laws and regulations relating to (1) facility and
professional licensure, including certificates of need, (2) conduct of operations, including financial relationships among healthcare
providers, Medicare fraud and abuse and physician self-referral, (3) addition of facilities and services and enrollment of newly
developed facilities in the Medicare program, (4) payment for services and (5) safeguarding protected health information.
Both federal and state regulatory agencies inspect, survey and audit our facilities to review our compliance with these laws and
regulations. While our facilities intend to comply with the existing licensing, Medicare certification requirements and accreditation
standards, there can be no assurance that these regulatory authorities will determine that all applicable requirements are fully met at
any given time. A determination by any of these regulatory authorities that a facility is not in compliance with these requirements
could lead to the imposition of requirements that the facility takes corrective action, assessment of fines and penalties, or loss of
licensure or Medicare certification of accreditation. These consequences could have an adverse effect on our Company.
The Company’s CIA imposes certain compliance related functions and reporting obligations on the Company. In addition, the
CIA requires the Company to engage an independent review organization to conduct annual audits of randomly selected Company
clinics in order to review compliance with federal requirements relating to the proper billing and coding for claims. While our facilities
intend to comply with the federal requirements for properly coding and billing claims for reimbursement, there can be no assurance
that these audits will determine that all applicable requirements are fully met at the clinics that are reviewed. In addition, a failure to
fully comply with the requirements of the CIA may subject the Company to the assessment of fines and penalties, or exclusion from
participation in the Medicare program. These consequences could have a materially adverse effect on our Company.
Decreases in Medicare reimbursement rates and payment reductions applied to the second and subsequent therapy services may
adversely affect our financial results.
The Medicare program reimburses outpatient rehabilitation providers based on the MPFS. For services provided in 2018, a 0.5%
increase has been applied to the fee schedule payment rates; for services provided in 2019, a 0.25% increase will be applied, subject
to an adjustment beginning under the MIPS. For services provided in 2020 through 2025, a 0.0% percent update will be applied each
year to the fee schedule payment
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rates, subject to adjustments under MIPS and any APMs. Beginning in 2019, payments to individual therapists
(Physical/Occupational Therapist in Private Practice) under the fee schedule may be subject to adjustment based on performance in
MIPS, which measures performance based on certain quality metrics, resource use, and meaningful use of electronic health records.
Under the MIPS requirements a provider’s performance is assessed according to established performance standards and used to
determine an adjustment factor that is then applied to the professional’s payment for a year. Each year from 2019 through 2024
professionals who receive a significant share of their revenues through an APM (such as accountable care organizations or bundled
payment arrangements) that involves risk of financial losses and a quality measurement component will receive a 5% bonus. The
bonus payment for APM participation is intended to encourage participation and testing of new APMs and to promote the alignment
of incentives across payors. The specifics of the MIPS and APM adjustments beginning in 2019 and 2020, respectively, will be
subject to future notice and comment rule-making.
The Budget Control Act of 2011 increased the federal debt ceiling in connection with deficit reductions over the next ten years,
and requires automatic reductions in federal spending by approximately $1.2 trillion. Payments to Medicare providers are subject to
these automatic spending reductions, subject to a 2% cap. On April 1, 2013, a 2% reduction to Medicare payments was implemented.
The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, enacted on November 2, 2015, extended the 2% reductions to Medicare payments through fiscal
year 2025. The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, enacted on February 9, 2018, extends the 2% reductions to Medicare payments
through fiscal year 2027.
Furthermore, under the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (“MCTRA”), since October 1, 2012, patients who
met or exceeded $3,700 in therapy expenditures during a calendar year have been subject to a manual medical review to determine
whether applicable payment criteria are satisfied. The $3,700 threshold is applied to Physical Therapy and Speech Language
Pathology Services; a separate $3,700 threshold is applied to the Occupational Therapy. The MACRA directed CMS to modify the
manual medical review process such that those reviews will no longer apply to all claims exceeding the $3,700 threshold and instead
will be determined on a targeted basis based on a variety of factors that CMS considers appropriate. The Bipartisan Budget Act of
2018 extends the targeted medical review indefinitely, but reduces the threshold to $3,000 through December 31, 2027. For 2028, the
threshold amount will be increased by the percentage increase in the Medicare Economic Index (“MEI”) for 2028 and in subsequent
years the threshold amount will increase based on the corresponding percentage increase in the MEI for such subsequent year.
CMS adopted a multiple procedure payment reduction (“MPPR”) for therapy services in the final update to the MPFS for
calendar year 2011. The MPPR applied to all outpatient therapy services paid under Medicare Part B — occupational therapy,
physical therapy and speech-language pathology. Under the policy, the Medicare program pays 100% of the practice expense
component of the Relative Value Unit (“RVU”) for the therapy procedure with the highest practice expense RVU, then reduces the
payment for the practice expense component for the second and subsequent therapy procedures or units of service furnished during
the same day for the same patient, regardless of whether those therapy services are furnished in separate sessions. Since 2013, the
practice expense component for the second and subsequent therapy service furnished during the same day for the same patient was
reduced by 50%. In addition, the MCTRA directed CMS to implement a claims-based data collection program to gather additional
data on patient function during the course of therapy in order to better understand patient conditions and outcomes. All practice
settings that provide outpatient therapy services are required to include this data on the claim form. Since 2013, therapists have been
required to report new codes and modifiers on the claim form that reflect a patient’s functional limitations and goals at initial
evaluation, periodically throughout care, and at discharge. Reporting of these functional limitation codes and modifiers are required
on the claim for payment.
Medicare claims for outpatient therapy services furnished by therapy assistants on or after January 1, 2022 must include a
modifier indicating the service was furnished by a therapy assistant. CMS is required to develop a modifier to mark services provided
by a therapy assistant by January 1, 2019, and then submitted claims have to report the modifier mark starting January 1, 2020.
Outpatient therapy services furnished on or after January 1, 2022 in whole or part by a therapy assistant will be paid at an amount
equal to 85% of the payment amount otherwise applicable for the service.
Statutes, regulations, and payment rules governing the delivery of therapy services to Medicare beneficiaries are complex and
subject to interpretation. We believe that we are in compliance in all material respects with all applicable laws and regulations and is
not aware of any pending or threatened investigations involving
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allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material effect on our financial statements as of December 31, 2017.
Compliance with such laws and regulations can be subject to future government review and interpretation, as well as significant
regulatory action including fines, penalties, and exclusion from the Medicare program. For 2017, net patient revenue from Medicare
accounts for approximately $92.6 million.
Given the history of frequent revisions to the Medicare program and its reimbursement rates and rules, we may not continue to
receive reimbursement rates from Medicare that sufficiently compensate us for our services or, in some instances, cover our
operating costs. Limits on reimbursement rates or the scope of services being reimbursed could have a material adverse effect on our
revenue, financial condition and results of operations. Additionally, any delay or default by the federal or state governments in
making Medicare and/or Medicaid reimbursement payments could materially and, adversely, affect our business, financial condition
and results of operations
We expect the federal and state governments to continue their efforts to contain growth in Medicaid expenditures, which could
adversely affect our revenue and profitability.
Medicaid spending has increased rapidly in recent years, becoming a significant component of state budgets. This, combined
with slower state revenue growth, has led both the federal government and many states to institute measures aimed at controlling the
growth of Medicaid spending, and in some instances reducing aggregate Medicaid spending. We expect these state and federal
efforts to continue for the foreseeable future. Furthermore, not all of the states in which we operate, most notably Texas, have elected
to expand Medicaid as part of federal healthcare reform legislation. There can be no assurance that the program, on the current terms
or otherwise, will continue for any particular period of time beyond the foreseeable future. If Medicaid reimbursement rates are
reduced or fail to increase as quickly as our costs, or if there are changes in the rules governing the Medicaid program that are
disadvantageous to our businesses, our business and results of operations could be materially and adversely affected.
Revenue we receive from Medicare and Medicaid is subject to potential retroactive reduction.
Payments we receive from Medicare and Medicaid can be retroactively adjusted after examination during the claims settlement
process or as a result of post-payment audits. Payors may disallow our requests for reimbursement, or recoup amounts previously
reimbursed, based on determinations by the payors or their third-party audit contractors that certain costs are not reimbursable
because either adequate or additional documentation was not provided or because certain services were not covered or deemed to
not be medically necessary. Significant adjustments, recoupments or repayments of our Medicare or Medicaid revenue, and the costs
associated with complying with investigative audits by regulatory and governmental authorities, could adversely affect our financial
condition and results of operations.
Additionally, from time to time we become aware, either based on information provided by third parties and/or the results of
internal audits, of payments from payor sources that were either wholly or partially in excess of the amount that we should have been
paid for the service provided. Overpayments may result from a variety of factors, including insufficient documentation supporting
the services rendered or medical necessity of the services or other failures to document the satisfaction of the necessary conditions
of payment. We are required by law in most instances to refund the full amount of the overpayment after becoming aware of it, and
failure to do so within requisite time limits imposed by the law could lead to significant fines and penalties being imposed on us.
Furthermore, our initial billing of and payments for services that are unsupported by the requisite documentation and satisfaction of
any other conditions of payment, regardless of our awareness of the failure at the time of the billing or payment, could expose us to
significant fines and penalties. We, and/or certain of our operating companies, could also be subject to exclusion from participation in
the Medicare or Medicaid programs in some circumstances as well, in addition to any monetary or other fines, penalties or sanctions
that we may incur under applicable federal and/or state law. Our repayment of any such amounts, as well as any fines, penalties or
other sanctions that we may incur, could be significant and could have a material and adverse effect on our results of operations and
financial condition.
From time to time we are also involved in various external governmental investigations, audits and reviews. Reviews, audits and
investigations of this sort can lead to government actions, which can result in the assessment of damages, civil or criminal fines or
penalties, or other sanctions, including restrictions or changes in the way we conduct business, loss of licensure or exclusion from
participation in government programs. Failure to
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comply with applicable laws, regulations and rules could have a material and adverse effect on our results of operations and financial
condition. Furthermore, becoming subject to these governmental investigations, audits and reviews can also require us to incur
significant legal and document production expenses as we cooperate with the government authorities, regardless of whether the
particular investigation, audit or review leads to the identification of underlying issues.
As a result of increased post-payment reviews of claims we submit to Medicare for our services, we may incur additional costs
and may be required to repay amounts already paid to us.
We are subject to regular post-payment inquiries, investigations and audits of the claims we submit to Medicare for payment for
our services. These post-payment reviews have increased as a result of government cost-containment initiatives. These additional
post-payment reviews may require us to incur additional costs to respond to requests for records and to pursue the reversal of
payment denials, and ultimately may require us to refund amounts paid to us by Medicare that are determined to have been overpaid.
For a further description of this and other laws and regulations involving governmental reimbursements, see “Business —
Sources of Revenue” and “— Regulation and Healthcare Reform” in Item 1.
An economic downturn, state budget pressures, sustained unemployment and continued deficit spending by the federal
government may result in a reduction in reimbursement and covered services.
An economic downturn could have a detrimental effect on our revenues. Historically, state budget pressures have translated
into reductions in state spending. Given that Medicaid outlays are a significant component of state budgets, we can expect
continuing cost containment pressures on Medicaid outlays for our services in the states in which we operate. In addition, an
economic downturn, coupled with sustained unemployment, may also impact the number of enrollees in managed care programs as
well as the profitability of managed care companies, which could result in reduced reimbursement rates.
The existing federal deficit, as well as deficit spending by federal and state governments as the result of adverse developments
in the economy or other reasons, can lead to continuing pressure to reduce governmental expenditures for other purposes, including
government-funded programs in which we participate, such as Medicare and Medicaid. Such actions in turn may adversely affect our
results of operations.
We depend upon reimbursement by third-party payors.
Substantially all of our revenues are derived from private and governmental third-party payors. In 2017, approximately 73.4% of
our revenues were derived collectively from managed care plans, commercial health insurers, workers’ compensation payors, and
other private pay revenue sources while approximately 26.6% of our revenues were derived from Medicare and Medicaid. Initiatives
undertaken by industry and government to contain healthcare costs affect the profitability of our clinics. These payors attempt to
control healthcare costs by contracting with healthcare providers to obtain services on a discounted basis. We believe that this trend
will continue and may limit reimbursement for healthcare services. If insurers or managed care companies from whom we receive
substantial payments were to reduce the amounts they pay for services, our profit margins may decline, or we may lose patients if we
choose not to renew our contracts with these insurers at lower rates. In addition, in certain geographical areas, our clinics must be
approved as providers by key health maintenance organizations and preferred provider plans. Failure to obtain or maintain these
approvals would adversely affect our financial results.
In recent years, through legislative and regulatory actions, the federal government has made substantial changes to various
payment systems under the Medicare program. See “Business — Sources of Revenue” in Item 1 for more information. President
Obama signed into law comprehensive reforms to the healthcare system, including changes to Medicare reimbursement. Additional
reforms or other changes to these payment systems may be proposed or adopted, either by the U.S. Congress or by CMS, including
bundled payments, outcomes-based payment methodologies and a shift away from traditional fee-for-service reimbursement. If
revised regulations are adopted, the availability, methods and rates of Medicare reimbursements for services of the type furnished at
our facilities could change. Some of these changes and proposed changes could adversely affect our business strategy, operations
and financial results.
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We face inspections, reviews, audits and investigations under federal and state government programs and contracts. These audits
could have adverse findings that may negatively affect our business.
As a result of our participation in the Medicare and Medicaid programs, we are subject to various governmental inspections,
reviews, audits and investigations to verify our compliance with these programs and applicable laws and regulations. Managed care
payors may also reserve the right to conduct audits. An adverse inspection, review, audit or investigation could result in:
•

refunding amounts we have been paid pursuant to the Medicare or Medicaid programs or from managed care payors;

•

state or federal agencies imposing fines, penalties and other sanctions on us;

•

temporary suspension of payment for new patients to the facility or agency;

•

decertification or exclusion from participation in the Medicare or Medicaid programs or one or more managed care payor
networks;

•

expansion of the scope of our Corporate Integrity Agreement;

•

damage to our reputation;

•

the revocation of a facility’s or agency’s license; and

•

loss of certain rights under, or termination of, our contracts with managed care payors.

If adverse inspections, reviews, audits or investigations occur and any of the results noted above occur, it could have a material
adverse effect on our business and operating results.
Our facilities are subject to extensive federal and state laws and regulations relating to the privacy of individually identifiable
information.
HIPAA required the HHS to adopt standards to protect the privacy and security of individually identifiable health-related
information. The department released final regulations containing privacy standards in 2000 and published revisions to the final
regulations in 2002. The privacy regulations extensively regulate the use and disclosure of individually identifiable health-related
information. The regulations also provide patients with significant rights related to understanding and controlling how their health
information is used or disclosed. The security regulations require healthcare providers to implement administrative, physical and
technical practices to protect the security of individually identifiable health information that is maintained or transmitted
electronically. HITECH, which was signed into law in 2009, enhanced the privacy, security and enforcement provisions of HIPAA by,
among other things establishing security breach notification requirements, allowing enforcement of HIPAA by state attorneys
general, and increasing penalties for HIPAA violations. Violations of HIPAA or HITECH could result in civil or criminal penalties.
In addition to HIPAA, there are numerous federal and state laws and regulations addressing patient and consumer privacy
concerns, including unauthorized access or theft of personal information. State statutes and regulations vary from state to state.
Lawsuits, including class actions and action by state attorneys general, directed at companies that have experienced a privacy or
security breach also can occur.
The Company and its clinics have established policies and procedures in an effort to ensure compliance with these privacy
related requirements. However, if there is a breach, we may be subject to various penalties and damages and may be required to incur
costs to mitigate the impact of the breach on affected individuals.
In conducting our business, we are required to comply with applicable laws regarding fee-splitting and the corporate practice of
medicine.
Some states prohibit the “corporate practice of therapy” that restricts business corporations from providing physical therapy
services through the direct employment of therapists physicians or from exercising control over medical decisions by therapists. The
laws relating to corporate practice vary from state to state and are not fully developed in each state in which we have facilities.
Typically, however, professional corporations owned and controlled by licensed professionals are exempt from corporate practice
restrictions and may employ therapists to furnish professional services. Those professional corporations may be managed by
business corporations, such as the Company.
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Some states also prohibit entities from engaging in certain financial arrangements, such as fee-splitting, with physicians or
therapists. The laws relating to fee-splitting also vary from state to state and are not fully developed. Generally, these laws restrict
business arrangements that involve a physician or therapist sharing medical fees with a referral source, but in some states, these laws
have been interpreted to extend to management agreements between physicians or therapists and business entities under some
circumstances.
We believe that the Company’s current and planned activities do not constitute fee-splitting or the unlawful corporate practice
of medicine as contemplated by these state laws. However, there can be no assurance that future interpretations of such laws will not
require structural and organizational modification of our existing relationships with the practices. If a court or regulatory body
determines that we have violated these laws or if new laws are introduced that would render our arrangements illegal, we could be
subject to civil or criminal penalties, our contracts could be found legally invalid and unenforceable (in whole or in part), or we could
be required to restructure our contractual arrangements with our affiliated physicians and other licensed providers.
Failure to maintain effective internal control over our financial reporting could have an adverse effect on our ability to report
our financial results on a timely and accurate basis.
We are required to produce our consolidated financial statements in accordance with the requirements of accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America. Effective internal control over financial reporting is necessary for us to provide
reliable financial reports, to help mitigate the risk of fraud and to operate successfully. We are required by federal securities laws to
document and test our internal control procedures in order to satisfy the requirements of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, which
requires annual management assessments of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting.
Testing and maintaining our internal control over financial reporting can be expensive and divert our management’s attention
from other matters that are important to our business. We may not be able to conclude on an ongoing basis that we have effective
internal control over financial reporting in accordance with applicable law, or our independent registered public accounting firm may
not be able to issue an unqualified attestation report if we conclude that our internal control over financial reporting is not effective.
If we fail to maintain effective internal control over financial reporting, or our independent registered public accounting firm is unable
to provide us with an unqualified attestation report on our internal control, we could be required to take costly and time-consuming
corrective measures, be required to restate the affected historical financial statements, be subjected to investigations and/or
sanctions by federal and state securities regulators, and be subjected to civil lawsuits by security holders. Any of the foregoing
could also cause investors to lose confidence in our reported financial information and in our company and would likely result in a
decline in the market price of our stock and in our ability to raise additional financing if needed in the future.
We may be adversely affected by a security breach, such as a cyber attack, which may cause a violation of HIPAA or HITECH
and subject us to potential legal and reputational harm.
In the normal course of business, our information technology systems hold sensitive patient information including patient
demographic data and other protected health information, which is subject to HIPAA and HITECH. We also contract with third-party
vendors to maintain and store our patient’s individually identifiable health information. Numerous state and federal laws and
regulations address privacy and information security concerns resulting from our access to our patient’s and employee’s personal
information.
Our information technology systems and those of our vendors that process, maintain, and transmit such data are subject to
computer viruses, cyber attacks, or breaches. We adhere to policies and procedures designed to ensure compliance with HIPAA and
other privacy and information security laws and require our third-party vendors to do so as well. If, however, we or our third-party
vendors experience a breach, loss, or other compromise of unsecured protected health information or other personal information,
such an event could result in significant civil and criminal penalties, lawsuits, reputational harm, and increased costs to us, any of
which could have a material adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations.
Furthermore, while our information technology systems, and those of our third-party vendors, are maintained with safeguards
protecting against cyber attacks. A cyber attack that bypasses our information technology security systems, or those of our thirdparty vendors, could result in a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, results of operations, or cash flows. In
addition, our future results could be adversely affected due to the theft, destruction, loss, misappropriation, or release of protected
health information, other confidential data or
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proprietary business information, operational or business delays resulting from the disruption of information technology systems
and subsequent mitigation activities, or regulatory action taken as a result of such incident. We provide our employees training and
regular reminders on important measures they can take to prevent breaches. We routinely identify attempts to gain unauthorized
access to our systems. However, given the rapidly evolving nature and proliferation of cyber threats, there can be no assurance our
training and network security measures or other controls will detect, prevent, or remediate security or data breaches in a timely
manner or otherwise prevent unauthorized access to, damage to, or interruption of our systems and operations. Accordingly, we may
be vulnerable to losses associated with the improper functioning, security breach, or unavailability of our information systems as
well as any systems used in acquired operations.
We depend upon the cultivation and maintenance of relationships with the physicians in our markets.
Our success is dependent upon referrals from physicians in the communities our clinics serve and our ability to maintain good
relations with these physicians and other referral sources. Physicians referring patients to our clinics are free to refer their patients to
other therapy providers or to their own physician owned therapy practice. If we are unable to successfully cultivate and maintain
strong relationships with physicians and other referral sources, our business may decrease and our net operating revenues may
decline.
We depend upon our ability to recruit and retain experienced physical therapists.
Our revenue generation is dependent upon referrals from physicians in the communities our clinics serve, and our ability to
maintain good relations with these physicians. Our therapists are the front line for generating these referrals and we are dependent
on their talents and skills to successfully cultivate and maintain strong relationships with these physicians. If we cannot recruit and
retain our base of experienced and clinically skilled therapists, our business may decrease and our net operating revenues may
decline. Periodically, we have clinics in isolated communities that are temporarily unable to operate due to the unavailability of a
therapist who satisfies our standards.
We may also experience increases in our labor costs, primarily due to higher wages and greater benefits required to attract and
retain qualified healthcare personnel, and such increases may adversely affect our profitability. Furthermore, while we attempt to
manage overall labor costs in the most efficient way, our efforts to manage them may have limited effectiveness and may lead to
increased turnover and other challenges.
Our revenues may fluctuate due to weather.
We have a significant number of clinics in states that normally experience snow and ice during the winter months. Also, a
significant number of our clinics are located in states along the Gulf Coast and Atlantic Coast which are subject to periodic winter
storms, hurricanes and other severe storm systems. Periods of severe weather may cause physical damage to our facilities or prevent
our staff or patients from traveling to our clinics, which may cause a decrease in our net operating revenues.
We operate in a highly competitive industry.
We encounter competition from local, regional or national entities, some of which have superior resources or other competitive
advantages. Intense competition may adversely affect our business, financial condition or results of operations. For a more complete
description of this competitive environment, see “Business — Competition” in Item 1. An adverse effect on our business, financial
condition or results of operations may require us to write-down goodwill.
We may incur closure costs and losses.
The competitive, economic or reimbursement conditions in our markets in which we operate may require us to reorganize or to
close certain clinics. In the event a clinic is reorganized or closed, we may incur losses and closure costs. The closure costs and
losses may include, but are not limited to, lease obligations, severance, and write-down or write-off of goodwill and other intangible
assets.
Future acquisitions may use significant resources, may be unsuccessful and could expose us to unforeseen liabilities.
As part of our growth strategy, we intend to continue pursuing acquisitions of outpatient physical therapy clinics. Acquisitions
may involve significant cash expenditures, potential debt incurrence and operational losses,
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dilutive issuances of equity securities and expenses that could have an adverse effect on our financial condition and results of
operations. Acquisitions involve numerous risks, including:
•

the difficulty and expense of integrating acquired personnel into our business;

•

the diversion of management’s time from existing operations;

•

the potential loss of key employees of acquired companies;

•

the difficulty of assignment and/or procurement of managed care contractual arrangements; and

•

the assumption of the liabilities and exposure to unforeseen liabilities of acquired companies, including liabilities for failure
to comply with healthcare regulations.

Issuance of shares in connection with financing transactions or under stock incentive plans will dilute current stockholders.
Pursuant to our stock incentive plans, our Compensation Committee of the Board, consisting solely of independent directors, is
authorized to grant stock awards to our employees, directors and consultants. Shareholders will incur dilution upon the exercise of
any outstanding stock awards or the grant of any restricted stock. In addition, if we raise additional funds by issuing additional
common stock, or securities convertible into or exchangeable or exercisable for common stock, further dilution to our existing
stockholders will result, and new investors could have rights superior to existing stockholders.
The number of shares of our common stock eligible for future sale could adversely affect the market price of our stock.
At December 31, 2017, we had reserved approximately 490,000 shares for future equity grants. 140,000 shares of common stock
pursuant to our equity plans are registered for sale or resale on currently effective registration statements and have been approved
by stockholders. The remaining 350,000 shares have been approved by the stockholders and will be registered for sale or resale in
2018. We may issue additional restricted securities or register additional shares of common stock under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended (the “Securities Act”), in the future. The issuance of a significant number of shares of common stock upon the exercise of
stock options or the availability for sale, or sale, of a substantial number of the shares of common stock eligible for future sale under
effective registration statements, under Rule 144 or otherwise, could adversely affect the market price of the common stock.
Provisions in our articles of incorporation and bylaws could delay or prevent a change in control of our company, even if that
change would be beneficial to our stockholders.
Certain provisions of our articles of incorporation and bylaws may delay, discourage, prevent or render more difficult an attempt
to obtain control of our company, whether through a tender offer, business combination, proxy contest or otherwise. These
provisions include the charter authorization of “blank check” preferred stock and a restriction on the ability of stockholders to call a
special meeting.
ITEM 1B.

UNRESOLVED STAFF COMMENTS.

None
ITEM 2.

PROPERTIES.

We lease the properties used for our clinics under non-cancelable operating leases with terms ranging from one to five years,
with the exception of the property for one clinic which we own. We intend to lease the premises for any new clinic locations except in
rare instances where leasing is not a cost-effective alternative. Our typical clinic occupies 1,600 to 3,000 square feet.
We also lease our executive offices located in Houston, Texas, under a non-cancelable operating lease expiring in April 2022. We
currently lease approximately 40,777 square feet of space (including allocations for common areas) at our executive offices.
ITEM 3.

LEGAL PROCEEDINGS.

We are involved in litigation and other proceedings arising in the ordinary course of business.
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In addition, on March 31, 2017, an alleged shareholder filed a putative class action lawsuit in the United States District Court for
the Southern District of New York (the “Court”) against the Company, chief executive officer Christopher J. Reading, chief financial
officer Lawrance C. McAfee and corporate controller Jon C. Bates, alleging, inter alia, that the defendants misstated or omitted to
state material information concerning the Company’s historical accounting for redeemable non-controlling interests of acquired
partnerships, in alleged violation of Sections 10(b) and 20(a) of the Exchange Act. The complaint seeks a declaration that the action is
a proper class action under Rule 23 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure, unspecified compensatory damages in an amount to be
determined at trial and interest, costs and expenses. On June 26, 2017, the Court appointed a lead plaintiff in the matter. On July 31,
2017, the lead plaintiff filed an amended complaint, alleging substantially the same violations and seeking substantially the same
unspecified damages. The amended complaint also names Glenn McDowell, the Company’s Chief Operating Officer, as an additional
defendant. On December 1, 2017, the Company filed a Motion to Dismiss and subsequent filings related to the Motion to Dismiss
were completed on February 7, 2018. The Motion to Dismiss is currently pending before the Court.
While the ultimate outcome of lawsuits or other proceedings cannot be predicted with certainty, we do not believe the impact of
existing lawsuits or other proceedings will have a material impact on our business, financial condition or results of operations.
ITEM 4.

MINE SAFETY DISCLOSURES.

Not Applicable.
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PART II
ITEM 5.

MARKET FOR REGISTRANT’S COMMON EQUITY, RELATED STOCKHOLDER MATTERS AND ISSUER
PURCHASES OF EQUITY SECURITIES.

PRICE QUOTATIONS
Our common stock has traded on the New York Stock Exchange (“NYSE”) since August 14, 2012 under the symbol “USPH.”
Prior to that, our common stock was traded on the Nasdaq Global Select Market under the symbol “USPH”. As of March 14, 2018,
there were 65 holders of record of our outstanding common stock. The table below indicates the high and low sales prices of our
common stock reported for the periods presented.
2017
Quarter

First
Second
Third
Fourth

High

$

78.00
68.10
66.80
73.65

2016
Low

$

62.60
59.24
56.50
61.65

High

$

54.35
61.31
64.89
72.65

Low

$

45.62
46.39
57.76
51.96

On March 6, 2018, the Board of Directors declared a dividend of $0.23 per share on all shares of common stock issued and
outstanding to those shareholders of record on March 21, 2018 payable on April 13, 2018. During 2017, we paid a regular quarterly
dividend of $0.20 per share totaling $0.80 per share, which amounted to a total of aggregate cash payments of dividend to holders of
our common stock in 2017 of approximately $10.1 million. During 2016, we paid a regular quarterly dividend of $0.17 per share totaling
$0.68 per share, which amounted to a total of aggregate cash payments of dividends to holders of our common stock in 2016 of
approximately $8.5 million. During 2015, we paid a quarterly dividend of $0.15 per share totaling $0.60 per share for 2015, which
amounted to a total of aggregate cash payments of dividends to holders of our common stock in 2015 of approximately $7.4 million.
We are currently restricted from paying dividends in excess of $20,000,000 in any fiscal year on our common stock under the Credit
Agreement (as defined in “Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations —
Liquidity and Capital Resources”).
FIVE YEAR PERFORMANCE GRAPH
The performance graph and related description shall not be deemed incorporated by reference into any filing under the
Securities Act or under the Exchange Act, except to the extent that the Company specifically incorporates this information by
reference. In addition, the performance graph and the related description shall not be deemed “soliciting material” or “filed” with the
SEC or subject to Regulation 14A or 14C.
On August 14, 2012, our common stock began trading on NYSE. The following performance graph compares the cumulative
total stockholder return of our common stock to The NYSE Composite Index and the NYSE Health Care Index for the period from
December 31, 2012 through December 31, 2017. The graph assumes that $100 was invested in our common stock and the common
stock of each of the companies listed on The NYSE Composite Index and The NYSE Health Care Index on December 31, 2012 and that
any dividends were reinvested.
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Comparison of Five Years Cumulative Total Return for the Year Ended December 31, 2017

12/12

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc.
NYSE Composite
NYSE Healthcare Index
ITEM 6.

12/13

100
100
100

12/14

128
123
130

152
128
151

12/15

12/16

195
120
157

12/17

255
131
151

262
152
180

SELECTED FINANCIAL DATA.

The following selected financial data should be read in conjunction with the description of our critical accounting policies set
forth in “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Results of Operations and Financial Condition” and the Consolidated Financial
Statements and Notes included herein.
For the Years Ended December 31,
2016
2015
2014

2017

2013

($ in thousands, except per share data)

Net revenues
Operating income
Interest expense
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests - change
in redemption value
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests earnings allocable
Debt and other
Total interest expense
Net income
Net income attributable to non-controlling interests
Net income attributable to USPH shareholders

$
$

414,051
54,728

$
$

356,546
49,533

$
$

331,302
47,294

$
$

305,074
45,768

$

12,894

$

6,169

$

2,670

$

2,978

$

1,222

$
$
$
$
$
$

6,055
2,111
21,060
27,724
5,468
22,256

$
$
$
$
$
$

4,057
1,252
11,478
26,268
5,717
20,551

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,538
1,031
7,239
26,489
5,874
20,615

$
$
$
$
$
$

3,388
1,088
7,454
25,314
6,183
19,131

$
$
$
$
$
$

2,642
538
4,402
22,981
5,869
17,112
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For the Years Ended December 31,
2016
2015
2014

2017

2013

($ in thousands, except per share data)

Per share net income attributable to USPH shareholders:
Basic and diluted
Dividends declared and paid per common share

$
$

1.76
0.80

$
$

2017

1.64
0.68
2016

$
$

1.66
0.60

$
$

On December 31,
2015

1.57
0.48
2014

$
$

1.42
0.40
2013

($ in thousands)

Total assets
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests
Long-term debt, less current portion
Working capital
Current ratio
ITEM 7.

$
$
$
$

418,982
327
56,728
37,530
1.95

$
$
$
$

351,231
69,190
50,596
41,347
2.68

$
$
$
$

303,757
45,974
48,335
41,193
3.17

$
$
$
$

268,377
40,371
34,734
29,347
2.15

$ 247,436
$ 38,004
$ 40,650
$ 26,488
2.14

MANAGEMENT’S DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS OF FINANCIAL CONDITION AND RESULTS OF
OPERATIONS.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Our Business. We operate outpatient physical therapy clinics that provide pre- and post-operative care and treatment for a
variety of orthopedic-related disorders and sports-related injuries, neurologically-related injuries and rehabilitation of injured
workers. At December 31, 2017, we operated 578 clinics in 41 states. The average age of our clinics at December 31, 2017 was 9.6
years. In addition to our ownership and operation of outpatient physical therapy clinics, we also manage physical therapy facilities
for third parties, such as physicians and hospitals, with 32 such third-party facilities under management as of December 31, 2017.
In March 2017, we acquired a 55% interest in a company which is a leading provider of workforce performance solutions.
Services provided include onsite injury prevention and rehabilitation, performance optimization and ergonomic assessments. The
majority of these services are contracted with and paid for directly by employers including a number of Fortune 500 companies. Other
clients include large insurers and their contractors.
During 2017, 2016 and 2015, we completed the following multi-clinic acquisitions:
Acquisition

Date

% Interest
Acquired

Number of
Clinics

2017
January 1
May 31
June 30
October 31

70%
70%
60%
70%

17
4
9
9

February 2016 Acquisition
November 2016 Acquisition

2016
February 29
November 30

55%
60%

8
12

January 2015 Acquisition
April 2015 Acquisition
June 2015 Acquisition
December 2015 Acquisition

2015
January 31
April 30
June 30
December 31

60%
70%
70%
59%

9
3
4
4

January 2017 Acquisition
May 2017 Acquisition
June 2017 Acquisition
October 2017 Acquisition

Also, during the year of 2017, we purchased the assets and business of two physical therapy clinics in separate transactions.
One clinic was consolidated with an existing clinic and the other operates as a satellite clinic of one of the existing partnerships.
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In addition to the multi-clinic acquisitions, we acquired two single clinic practices in separate transactions during 2016. During
2015, we acquired a 60% interest in a single clinic practice.
The results of operations of the acquired clinics have been included in the Company’s consolidated financial statements since
the date of their respective acquisition. The Company intends to continue to pursue additional acquisition opportunities, develop
new clinics and open satellite clinics.
CRITICAL ACCOUNTING POLICIES
Critical accounting policies are those that have a significant impact on our results of operations and financial position involving
significant estimates requiring our judgment. Our critical accounting policies are:
Revenue Recognition. Revenues are recognized in the period in which services are rendered. Net patient revenues (patient
revenues less estimated contractual adjustments) are reported at the estimated net realizable amounts from insurance companies,
third-party payors, patients and others for services rendered. The Company has agreements with third-party payors that provide for
payments to the Company at contracted amounts different from its established rates. The allowance for estimated contractual
adjustments is based on terms of payor contracts and historical collection and write-off experience.
Contractual Allowances. Contractual allowances result from the differences between the rates charged for services performed
and expected reimbursements by both insurance companies and government sponsored healthcare programs for such services.
Medicare regulations and the various third party payors and managed care contracts are often complex and may include multiple
reimbursement mechanisms payable for the services provided in our clinics. We estimate contractual allowances based on our
interpretation of the applicable regulations, payor contracts and historical calculations. Each month the Company estimates its
contractual allowance for each clinic based on payor contracts and the historical collection experience of the clinic and applies an
appropriate contractual allowance reserve percentage to the gross accounts receivable balances for each payor of the clinic. Based
on our historical experience, calculating the contractual allowance reserve percentage at the payor level is sufficient to allow us to
provide the necessary detail and accuracy with our collectability estimates. However, the services authorized and provided and
related reimbursement are subject to interpretation that could result in payments that differ from our estimates. Payor terms are
periodically revised necessitating continual review and assessment of the estimates made by management. Our billing systems may
not capture the exact change in our contractual allowance reserve estimate from period to period. Therefore, in order to assess the
accuracy of our revenues and hence our contractual allowance reserves, our management regularly compares its cash collections to
corresponding net revenues measured both in the aggregate and on a clinic-by-clinic basis. In the aggregate, the historical difference
between net revenues and corresponding cash collections has generally reflected a difference within approximately 1% of net
revenues. Additionally, analysis of subsequent period’s contractual write-offs on a payor basis reflects a difference within
approximately 1% between the actual aggregate contractual reserve percentage as compared to the estimated contractual allowance
reserve percentage associated with the same period end balance. As a result, we believe that a reasonable likely change in the
contractual allowance reserve estimate would not be more than 1% at December 31, 2017. For purposes of demonstrating the
sensitivity of this estimate on the Company’s financial condition, a one percent increase or decrease in our aggregate contractual
allowance reserve percentage would decrease or increase, respectively, net patient revenue by approximately $1,084,700 for the year
ended December 31, 2017. Management believes the changes in the estimate of the contractual allowance reserve for the periods
ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015 have not been material to the statement of income.
The following table sets forth information regarding our patient accounts receivable as of the dates indicated (in thousands):
December 31,
2017
2016

Gross patient accounts receivable
Less contractual allowances
Subtotal - accounts receivable
Less allowance for doubtful accounts
Net patient accounts receivable

$

$
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108,667 $
61,687
46,980
2,273
44,707 $

90,145
49,513
40,632
1,792
38,840
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The following table presents our patient accounts receivable aging by payor class as of the dates indicated (in thousands):

Payor

Managed Care/ Commercial Plans
Medicare/Medicaid
Workers Compensation*
Self-pay
Other**
Totals
*

December 31, 2017
Current
to
120+
120 Days
Days
Total

$

$

15,150
10,021
7,767
3,837
1,586
38,361

$

$

2,120
1,511
1,243
3,185
560
8,619

$ 17,270
11,532
9,010
7,022
2,146
$ 46,980

December 31, 2016
Current
to
120+
120 Days
Days
Total

$

$

13,906
8,252
7,550
2,709
1,212
33,629

$

$

1,939
1,201
1,107
2,469
287
7,003

$ 15,845
9,453
8,657
5,178
1,499
$ 40,632

Workers compensation is paid by state administrators or their designated agents.

** Other includes primarily litigation claims and, to a lesser extent, vehicular insurance claims.
Reimbursement for Medicare beneficiaries is based upon a fee schedule published by HHS. For a more complete description of
our third party revenue sources, see “Business — Sources of Revenue” in Item 1.
Provision for Doubtful Accounts. We determine our provision for doubtful accounts based on the specific agings and payor
classifications at each clinic. We review the accounts receivable aging and rely on prior experience with particular payors to
determine an appropriate reserve for doubtful accounts. Historically, clinics that have a large number of aged accounts generally
have less favorable collection experience, and thus, require a higher provision. Accounts that are ultimately determined to be
uncollectible are written off against our bad debt provision. The amount of our aggregate provision for doubtful accounts is regularly
reviewed for adequacy in light of current and historical experience.
Accounting for Income Taxes. We account for income taxes under the asset and liability method. Deferred tax assets and
liabilities are recognized for the future tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts
of existing assets and liabilities and their respective tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. Deferred tax assets and
liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences
are expected to be recovered or settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in
income in the period that includes the enactment date. The Company recognizes the financial statement benefit of a tax position only
after determining that the relevant tax authority would more likely than not sustain the position following an audit. For tax positions
meeting the more-likely-than-not threshold, the amount to be recognized in the financial statements is the largest benefit that has a
greater than 50 percent likelihood of being realized upon ultimate settlement with the relevant tax authority.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (the “TCJA”) was passed by Congress on December 20, 2017 and signed into law by
President Trump on December 22, 2017. The TCJA makes significant changes to U.S. corporate income tax laws including a decrease
in the corporate income tax rate to 21% effective January 1, 2018. As a result, we revalued our deferred tax assets and liabilities. Based
on a review and analysis as of December 31, 2017, we estimated a reduction our net deferred tax liabilities by $4.3 million thereby
reducing our provision for income taxes by such amount for the 2017 year.
We do not believe that we have any significant uncertain tax positions at December 31, 2017, nor is this expected to change
within the next twelve months due to the settlement and expiration of statutes of limitation.
We did not have any accrued interest or penalties associated with any unrecognized tax benefits nor was any interest expense
recognized during the twelve months ended December 31, 2017 and 2016.
Carrying Value of Long-Lived Assets. Our property and equipment, intangible assets and goodwill (collectively, our “long-lived
assets”) comprise a significant portion of our total assets. The accounting standards require that we periodically, and upon the
occurrence of certain events, assess the recoverability of our long-lived assets. If the carrying value of our property and equipment
exceeds their undiscounted cash flows, we are required to write the carrying value down to estimated fair value.
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Goodwill. The fair value of goodwill and other intangible assets with indefinite lives are tested for impairment annually and
upon the occurrence of certain events, and are written down to fair value if considered impaired. We evaluate goodwill for impairment
on at least an annual basis (in the third quarter) by comparing the fair value of its reporting units to the carrying value of each
reporting unit including related goodwill. The Company evaluates indefinite lived tradenames using the relief from royalty method in
conjunction with its annual goodwill impairment test. We operate a one segment business which is made up of various clinics within
partnerships. The partnerships are components of regions and are aggregated to that operating segment level for the purpose of
determining reporting units when performing the annual goodwill impairment test. In 2017, 2016 and 2015, we had six regions. In
addition to the six regions, in 2017, the impairment test included a separate analysis for the workforce performance solutions
business.
An impairment loss generally would be recognized when the carrying amount of the net assets of a reporting unit, inclusive of
goodwill and other intangible assets, exceeds the estimated fair value of the reporting unit. The estimated fair value of a reporting
unit is determined using two factors: (i) earnings prior to taxes, depreciation and amortization for the reporting unit multiplied by a
price/earnings ratio used in the industry and (ii) a discounted cash flow analysis. A weight is assigned to each factor and the sum of
each weight times the factor is considered the estimated fair value. For 2017, the factors (i.e., price/earnings ratio, discount rate and
residual capitalization rate) were updated to reflect current market conditions. The evaluation of goodwill in 2017, 2016 and 2015 did
not result in any goodwill amounts that were deemed impaired. In 2017, the Company wrote off the goodwill of $0.5 million related to
the closure of a single clinic acquired partnership due to the loss of a significant management contract.
Redeemable Non-Controlling Interests – The non-controlling interests that are reflected as redeemable non-controlling
interests in the consolidated financial statements consist of those owners and the Company who have certain redemption rights,
whether currently exercisable or not, and which currently, or in the future, require that we purchase or the owner sell the noncontrolling interest held by the owner, if certain conditions are met and the owners request the purchase (“Put Right”). We also have
a call right (“Call Right”). The Put Right or Call Right may be triggered by the owner or us, respectively, at such time as both of the
following events have occurred: 1) termination of the owner’s employment, regardless of the reason for such termination, and 2) the
passage of specified number of years after the closing of the transaction, typically three to five years, as defined in the limited
partnership agreement. The Put Rights and Call Rights are not automatic (even upon death) and require either the owner or us to
exercise our rights when the conditions triggering the Put or Call Rights have been satisfied. The purchase price is derived at a
predetermined formula based on a multiple of trailing twelve months earnings performance as defined in the respective limited
partnership agreements.
On the date we acquire a controlling interest in a partnership and the limited partnership agreement for such partnerships
contains redemption rights not under the control of the Company, the fair value of the non-controlling interest is recorded in the
consolidated balance sheet under the caption – Redeemable non-controlling interests. Then, in each reporting period thereafter until
it is purchased by the Company, the redeemable non-controlling interest is adjusted to the greater of its then current redemption
value or initial value, based on the predetermined formula defined in the respective limited partnership agreement. As a result, the
value of the non-controlling interest is not adjusted below its initial value. The Company records any adjustment in the redemption
value, net of tax, directly to retained earnings and are not reflected in the consolidated statements of income. Although the
adjustments are not reflected in the consolidated statements of income, current accounting rules require that the Company reflects
the adjustments, net of tax, in the earnings per share calculation. The amount of net income attributable to redeemable noncontrolling interest owners is included in consolidated net income on the face of the consolidated income statement. Management
believes the redemption value (i.e. the carrying amount) and fair value are the same.
Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interests – The non-controlling interests that were reflected as mandatorily
redeemable non-controlling interests in the consolidated financial statements are subject to Required Redemption (as defined in
Footnote 5 – Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interest), whether currently exercisable or not, and which currently, or in the
future, require that we purchase the non-controlling interest of those owners at a predetermined formula based on a multiple of
trailing twelve months earnings performance as defined in the respective limited partnership agreements. The Required Redemption is
triggered at such time as both of the following events have occurred: 1) termination of the holder’s employment with NewCo (as
defined
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in Footnote 5– Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interest), regardless of the reason for such termination, and 2) the passage
of specified number of years after the closing of the transaction, typically three to five years, as defined in the applicable limited
partnership agreement.
Effective December 31, 2017, we entered into amendments to our limited partnership agreements for our acquired partnerships
replacing the mandatory redemption feature. No monetary consideration was paid to the partners to amend the agreements. The
amended limited partnership agreements provide that, upon the triggering events, we have a Call Right and the selling entity or
individual has a Put Right for the purchase and sale of the limited partnership interest held by the partner. Once triggered, the Put
Right and the Call Right do not expire, even upon an individual partner’s death, and contain no mandatory redemption feature. The
purchase price of the partner’s limited partnership interest upon the exercise of either the Put Right or the Call Right is calculated per
the terms of the respective agreements. We accounted for the amendment of the limited partnership agreements as an extinguishment
of the outstanding mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests, which were classified as liabilities, through the issuance of new
redeemable non-controlling interests classified in temporary equity. Pursuant to Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 470-5040-2, we removed the outstanding liabilities at their carrying amounts, recognized the new temporary equities at their fair value, and
recorded no gain or loss on extinguishment as management believes the redemption value (i.e. the carrying amount) and fair value are
the same. In summary, the redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest (previously classified as
liabilities) were reclassified as redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at fair value on the December 31, 2017
consolidated balance sheet. The remaining balance of $327,000 in the line item – Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests –
relates to one limited partnership agreement that was not amended as the non-controlling interest was purchased by the Company in
January 2018.
Non-Controlling Interests – We recognize non-controlling interests, in which we have no obligation but the right to purchase
the non-controlling interests, as equity in the consolidated financial statements separate from the parent entity’s equity. The amount
of net income attributable to non-controlling interests is included in consolidated net income on the face of the consolidated
statements of income. Operating losses are allocated to non-controlling interests even when such allocation creates a deficit balance
for the non-controlling interest partner. When we purchase a non-controlling interest and the purchase price exceeds the book value
at the time of purchase, any excess or shortfall is recognized as an adjustment to additional paid-in capital.
SELECTED OPERATING AND FINANCIAL DATA
The following table and discussion relates to continuing operations unless otherwise noted. The defined terms with their
respective description used in the following discussion are listed below:
2017
2016
2015
New Clinics
Mature Clinics
2016 New Clinics
2016 Mature Clinics
2015 New Clinics
2015 Mature Clinics
2014 New Clinics

Year ended December 31, 2017
Year ended December 31, 2016
Year ended December 31, 2015
Clinics opened or acquired during the year ended December 31, 2017
Clinics opened or acquired prior to January 1, 2017
Clinics opened or acquired during the year ended December 31, 2016
Clinics opened or acquired prior to January 1, 2016
Clinics opened or acquired during the year ended December 31, 2015
Clinics opened or acquired prior to January 1, 2015
Clinics opened or acquired during the year ended December 31, 2014

The following table presents selected operating and financial data, used by management as key indicators of our operating
performance:
For the Years Ended December 31,
2017
2016
2015

Number of clinics, at the end of period
Working Days
Average visits per day per clinic
Total patient visits
Net patient revenue per visit

$
30

578
254
25.9
3,705,226
105.05

$

540
255
25.0
3,316,729
105.18

$

508
255
24.1
3,080,166
105.28
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RESULTS OF OPERATIONS
FISCAL YEAR 2017 COMPARED TO FISCAL 2016
•

Net revenues increased 16.1% from $356.5 million in 2016 to $414.1 million in 2017, primarily due to an increase in total
patient visits of 11.7% from 3,317,000 to 3,705,000, higher revenues from management contracts and revenues from the
workforce performance solutions business acquired in March 2017.

•

For the year ended December 31, 2017, Operating Results increased 7.7% to $26.2 million as compared to $24.3 million in
2016. Diluted earnings per share from Operating Results was $2.08 in 2017 as compared to $1.94 in 2016. Operating Results,
a non-generally accepted accounting principles (“non-GAAP”) measure, are defined as net income attributable to common
shareholders prior to interest expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests – change in redemption value
and costs related to restatement of financials, both net of tax, and the tax benefit of revaluation of deferred tax assets and
liabilities due to the TCJA. See table below.

•

For the year ended December 31, 2017, our net income attributable to our shareholders, in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles (“GAAP”), was $22.3 million, or $1.76 per diluted share, as compared to $20.6 million, or
$1.64 per diluted share, for the 2016 year. Included in the quarter and year ended December 31, 2017 is a tax benefit of $4.3
million related to the revaluation of deferred tax assets and liabilities due to the TCJA. See table below.
Year Ended December 31,
2017
2016

Computation of basic and diluted net income attributable to USPH shareholders per share:
Net income attributable to USPH shareholders
Charges to additional paid-in capital:
Revaluation of redeemable non-controlling interest
Tax effect at statutory rate (federal and state) of 39.25%

Basic and diluted net income attributable to USPH shareholders per share

$

22,256

$

20,551

$

(201)
75
22,130 $

—
—
20,551

$

Adjustments to determine operating results:
Tax benefit - revaluation of deferred tax assets and liabilities
Interest expense MRNCI* - change in redemption value
Costs related to restatement of financials - legal and accounting
Revaluation of redeemable non-controlling interest
Tax effect at statutory rate (federal and state) of 39.25%

$

(4,325)
12,894
670
201
(5,405)

1.64

—
6,169
—
—
(2,421)

Operating results

$

26,165

$

24,299

Basic and diluted operating results per share

$

2.08

$

1.94

Shares used in computation:
Basic and diluted
*

1.76

12,570

12,500

Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests

The above table details the calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to our shareholders and reconciles
net income attributable to our shareholders calculated in accordance with GAAP to Operating Results, a non-GAAP measure defined
above. We believe providing Operating Results to investors is
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useful information for comparing the Company’s period-to-period results. We use Operating Results, which eliminates the MRNCI –
change in redemption which is a current non-cash item that can be subject to volatility and unusual costs, as one of the principal
measures to evaluate and monitor financial performance period over period. We believe that Operating Results is useful information
for investors to use in comparing the Company’s period-to-period results as well as for comparing with other similar businesses since
most do not have mandatorily redeemable instruments and therefore have different liability and equity structures. Operating Results
is not a measure of financial performance under generally accepted accounting principles and this measurement should not be
considered in isolation or an alternative to, or substitute for, net income attributable to our shareholders presented in our
consolidated financial statements.
Net Patient Revenues
•

Net patient revenues increased to $389.2 million for 2017 from $348.8 million for 2016, an increase of $40.4 million, or 11.6%.
The increase in net patient revenues of $40.4 million consisted of an increase of $19.3 million from New Clinics and $21.1
million from Mature Clinics. During 2017, we acquired four multi-clinic groups for a total of 39 clinics. The net patient
revenues from these multi-clinic groups are included in our results of operations since the respective date of their
acquisition. See above table under “— Executive Summary” detailing our multi-clinic acquisitions.

•

Total patient visits increased to 3,705,000 for 2017 from 3,317,000 for 2016. The growth in patient visits was attributable to
229,000 visits in New Clinics and an increase of 159,000 visits for Mature Clinics primarily due to 2016 New Clinics.

•

The average net patient revenue per visit slightly decreased to $105.05 in 2017 from $105.18 in 2016.

Net patient revenues are based on established billing rates less allowances and discounts for patients covered by contractual
programs and workers’ compensation. Net patient revenues reflect contractual and other adjustments, which we evaluate monthly,
relating to patient discounts from certain payors. Payments received under these contractual programs and workers’ compensation
are based on predetermined rates and are generally less than the established billing rates of the clinics.
Other Revenues
Other revenues, consisting primarily of management fees and workforce performance business solutions revenue, increased by
$17.1 million, from $7.7 million in 2016 to $24.8 million in 2017. The revenues from the recently acquired workforce performance
solutions business were $14.9 million for the ten months of operations in 2017. Revenues from management contracts were $7.4
million as compared to $5.5 million for 2016. Other miscellaneous revenue was $2.5 million for 2017 and $2.2 million for 2016.
Operating Costs
Operating costs were $323.4 million, or 78.1% of net revenues, for 2017 and $274.5 million, or 77.0% of net revenues, for 2016.
The increase was attributable to $17.3 million in operating costs for New Clinics, an additional $15.6 million related to a full year of
activity in 2017 for 2016 New Clinics, $12.9 million related to the addition of the workforce performance solutions business, $2.6
million related to 2016 Mature Clinics and an additional $0.5 million in closure costs. The 2017 closure costs are primarily due to the
closure of a single clinic acquired partnership due to the loss of a significant management contract. (See table detailing acquisition
dates above under – “Executive Summary”). Each component of clinic operating costs is discussed below:
Operating Costs—Salaries and Related Costs
Salaries and related costs increased to $237.1 million for 2017 from $198.5 million for 2016, an increase of $38.6 million, or 19.4%.
Approximately $14.2 million of the increase was attributable to New Clinics, $11.6 million of the increase was due to higher costs at
various 2016 New Clinics due to a full year of activity, $10.6 million was due to the ten months of activity for the workforce
performance solutions business and higher costs of $2.2 million at 2016 Mature Clinics. Salaries and related costs as a percentage of
net revenues was 57.3% for 2017 and 55.7% for 2016.
Operating Costs—Rent, Supplies, Contract Labor and Other
Rent, supplies, contract labor and other costs increased to $82.1 million for 2017 from $71.9 million for 2016, an increase of $10.2
million, or 14.2%. For 2017, New Clinics accounted for approximately $5.9 million
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of the increase, workforce performance solutions business accounted for approximately $2.3 million and 2016 New Clinics accounted
for approximately $4.2 million of the increase due to a full year of activity. Rent, supplies, contract labor and other costs for 2016
Mature Clinics decreased $2.2 million in 2017 as compared to 2016. Rent, supplies, contract labor and other costs as a percent of net
revenues was 19.8% for 2017 and 20.2% for 2016.
Operating Costs—Provision for Doubtful Accounts
The provision for doubtful accounts for net patient receivables was $3.7 million for 2017 and $4.0 million for 2016. As a
percentage of net patient revenues, the provision for doubtful accounts was 0.9% for 2017 and 1.1% for 2016.
Our provision for doubtful accounts as a percentage of total patient accounts receivable was 4.9% at December 31, 2017 and
4.4% at December 31, 2016. The provision for doubtful accounts at the end of each period is based on a detailed, clinic-by-clinic
review of overdue accounts and is regularly reviewed in the aggregate in light of historical experience.
The average accounts receivable days outstanding were 36 days for December 31, 2017 and for December 31, 2016. Net patient
receivables in the amount of $3.3 million and $3.6 million were written-off in 2017 and 2016, respectively.
Closure Costs
For 2017 and 2016, closure costs amounted to $599,000 and $131,000, respectively. As previously mentioned, the 2017 closure
costs are primarily due to the closure of a single clinic acquired partnership due to the loss of a significant management contract.
Gross Profit
The gross profit for 2017 was $90.6 million, or 21.9% of net revenue, as compared to $82.0 million, or 23.0% of net revenue, for
2016. The gross profit percentage for the Company’s physical therapy clinics was 22.0% in 2017 as compared to 23.0% a year earlier.
The gross profit percentage on management contracts was 14.9% in the 2017 as compared to 14.7% in 2016. The gross profit
percentage for the recently acquired workforce performance solutions business was 13.3%.
Corporate Office Costs
Corporate office costs, consisting primarily of salaries, benefits and equity based compensation of corporate office personnel
and directors, rent, insurance costs, depreciation and amortization, travel, legal, compliance, professional, marketing and recruiting
fees, were $35.9 million for 2017 and $32.5 million for 2016. The dollar increase is primarily due to increases in salaries, benefits and
equity based compensation. Corporate office costs as a percentage of net revenues were 8.7% for 2017 and 9.1% in 2016.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – change in redemption value.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – change in redemption value increased to $12.9 million for
2017 from $6.2 million in 2016. The change in redemption value for acquired partnerships is based on the redemption amount (which is
derived from a formula based on a specified multiple times the underlying business’ trailing twelve months of earnings before
interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization and our internal management fee) at the end of the reporting period compared to the end of
the previous period. This change is primarily related to an increase in the profitability and underlying value of the Company’s
partnerships compared to the respective prior year end.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – earnings allocable.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – earnings allocable represent the portion of earnings
allocable to the holders of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest. This expense increased to $6.1 million in 2017 as
compared to $4.1 million in 2016. The increase is the result of new business acquisitions and increased performance of existing
businesses.
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Interest Expense – debt and other
Interest expense – debt and other was $2.1 million for 2017 and $1.3 million for 2016. At December 31, 2017, $54.0 million was
outstanding under our Amended Credit Agreement (as defined below under “— Liquidity and Capital Resources”). See “— Liquidity
and Capital Resources” below for a discussion of the terms of our Amended Credit Agreement.
Provision for Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes was $6.0 million for 2017 and $11.9 million for 2016. Included in 2017 is an estimated tax benefit of
$4.3 million due to the revaluation of deferred tax assets and liabilities, as previously discussed. The provision for income taxes, prior
to the $4.3 million tax benefit, as a percentage of income before taxes less net income attributable to non-controlling interest was
36.6% in 2017 and in 2016. The reconciliation of the 2016 federal and state returns to our book provision was $312,000 which is
included in the 2017 provision. The reconciliation of the 2015 federal and state returns to our book provision was $34,000 which is
included in the 2016 provision.
Net Income Attributable to Non-controlling Interests
Net income attributable to non-controlling interests was $5.5 million in 2017 and $5.7 million in 2016. Net income attributable to
non-controlling interests (permanent equity) was $5.2 million in 2017 as compared to $5.7 million in 2016. Net income attributable to
redeemable non-controlling interests (temporary equity) was $0.2 million in 2017.
FISCAL YEAR 2016 COMPARED TO FISCAL 2015
•

Net revenues rose 7.6 % to $356.5 million for 2016 from $331.3 million for 2015 primarily due to increases in net patient
revenues which are discussed in detail below.

•

Operating results was $24.3 million in 2016, or $1.94 per diluted share, and $22.2 million in 2015, or $1.79 per diluted share.
For the year ended December 31, 2016, our net income attributable to our shareholders, in accordance GAAP, was $20.6
million, or $1.64 per diluted share, as compared to $20.6 million, or $1.66 per diluted share, for the 2015 year. The following
tables detail these computation:
Year Ended December 31,
2016
2015

Computation of basic and diluted net income attributable to USPH shareholders per share:
Net income attributable to USPH shareholders
Basic and diluted net income attributable to USPH shareholders per share

$

20,551

$

20,615

$

1.64

$

1.66

Adjustments to determine operating results:
Interest expense MRNCI* - change in redemption value
Tax effect at statutory rate (federal and state) of 39.25%

6,169
(2,421)

Operating results

$

24,299

$

22,237

Basic and diluted operating results per share

$

1.94

$

1.79

Shares used in computation:
Basic and diluted
*

2,670
(1,048)

12,500

Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests
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The above tables detail the calculation of basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to our shareholders and reconciles
net income attributable to our shareholders calculated in accordance with GAAP to Operating Results, a non-GAAP measure defined
above. We believe providing Operating Results to investors is useful information for comparing the Company’s period-to-period
results. We use Operating Results, which eliminates the MRNCI – change in redemption which is a current non-cash item that can be
subject to volatility and unusual costs, as one of the principal measures to evaluate and monitor financial performance period over
period. We believe that Operating Results is useful information for investors to use in comparing the Company’s period-to-period
results as well as for comparing with other similar businesses since most do not have mandatorily redeemable instruments and
therefore have different liability and equity structures. Operating results is not a measure of financial performance under generally
accepted accounting principles and this measurement should not be considered in isolation or an alternative to, or substitute for, net
income attributable to our shareholders presented in our consolidated financial statements.
Net Patient Revenues
•

Net patient revenues increased to $348.8 million for 2016 from $324.3 million for 2015, an increase of $24.5 million, or 7.6%.
The increase in net patient revenues of $24.5 million consisted of an increase of $12.8 million from 2016 New Clinics and
$11.7 million from 2016 Mature Clinics of which $15.1 million was related to 2015 New Clinics offset by a decrease of $3.4
million related to 2015 Mature Clinics. During 2016, we acquired two multi-clinic groups for a total of 20 clinics. The net
patient revenues from these multi-clinic groups are included in our results of operations since the respective date of their
acquisition. See above table under “— Executive Summary” detailing our multi-clinic acquisitions.

•

Total patient visits increased to 3,316,800 for 2016 from 3,080,200 for 2015. The growth in patient visits was attributable to
102,800 visits in 2016 New Clinics primarily due to the acquisitions in 2016 and an increase of 133,800 visits for 2016 Mature
Clinics primarily due to 2015 New Clinics.

•

The average net patient revenue per visit slightly decreased to $105.18 in 2016 from $105.28 in 2015.

Net patient revenues are based on established billing rates less allowances and discounts for patients covered by contractual
programs and workers’ compensation. Net patient revenues reflect contractual and other adjustments, which we evaluate monthly,
relating to patient discounts from certain payors. Payments received under these programs are based on predetermined rates and are
generally less than the established billing rates of the clinics.
Other Revenues
Other revenues, consisting primarily of management fees, increased by $0.7 million, from $7.0 million in 2015 to $7.7 million in
2016.
Operating Costs
Operating costs were $274.5 million, or 77.0% of net revenues, for 2016 and $252.9 million, or 76.3% of net revenues, for 2015.
The increase was attributable to $10.9 million in operating costs for 2016 New Clinics, an increase in operating costs of $11.2 million
for 2015 New Clinics, due to a full year of activity (see table detailing acquisition dates above under – “Executive Summary”), and an
decrease of $0.5 million for 2014 Mature Clinics. Each component of clinic operating costs is discussed below:
Operating Costs—Salaries and Related Costs
Salaries and related costs increased to $198.5 million for 2016 from $180.5 million for 2015, an increase of $18.0 million, or 10.0%.
Approximately $7.6 million of the increase was attributable to 2016 New Clinics, $8.0 million of the increase was due to a higher costs
at various 2015 New Clinics due to a full year of activity and higher costs of $2.4 million at 2014 Mature Clinics. Salaries and related
costs as a percentage of net revenues was 55.7% for 2016 and 54.5% for 2015.
Operating Costs—Rent, Supplies, Contract Labor and Other
Rent, supplies, contract labor and other costs increased to $71.9 million for 2016 from $68.0 million for 2015, an increase of $3.9
million, or 5.6%. For 2016, 2016 New Clinics accounted for approximately
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$3.1 million of the increase and 2015 New Clinics accounted for approximately $3.2 million of the increase due to a full year of activity.
Rent, supplies, contract labor and other costs for 2015 Mature Clinics decreased $2.4 million in 2016 as compared to 2015. Rent,
supplies, contract labor and other costs as a percent of net revenues was 20.2% for 2016 and 20.5% for 2015.
Operating Costs—Provision for Doubtful Accounts
The provision for doubtful accounts for net patient receivables was $4.0 million for 2016 and $4.2 million for 2015. As a
percentage of net patient revenues, the provision for doubtful accounts was 1.1% for 2016 and 1.3% for 2015.
Our provision for doubtful accounts as a percentage of total patient accounts receivable was 4.4% at December 31, 2016 and
3.8% at December 31, 2015. The provision for doubtful accounts at the end of each period is based on a detailed, clinic-by-clinic
review of overdue accounts and is regularly reviewed in the aggregate in light of historical experience.
The average accounts receivable days outstanding were 36 days for December 31, 2016 and for December 31, 2015. Net patient
receivables in the amount of $3.6 million and $4.4 million were written-off in 2016 and 2015, respectively.
Closure Costs
For 2016 and 2015, closure costs amounted to $131,000 and $211,000, respectively.
Gross Profit
In 2016, the gross profit (net revenues less total clinic operating costs) increased by 4.7% to $82.0 million from $78.4 million in
2015. The gross profit percentage for 2016 was 23.0% as compared to 23.7% for 2015.
Corporate Office Costs
Corporate office costs, consisting primarily of salaries, benefits and equity based compensation of corporate office personnel
and directors, rent, insurance costs, depreciation and amortization, travel, legal, compliance, professional, marketing and recruiting
fees, were $32.5 million for 2016 and $31.1 million for 2015. The dollar increase is primarily due to increases in salaries, benefits and
equity based compensation. Corporate office costs as a percentage of net revenues were 9.1% for 2016 and 9.4% in 2015.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – change in redemption value.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – change in redemption value increased to $6.2 million for
the year 2016 from $2.7 million in 2015. This increase is primarily due to the increased earnings performance of the underlying
businesses. The change in redemption value is based on the redemption amount (which is derived from a formula based on a
specified multiple times the underlying business’ trailing twelve months of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization
and our internal management fee) at the end of the reporting period compared to the end of the previous period.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – earnings allocable.
Interest Expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest – earnings allocable represent the portion of earnings
allocable to the holders of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest. This expense increased to $4.1 million in 2016 as
compared to $3.5 million in 2015. The increase is the result of new business acquisitions and increased performance of existing
businesses.
Interest Expense – debt and other
Interest expense – debt and other was $1.3 million for 2016 and $1.0 million for 2015. At December 31, 2016, $46.0 million was
outstanding under our Amended Credit Agreement (as defined below under “— Liquidity and Capital Resources”). See “— Liquidity
and Capital Resources” below for a discussion of the terms of our Amended Credit Agreement.
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Provision for Income Taxes
The provision for income taxes was $11.9 million for 2016 and $13.7 million for 2015. We accrued state and federal income taxes at
an effective tax rate (provision for taxes divided by the difference between income from operations and net income attributable to
non-controlling interest) of 36.6% for 2016 and 39.8% for 2015. The 2016 provision for taxes includes a reduction of $1.0 million due to
the adoption of new Financial Accounting Standards Board guidance relevant to stock compensation accounting provisions. This
guidance amends how excess tax benefits should be classified. Under the guidance, excess tax benefits will be a component of the
income tax provision/benefit in the period in which they occur. The reconciliation of the 2015 federal and state returns to our book
provision was $34,000 which is included in the 2016 provision. The 2015 tax provision includes an additional $147,000 due to
reconciliation of the 2014 federal and state returns to our book provision.
Net Income Attributable to Non-controlling Interests
Net income attributable to non-controlling interests was $5.7 million in 2016 and $5.9 million in 2015.
LIQUIDITY AND CAPITAL RESOURCES
We believe that our business is generating sufficient cash flow from operating activities to allow us to meet our short-term and
long-term cash requirements, other than those with respect to future significant acquisitions. At December 31, 2017, we had $21.9
million in cash and cash equivalents compared to $20.0 million at December 31, 2016. Although the start-up costs associated with
opening new clinics and our planned capital expenditures are significant, we believe that our cash and cash equivalents and
availability under our Amended Credit Agreement are sufficient to fund the working capital needs of our operating subsidiaries,
future clinic development and acquisitions and investments through at least December 2018. Significant acquisitions would likely
require financing under our Amended Credit Agreement.
Effective December 5, 2013, we entered into an Amended and Restated Credit Agreement with a commitment for a $125.0 million
revolving credit facility. This agreement was amended in August 2015, January 2016, March 2017 and November 2017 (hereafter
referred to as “Amended Credit Agreement”). The Amended Credit Agreement is unsecured and has loan covenants, including
requirements that we comply with a consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio and consolidated leverage ratio. Proceeds from the
Amended Credit Agreement may be used for working capital, acquisitions, purchases of our common stock, dividend payments to
our common stockholders, capital expenditures and other corporate purposes. The pricing grid is based on our consolidated leverage
ratio with the applicable spread over LIBOR ranging from 1.25% to 2.0% or the applicable spread over the Base Rate ranging from
0.1% to 1%. Fees under the Amended Credit Agreement include an unused commitment fee ranging from 0.25% to 0.3% depending
on the Company’s consolidated leverage ratio and the amount of funds outstanding under the Amended Credit Agreement.
The January 2016 amendment to the Amended Credit Agreement increased the cash and noncash consideration that we could
pay with respect to acquisitions permitted under the Amended Credit Agreement to $50,000,000 for any fiscal year, and increased the
amount we may pay in cash dividends to our shareholders in an aggregate amount not to exceed $10,000,000 in any fiscal year. The
March 2017 amendment, among other items, increased the amount we may pay in cash dividends to our shareholders in an aggregate
amount not to exceed $15,000,000 in any fiscal year. The November 2017 amendment, among other items, adjusted the pricing grid as
described above, increased the aggregate amount we may pay in cash dividends to $20,000,000 to our shareholders and extended the
maturity date to November 30, 2021.
On December 31, 2017, $54.0 million was outstanding on the Amended Credit Agreement resulting in $71.0 million of availability.
As of the date of this report, we were in compliance with all of the covenants thereunder.
The increase in cash and cash equivalents of $1.9 million from December 31, 2017 to December 31, 2016 was due primarily to
$56.5 million provided by operations and $8.0 million net proceeds from our Amended Credit Agreement. The major uses of cash for
investing and financing activities included: purchase of businesses ($36.7 million), payments of cash dividends to our shareholders
($10.1 million), purchases of fixed assets ($7.1 million), distributions to non-controlling interests ($5.6 million), acquisitions of noncontrolling interests through settlements of liabilities related to mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests ($2.4 million) and
payments on notes payable ($1.2 million).
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On January 1, 2017, we acquired a 70% interest in a seventeen-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 70%
interest was $10.7 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments totaling $250,000 each,
plus accrued interest. The first installment was paid in January 2018 and the second installment is due in January 2019.
In March 2017, we acquired a 55% interest in a company which is a leading provider of workforce performance solutions.
Services provided include onsite injury prevention and rehabilitation, performance optimization and ergonomic assessments. The
majority of these services are contracted with and paid for directly by employers including a number of Fortune 500 companies. Other
clients include large insurers and their contractors. The purchase price for the 55% interest was $6.2 million in cash and $0.4 million in
a seller note that is payable, principal plus accrued interest, in September 2018.
On May 31, 2017, we acquired a 70% interest in a four-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 70% interest
was $2.3 million in cash and $250,000 in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments totaling $125,000 each, plus accrued
interest, in May 2018 and 2019.
On June 30, 2017, we acquired a 60% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 60% interest
was $15.8 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments totaling $250,000 each, plus
accrued interest, in June 2018 and 2019.
On October 31, 2017, we acquired a 70% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy practice and two management contracts with
third party providers. The purchase price for the 70% interest was $4.0 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable
in two principal installments totaling $250,000 each, plus accrued interest, in October 2018 and 2019.
On November 30, 2016, we acquired a 60% interest in a 12 clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 60%
interest was $11.0 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments of $250,000 each, plus
accrued interest, one of which was paid in November 2017 and one of which is due in November 2018. On February 29, 2016, we
acquired a 55% interest in an eight-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 55% interest was $13.2 million in cash
and $0.5 million in a seller note that was payable in two principal installments totaling $250,000 each, plus accrued interest. The first
installment was paid in February 2017 and the next installment was paid in February 2018.
On December 31, 2015, we acquired a 59% interest in a four-clinic practice for $4.6 million in cash and $400,000 in seller notes
that were payable in two principal installments of an aggregate of $200,000 each, plus accrued interest. The first installment was paid
in December 2016 and the next installment was paid in December 2017. On June 30, 2015, we acquired a 70% interest in a four-clinic
physical therapy practice. The purchase price was $3.6 million in cash and $0.7 million in seller notes that are payable plus accrued
interest, in June 2018. On April 30, 2015, we acquired a 70% interest in a three-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price
was $4.7 million in cash and $150,000 in a seller note that was payable in two principal installments of $75,000 each, plus accrued
interest. The first installment was paid in April 2016 and the next installment was paid in April 2017. On January 31, 2015, we acquired
a 60% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 60% interest was $6.7 million in cash and $0.5
million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments of $250,000 each, plus accrued interest. The installments were paid
in January 2016 and 2017. In addition to the multi-clinic acquisitions, on August 31, 2015, we acquired a 60% interest in a single
physical therapy clinic for $150,000 in cash and $50,000 in a seller note that was paid plus accrued interest in August 2016.
Historically, we have generated sufficient cash from operations to fund our development activities and to cover operational
needs. We plan to continue developing new clinics and making additional acquisitions in selected markets. We have from time to time
purchased the non-controlling interests of limited partners in our Clinic Partnerships. We may purchase additional non-controlling
interests in the future. Generally, any acquisition or purchase of non-controlling interests is expected to be accomplished using a
combination of cash and financing. Any large acquisition would likely require financing.
We make reasonable and appropriate efforts to collect accounts receivable, including applicable deductible and co-payment
amounts. Claims are submitted to payors daily, weekly or monthly in accordance with our policy or payor’s requirements. When
possible, we submit our claims electronically. The collection process is time consuming and typically involves the submission of
claims to multiple payors whose payment of claims may be
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dependent upon the payment of another payor. Claims under litigation and vehicular incidents can take a year or longer to collect.
Medicare and other payor claims relating to new clinics awaiting CMS approval initially may not be submitted for six months or more.
When all reasonable internal collection efforts have been exhausted, accounts are written off prior to sending them to outside
collection firms. With managed care, commercial health plans and self-pay payor type receivables, the write-off generally occurs after
the account receivable has been outstanding for 120 days or longer.
We have future obligations for debt repayments, employment agreements and future minimum rentals under operating leases.
The obligations as of December 31, 2017 are summarized as follows (in thousands):
Total

Credit Agreement
Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling
Interest
Notes Payable
Interest Payable
Employee Agreements
Operating Leases

$

54,000

327
6,772
224
49,061
102,757
$ 213,141

2018

$

—

327
4,044
203
31,826
33,357
$ 69,757

2019

$

—

—
2,728
21
13,225
25,551
$ 41,525

2020

$

2021

2022

—

$ 54,000

$

—

—
—
—
2,832
21,777
$ 24,609

—
—
—
1,178
10,919
$ 66,097

—
—
—
—
6,144
$ 6,144

Thereafter

$

—

$

—
—
—
—
5,009
5,009

We generally enter into various notes payable as a means of financing our acquisitions. Our present outstanding notes payable
relate only to certain of the acquisitions of businesses and non-controlling interests and settlement of mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interests. At December 31, 2017, our remaining outstanding balance on these notes aggregated $6.8 million. Generally, the
notes are payable in equal annual installments of principal over two years plus any accrued and unpaid interest. See above table for a
detail of future principal payments. Interest accrues at various interest rates ranging from 3.25% to 4.25% per annum, subject to
adjustment. In addition, we assumed leases with remaining terms of 1 month to 6 years for the operating facilities.
In conjunction with the above mentioned acquisitions, in the event that a limited minority partner’s employment ceases,
typically after three to five years, from the original date the interest was acquired, we have agreed to repurchase that individual’s
non-controlling interest at a predetermined multiple of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization and certain
intercompany charges.
Effective December 31, 2017, we entered into amendments to our limited partnership agreements for our acquired partnerships
replacing the mandatory redemption feature. No monetary consideration was paid to the partners to amend the agreements. The
amended limited partnership agreements provide that, upon the triggering events, the Company has a Call Right and the selling entity
or individual has a Put Right for the purchase and sale of the limited partnership interest held by the partner. Once triggered, the Put
Right and the Call Right do not expire, even upon an individual partner’s death, and contain no mandatory redemption feature. The
purchase price of the partner’s limited partnership interest upon the exercise of either the Put Right or the Call Right is calculated per
the terms of the respective agreements. We accounted for the amendment of our limited partnership agreements as an extinguishment
of the outstanding Seller Entity Interests classified as liabilities through the issuance of new Seller Entity Interests classified in
temporary equity. Pursuant to ASC 470-50-40-2, we removed the outstanding liability-classified Seller Entity Interests at their carrying
amounts, recognized the new temporary-equity-classified Seller Entity Interests at their fair value, and recorded no gain or loss on
extinguishment as management believes the redemption value (i.e. the carrying amount) and fair value are the same. In summary, the
redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest (previously classified as liabilities) were reclassified as
redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at fair value on the December 31, 2017 consolidated balance sheet. The
remaining balance of $327,000 in the line item – Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests – relates to one limited
partnership agreement that was not amended as the non-controlling interest was purchased by the Company in January 2018. The
fair value of the redeemable non-controlling interest at December 31, 2017 was $102.5 million.
As of December 31, 2017, we have accrued $4.2 million related to credit balances and overpayments due to patients and payors.
This amount is expected to be paid in 2018.
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From September 2001 through December 31, 2008, our Board of Directors (“Board”) authorized us to purchase, in the open
market or in privately negotiated transactions, up to 2,250,000 shares of our common stock. In March 2009, the Board authorized the
repurchase of up to 10% or approximately 1,200,000 shares of our common stock (“March 2009 Authorization”). Our Amended Credit
Agreement permits share repurchases of up to $15,000,000, subject to compliance with covenants. We are required to retire shares
purchased under the March 2009 Authorization.
There is no expiration date for the share repurchase program. As of December 31, 2017, there are currently an additional
estimated 207,756 shares (based on the closing price of $72.20 on December 31, 2017) that may be purchased from time to time in the
open market or private transactions depending on price, availability and our cash position. We did not purchase any shares of our
common stock during the year ended December 31, 2017.
Off Balance Sheet Arrangements
With the exception of operating leases for our executive offices and clinic facilities discussed in Note 15 to our consolidated
financial statements included in Item 8, we have no off-balance sheet debt or other off-balance sheet financing arrangements.
FACTORS AFFECTING FUTURE RESULTS
The risks related to our business and operations include:
•

changes as the result of government enacted national healthcare reform;

•

changes in Medicare rules and guidelines and reimbursement or failure of our clinics to maintain their Medicare certification
status;

•

revenue we receive from Medicare and Medicaid being subject to potential retroactive reduction;

•

business and regulatory conditions including federal and state regulations;

•

governmental and other third party payor inspections, reviews, investigations and audits;

•

compliance with federal and state laws and regulations relating to the privacy of individually identifiable patient
information, and associated fines and penalties for failure to comply;

•

changes in reimbursement rates or payment methods from third party payors including government agencies and
deductibles and co-pays owed by patients;

•

revenue and earnings expectations;

•

cost, risks and uncertainties associated with the Company’s recent restatement of its prior financial statements due to the
correction of its accounting methodology for redeemable noncontrolling partnership interests, and including any pending
and future claims or proceedings relating to such matters;

•

legal actions; which could subject us to increased operating costs and uninsured liabilities;

•

general economic conditions;

•

availability and cost of qualified physical therapists;

•

personnel productivity and retaining key personnel;

•

competitive, economic or reimbursement conditions in our markets which may require us to reorganize or close certain
clinics and thereby incur losses and/or closure costs including the possible write-down or write-off of goodwill and other
intangible assets;

•

acquisitions, purchase of non-controlling interests (minority interests) and the successful integration of the operations of
the acquired businesses;

•

maintaining our information technology systems with adequate safeguards to protect against cyber attacks;

•

maintaining adequate internal controls;

•

maintaining necessary insurance coverage;
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•

availability, terms, and use of capital; and

•

weather and other seasonal factors.

See also Risk Factors in Item 1A of this Annual Report on Form 10-K.
ITEM 7A.

QUANTITATIVE AND QUALITATIVE DISCLOSURES ABOUT MARKET RISK.

We do not maintain any derivative instruments such as interest rate swap arrangements, hedging contracts, futures contracts or
the like. Our only indebtedness as of December 31, 2017 was the outstanding balance of seller notes of $6.8 million and an
outstanding balance on our Amended Credit Agreement of $54.0 million. The outstanding balance under our Amended Credit
Agreement is subject to fluctuating interest rates. A 1% change in the interest rate would yield an additional $540,000 of interest
expense. See Note 10 to our consolidated financial statements included in Item 8.
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ITEM 8.

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS AND SUPPLEMENTARY DATA.
U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Shareholders
U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc.
Opinion on the financial statements
We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheets of U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. (a Nevada corporation) and
subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, the related consolidated statements of income, changes in equity,
and cash flows for each of the three years in the period ended December 31, 2017, and the related notes and schedule (collectively
referred to as the “financial statements”). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial
position of the Company as of December 31, 2017 and 2016, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for each of the three
years in the period ended December 31, 2017, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of
America.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States)
(“PCAOB”), the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2017, based on criteria established in the 2013
Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission
(“COSO”), and our report dated March 14, 2018 expressed an unqualified opinion.
Basis for opinion
These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
Company’s financial statements based on our audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to
be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and
regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the
audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or
fraud. Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether
due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis,
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting
principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial
statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2004.
Houston, TX
March 14, 2018
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM
Board of Directors and Shareholders
U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc.
Opinion on internal control over financial reporting
We have audited the internal control over financial reporting of U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. (a Nevada corporation) and subsidiaries
(the “Company”) as of December 31, 2017, based on criteria established in the 2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”). In our opinion, the Company maintained, in
all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2017, based on criteria established in the
2013 Internal Control—Integrated Framework issued by COSO.
We also have audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States)
(“PCAOB”), the consolidated financial statements of the Company as of and for the year ended December 31, 2017, and our report
dated March 14, 2018 expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements.
Basis for opinion
The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment
of the effectiveness of internal control over financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Report on Internal
Control over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with
respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities
and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.
We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material
respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material
weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk, and
performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable
basis for our opinion.
Definition and limitations of internal control over financial reporting
A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability
of financial reporting and the preparation of financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (1) pertain to
the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of
the company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial
statements in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are
being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company; and (3) provide reasonable
assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that
could have a material effect on the financial statements.
Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also,
projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because
of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate.
/s/ GRANT THORNTON LLP
Houston, TX
March 14, 2018
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U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEETS
(In thousands, except share data)
December 31,
2017

ASSETS
Current assets:
Cash and cash equivalents
Patient accounts receivable, less allowance for doubtful accounts of $2,273 and $1,792,
respectively
Accounts receivable - other
Other current assets
Total current assets
Fixed assets:
Furniture and equipment
Leasehold improvements
Fixed assets, gross
Less accumulated depreciation and amortization
Fixed assets, net
Goodwill
Other identifiable intangible assets, net
Other assets
Total assets
LIABILITIES, REDEEMABLE NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS, USPH
SHAREHOLDERS’ EQUITY AND NON-CONTROLLING INTERESTS
Current liabilities:
Accounts payable - trade
Accrued expenses
Current portion of notes payable
Total current liabilities
Notes payable, net of current portion
Revolving line of credit
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests
Deferred taxes
Deferred rent
Other long-term liabilities
Total liabilities
Redeemable non-controlling interests
Commitments and contingencies (Note 16)
U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. (“USPH”) shareholders’ equity:
Preferred stock, $.01 par value, 500,000 shares authorized, no shares issued and
outstanding
Common stock, $.01 par value, 20,000,000 shares authorized, 14,809,299 and 14,732,699
shares issued, respectively
Additional paid-in capital
Retained earnings
Treasury stock at cost, 2,214,737 shares
Total USPH shareholders’ equity
Non-controlling interests
Total USPH shareholders’ equity and non-controlling interests
Total liabilities, redeemable non-controlling interests, USPH shareholders’ equity
and non-controlling interests
See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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$

$

$

December 31,
2016

21,933

$

44,707
5,655
4,786
77,081

38,840
2,649
4,428
65,964

51,100
29,760
80,860
60,475
20,385
271,338
48,954
1,224
418,982

48,426
26,765
75,191
56,018
19,173
226,806
38,060
1,228
351,231

2,165
33,342
4,044
39,551
2,728
54,000
327
10,875
2,116
743
110,340
102,572

$

$

—

418,982

1,634
21,756
1,227
24,617
4,596
46,000
69,190
15,736
1,575
829
162,543
—

—

148
73,940
162,406
(31,628)
204,866
1,204
206,070
$

20,047

147
68,687
150,342
(31,628)
187,548
1,140
188,688
$

351,231
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U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF INCOME
(In thousands, except per share data)

Net patient revenues
Other revenues
Net revenues
Operating costs:
Salaries and related costs
Rent, supplies, contract labor and other
Provision for doubtful accounts
Closure costs
Total operating costs

December 31,
2017

Year Ended
December 31,
2016

$

$

389,226
24,825
414,051

348,839
7,707
356,546

December 31,
2015

$

324,293
7,009
331,302

237,067
82,096
3,672
599
323,434

198,495
71,868
4,040
131
274,534

180,514
68,046
4,170
211
252,941

Gross profit

90,617

82,012

78,361

Corporate office costs
Operating income

35,889
54,728

32,479
49,533

31,067
47,294

88

93

81

Interest and other income, net
Interest expense:
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests - change in redemption
value
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests - earnings allocable
Debt and other
Total interest expense
Income before taxes
Provision for income taxes
Net income
Less: net income attributable to non-controlling interests

(12,894)
(6,055)
(2,111)
(21,060)

(6,169)
(4,057)
(1,252)
(11,478)

(2,670)
(3,538)
(1,031)
(7,239)

33,756

38,148

40,136

6,032

11,880

13,647

27,724

26,268

26,489

(5,468)

(5,717)

(5,874)

Net income attributable to USPH shareholders

$

22,256

$

20,551

$

20,615

Basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to USPH shareholders

$

1.76

$

1.64

$

1.66

12,570

Shares used in computation - basic and diluted
$

Dividends declared per common share

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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12,500
$

0.68

12,392
$

0.60
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U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN EQUITY
(In thousands)
U.S.Physical Therapy, Inc.
Common Stock

Balance January 1, 2015
Proceeds from exercise of stock
options
Net tax benefit from exercise of
stock options
Issuance of restricted stock
Compensation expense - restricted
stock
Transfer of compensation liability
for certain stock issued pursuant to
long-term incentive plans
Acquisitions and sales of noncontrolling interests
Distributions to non-controlling
interest partners, as restated
Dividends payable to USPT
shareholders
Net income
Balance December 31, 2015
Issuance of restricted stock
Compensation expense - equity-based
awards
Transfer of compensation liability
for certain stock issued pursuant to
long-term incentive plans
Acquisitions of non-controlling
interests, net
Adjustment for prior year
acquisitions of non-controlling
interest - tax true up
Dividends payable to USPT
shareholders
Distributions to non-controlling
interest partners
Net income
Balance December 31, 2016
Issuance of restricted stock
Revaluation of redeemable noncontrolling interest
Compensation expense - equity-based
awards
Transfer of compensation liability
for certain stock issued pursuant to
long-term incentive plans
Sale of non-controlling interest, net
of purchases
Dividends payable to USPT
shareholders
Distributions to non-controlling
interest partners
Other
Net income
Balance December 31, 2017

Shares

Amount

Additional
Paid-In
Capital

Treasury Stock

14,487

$

145

$ 58,799

$125,135

1

1

4

—

—

—

—
148

—
—

947
—

—
—

—
—

—

—

4,491

—

—

—

446

—

—

(449)

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
—

14,636

146

64,238

138,301

97

1

—

—

—

—

—

4,962

—

—

—

211

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

Retained
Earnings

Shares

Amount

$

$

5

—

5

—
—

947
—

—
—

947
—

—

—

4,491

—

4,491

—

—

—

446

—

446

—

—

—

(449)

—

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
(7,449)
20,615

(666)

(5,892)

(5,892)

—
5,874

(7,449)
26,489

1,253

172,310

—

1

—

1

—

—

4,962

—

4,962

—

—

—

211

—

211

(533)

—

—

—

(533)

(112)

(645)

(191)

—

—

—

(191)

—

(191)

(8,510)

—

—

(8,510)

—

(8,510)

—
—

—
20,551

—
—

—
—

—
20,551

147

$ 68,687

$150,342

76

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

5,032

—

—

—

$

(2,215)

$(31,628)

$

(217)

171,057

14,733

(31,628)

152,451

Total

$153,939

(2,215)

$(31,628)

NonControlling
Interests

1,488

(7,449)
20,615

(2,215)

Total
Shareholders’
Equity

$

187,548

(5,718)
5,717
$

1,140

$188,688

—

1

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

5,032

—

5,032

165

—

—

—

165

—

165

—

56

—

—

—

56

(20)

36

—

—

—

(10,066)

—

—

(10,066)

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
22,256

—
—
—

—
—
—

—
—
22,256

148

$ 73,940

$162,406

14,809

$

(126)

(2,215)

$(31,628)

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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(5,718)
26,268

(126)

$

204,866

—

—
(5,300)
160
5,224
$

1,204

(126)

(10,066)
(5,300)
160
27,480
$206,070
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U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS
(In thousands)
Year Ended
December
31,
2016

December
31,
2017

OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Net income including non-controlling interests
Adjustments to reconcile net income including non-controlling interests to net
cash provided by operating activities:
Depreciation and amortization
Provision for doubtful accounts
Equity-based awards compensation expense
Excess tax benefit from equity-based rewards
Deferred income tax
Other
Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Increase in patient accounts receivable
Increase in accounts receivable - other
Decrease (increase) in other assets
Increase (decrease) in accounts payable and accrued expenses
Increase in mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests
Increase in other liabilities
Net cash provided by operating activities

$

27,724

$

26,268

December
31,
2015

$

26,489

9,710
3,672
5,032
—
(4,864)
621

8,779
4,040
4,962
—
2,979
152

7,952
4,170
4,491
(947)
5,953
264

(3,447)
(3,022)
2,086
6,979
11,579
456
56,526

(3,275)
(400)
(1,399)
2,994
5,598
352
51,050

(5,519)
(852)
(1,375)
(7,011)
2,509
1,396
37,520

INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Purchase of fixed assets
Purchase of businesses, net of cash acquired
Sale of non-controlling interest, net of purchases
Proceeds on sale of fixed assets
Net cash used in investing activities

(7,095)
(36,682)
121
81
(43,575)

(8,260)
(23,623)
(670)
61
(32,492)

(6,263)
(18,965)
(968)
71
(26,125)

FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Distributions to non-controlling interests
Cash dividends paid to shareholders - funded
Proceeds from revolving line of credit
Payments on revolving line of credit
Payments to settle mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests
Principal payments on notes payable
Tax benefit from equity-based rewards
Other
Net cash used in financing activities

(5,572)
(10,066)
93,000
(85,000)
(2,361)
(1,227)
—
161
(11,065)

(5,718)
(8,510)
168,000
(166,000)
(1,262)
(800)
—
1
(14,289)

(5,892)
(7,449)
103,000
(93,500)
(6,115)
(884)
947
5
(9,888)

$

1,886
20,047
21,933

$

4,269
15,778
20,047

$

1,507
14,271
15,778

$
$

8,543
2,113

$
$

10,584
784

$
$

7,779
884

$
$
$
$

2,150
—
—
—

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

1,800
—
3,077
—

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents - beginning of period
Cash and cash equivalents - end of period
SUPPLEMENTAL DISCLOSURES OF CASH FLOW INFORMATION
Cash paid during the period for:
Income taxes
Interest
Non-cash investing and financing transactions during the period:
Purchase of business - seller financing portion
Acquisition of non-controlling interest - seller financing portion
Payment to settle redeemable non-controlling interest - financing portion
Receivable from sale of non-controlling interests

See notes to consolidated financial statements.
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U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEARS ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015
1. Organization, Nature of Operations and Basis of Presentation
U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. and its subsidiaries (together, the “Company”) operate outpatient physical therapy clinics that
provide pre-and post-operative care and treatment for orthopedic-related disorders, sports-related injuries, preventative care,
rehabilitation of injured workers and neurological-related injuries. As of December 31, 2017, the Company owned and/or operated 578
clinics in 41 states. The clinics’ business primarily originates from physician referrals. The principal sources of payment for the
clinics’ services are managed care programs, commercial health insurance, Medicare/Medicaid, workers’ compensation insurance and
proceeds from personal injury cases. In addition to the Company’s ownership and operation of outpatient physical therapy clinics, it
also manages physical therapy facilities for third parties, such as physicians and hospitals, with 32 such third-party facilities under
management as of December 31, 2017.
In March 2017, the Company acquired a 55% interest in a company which is a leading provider of workforce performance
solutions. Services provided include onsite injury prevention and rehabilitation, performance optimization and ergonomic
assessments. The majority of these services are contracted with and paid for directly by employers including a number of Fortune
500 companies. Other clients include large insurers and their contractors.
The consolidated financial statements include the accounts of U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. and its subsidiaries. All significant
intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated. The Company primarily operates through subsidiary clinic
partnerships, in which the Company generally owns a 1% general partnership interest and a 49% to 99% limited partnership interest.
The managing therapist of each clinic owns the remaining limited partnership interest in the majority of the clinics (hereinafter
referred to as “Clinic Partnership”). To a lesser extent, the Company operates some clinics through wholly-owned subsidiaries under
profit sharing arrangements with therapists (hereinafter referred to as “Wholly-Owned Facilities”).
During the last three years, the Company completed the following multi-clinic acquisitions:
Date

% Interest
Acquired

Number of
Clinics

2017
January 1
May 31
June 30
October 31

70%
70%
60%
70%

17
4
9
9

February 2016 Acquisition
November 2016 Acquisition

2016
February 29
November 30

55%
60%

8
12

January 2015 Acquisition
April 2015 Acquisition
June 2015 Acquisition
December 2015 Acquisition

2015
January 31
April 30
June 30
December 31

60%
70%
70%
59%

9
3
4
4

January 2017 Acquisition
May 2017 Acquisition
June 2017 Acquisition
October 2017 Acquisition

Also, during the year of 2017, the Company purchased the assets and business of two physical therapy clinics in separate
transactions. One clinic was consolidated with an existing clinic and the other operates as a satellite clinic of one of the existing
partnerships.
In addition to the multi-clinic acquisitions, the Company acquired two single clinic practices in separate transactions during
2016. During 2015, the Company acquired a 60% interest in a single clinic practice.
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The results of operations of the acquired clinics have been included in the Company’s consolidated financial statements since
the date of their respective acquisition. The Company intends to continue to pursue additional acquisition opportunities, develop
new clinics and open satellite clinics.
Clinic Partnerships
For non-acquired Clinic Partnerships, the earnings and liabilities attributable to the non-controlling interests, typically owned by
the managing therapist, directly or indirectly, are recorded within the balance sheets and income statements as non-controlling
interests. For acquired Clinic Partnerships with mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests, the earnings and liabilities
attributable to the non-controlling interest are recorded within the consolidated statements of income line item: Interest expense –
mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests – earnings allocable and in the consolidated balance sheet line item:
Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests. For acquired Clinic Partnerships with redeemable non-controlling interests, the
earnings attributable to the redeemable non-controlling interests are recorded within the consolidated statements of income line item
– net income attributable to non-controlling interests and the equity interests are recorded on the consolidated balance sheet as
redeemable non-controlling interests.
Effective December 31, 2017, the Company entered into amendments to its acquired limited partnership agreements replacing the
mandatory redemption feature. No monetary consideration was paid to the partners to amend the agreements. The amended limited
partnership agreements provide that, upon certain events, the Company has a call right (the “Call Right”) and the selling entity has a
put right (the “Put Right”) for the purchase and sale of the limited partnership interest held by the partner. Once triggered, the Put
Right and the Call Right do not expire, even upon an individual partner’s death, and contain no mandatory redemption feature. The
purchase price of the partner’s limited partnership interest upon the exercise of either the Put Right or the Call Right is calculated per
the terms of the respective agreements. The Company accounted for the amendment of its limited partnership agreements as an
extinguishment of the outstanding Seller Entity Interests, as defined in Footnote 5, classified as liabilities through the issuance of
new Seller Entity Interests classified in temporary equity. Pursuant to ASC 470-50-40-2, the Company removed the outstanding
liability-classified Seller Entity Interests at their carrying amounts, recognized the new temporary-equity-classified Seller Entity
Interests at their fair value, and recorded no gain or loss on extinguishment as management believes the redemption value (i.e. the
carrying amount) and fair value are the same. In summary, the redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling
interest (previously classified as liabilities) were reclassified as redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at fair value on
the December 31, 2017 consolidated balance sheet. The remaining balance of $327,000 in the line item – Mandatorily redeemable
non-controlling interests – relates to one limited partnership agreement that was not amended as the non-controlling interest was
purchased by the Company in January 2018. See Footnote 5 - Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests – Footnote 6 Redeemable non-controlling interests – for further discussion.
Wholly-Owned Facilities
For Wholly-Owned Facilities with profit sharing arrangements, an appropriate accrual is recorded for the amount of profit
sharing due the clinic partners/directors. The amount is expensed as compensation and included in clinic operating costs—salaries
and related costs. The respective liability is included in current liabilities—accrued expenses on the consolidated balance sheets.
2. Significant Accounting Policies
Cash Equivalents
The Company maintains its cash and cash equivalents at financial institutions. The Company considers all highly liquid
investments with a maturity of three months or less when purchased to be cash equivelents. The combined account balances at
several institutions typically exceed Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (“FDIC”) insurance coverage and, as a result, there is a
concentration of credit risk related to amounts on deposit in excess of FDIC insurance coverage. Management believes that this risk
is not significant.
Long-Lived Assets
Fixed assets are stated at cost. Depreciation is computed on the straight-line method over the estimated useful lives of the
related assets. Estimated useful lives for furniture and equipment range from three to eight years and for software purchased from
three to seven years. Leasehold improvements are amortized over the shorter of the related lease term or estimated useful lives of the
assets, which is generally three to five years.
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Impairment of Long-Lived Assets and Long-Lived Assets to Be Disposed Of
The Company reviews property and equipment and intangible assets with finite lives for impairment upon the occurrence of
certain events or circumstances that indicate the related amounts may be impaired. Assets to be disposed of are reported at the lower
of the carrying amount or fair value less costs to sell.
Goodwill
Goodwill represents the excess of the amount paid and fair value of the non-controlling interests over the fair value of the
acquired business assets, which include certain identifiable intangible assets. Historically, goodwill has been derived from
acquisitions and, prior to 2009, from the purchase of some or all of a particular local management’s equity interest in an existing clinic.
Effective January 1, 2009, if the purchase price of a non-controlling interest by the Company exceeds or is less than the book value at
the time of purchase, any excess or shortfall is recognized as an adjustment to additional paid-in capital.
The fair value of goodwill and other identifiable intangible assets with indefinite lives are tested for impairment annually and
upon the occurrence of certain events, and are written down to fair value if considered impaired. The Company evaluates goodwill for
impairment on at least an annual basis (in its third quarter) by comparing the fair value of its reporting units to the carrying value of
each reporting unit including related goodwill. The Company evaluates indefinite lived tradenames using the relief from royalty
method in conjunction with its annual goodwill impairment test. The Company operates a one segment business which is made up of
various clinics within partnerships. The partnerships are components of regions and are aggregated to the operating segment level
for the purpose of determining the Company’s reporting units when performing its annual goodwill impairment test. In 2017, 2016 and
2015, there were six regions. In addition to the six regions, in 2017, the impairment test included a separate analysis for the workforce
performance solutions business, a separate reporting unit.
An impairment loss generally would be recognized when the carrying amount of the net assets of a reporting unit, inclusive of
goodwill and other identifiable intangible assets, exceeds the estimated fair value of the reporting unit. The estimated fair value of a
reporting unit is determined using two factors: (i) earnings prior to taxes, depreciation and amortization for the reporting unit
multiplied by a price/earnings ratio used in the industry and (ii) a discounted cash flow analysis. A weight is assigned to each factor
and the sum of each weight times the factor is considered the estimated fair value. For 2017, the factors (i.e., price/earnings ratio,
discount rate and residual capitalization rate) were updated to reflect current market conditions. The evaluation of goodwill in 2017,
2016 and 2015 did not result in any goodwill amounts that were deemed impaired.
The Company has not identified any triggering events occurring after the testing date that would impact the impairment testing
results obtained. The Company will continue to monitor for any triggering events or other indicators of impairment.
Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interests
The non-controlling interests that are reflected as mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests in the consolidated financial
statements consist of those owners who have certain redemption rights, whether currently exercisable or not, and which currently, or
in the future, require that the Company purchase the non-controlling interest of those owners at a predetermined formula based on a
multiple of trailing twelve months earnings performance as defined in the respective limited partnership agreements. The redemption
rights are triggered at such time as both of the following events have occurred: 1) termination of the owner’s employment, regardless
of the reason for such termination, and 2) the passage of specified number of years after the closing of the transaction, typically three
to five years, as defined in the limited partnership agreement.
On the date the Company acquires a controlling interest in a partnership and the limited partnership agreement for such
partnership contains mandatory redemption rights, the fair value of the non-controlling interest is recorded in the long-term liabilities
section of the consolidated balance sheet under the caption – Mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests. Then, in each
reporting period thereafter until purchased by the Company, the redeemable non-controlling interest is adjusted to its then current
redemption value, based on the predetermined formula defined in the respective partnership agreement. The Company reflects any
adjustment in the redemption value and any earnings attributable to the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest in its
consolidated statements of income by recording the adjustments and earnings to other income and expense in the captions - Interest
expense – mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests – change in redemption value and Interest expense – mandatorily
redeemable non-controlling interests – earnings allocable.
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As previously mentioned due to amendments of the limited partnership agreements entered into by the Company, the
redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest (previously classified as liabilities) were amended and are
now classified as redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at fair value on the December 31, 2017 consolidated balance
sheet.
Redeemable Non-Controlling Interests
The non-controlling interests that are reflected as redeemable non-controlling interests in the consolidated financial statements
consist of those owners and the Company have certain redemption rights, whether currently exercisable or not, and which currently,
or in the future, require that the Company purchase or the owner sell the non-controlling interest held by the owner, if certain
conditions are met. The purchase price is derived at a predetermined formula based on a multiple of trailing twelve months earnings
performance as defined in the respective limited partnership agreements. The redemption rights can be triggered by the owner or the
Company at such time as both of the following events have occurred: 1) termination of the owner’s employment, regardless of the
reason for such termination, and 2) the passage of specified number of years after the closing of the transaction, typically three to
five years, as defined in the limited partnership agreement. The redemption rights are not automatic or mandatory (even upon death)
and require either the owner or the Company to exercise its rights when the conditions triggering the redemption rights have been
satisfied.
On the date the Company acquires a controlling interest in a partnership and the limited partnership agreement for such
partnership contains redemption rights not under the control of the Company, the fair value of the non-controlling interest is
recorded in the consolidated balance sheet under the caption – Redeemable non-controlling interests. Then, in each reporting period
thereafter until it is purchased by the Company, the redeemable non-controlling interest is adjusted to the greater of its then current
redemption value or initial value, based on the predetermined formula defined in the respective limited partnership agreement. As a
result, the value of the non-controlling interest is not adjusted below its initial value. The Company records any adjustment in the
redemption value, net of tax, directly to retained earnings and are not reflected in the consolidated statements of income. Although
the adjustments are not reflected in the consolidated statements of income, current accounting rules require that the Company
reflects the adjustments, net of tax, in the earnings per share calculation. The amount of net income attributable to redeemable noncontrolling interest owners is included in consolidated net income on the face of the consolidated statement of income. Management
believes the redemption value (i.e. the carrying amount) and fair value are the same.
Non-Controlling Interests
The Company recognizes non-controlling interests, in which the Company has no obligation but the right to purchase the noncontrolling interests, as equity in the consolidated financial statements separate from the parent entity’s equity. The amount of net
income attributable to non-controlling interests is included in consolidated net income on the face of the statements of net income.
Changes in a parent entity’s ownership interest in a subsidiary that do not result in deconsolidation are treated as equity
transactions if the parent entity retains its controlling financial interest. The Company recognizes a gain or loss in net income when a
subsidiary is deconsolidated. Such gain or loss is measured using the fair value of the non-controlling equity investment on the
deconsolidation date.
When the purchase price of a non-controlling interest by the Company exceeds the book value at the time of purchase, any
excess or shortfall is recognized as an adjustment to additional paid-in capital. Additionally, operating losses are allocated to noncontrolling interests even when such allocation creates a deficit balance for the non-controlling interest partner.
Revenue Recognition
Revenues are recognized in the period in which services are rendered. Net patient revenues (patient revenues less estimated
contractual adjustments) are reported at the estimated net realizable amounts from third-party payors, patients and others for services
rendered. The Company has agreements with third-party payors that provide for payments to the Company at amounts different from
its established rates. The allowance for estimated contractual adjustments is based on terms of payor contracts and historical
collection and write-off experience.
The Company determines allowances for doubtful accounts based on the specific agings and payor classifications at each
clinic. The provision for doubtful accounts is included in clinic operating costs in the
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statements of net income. Patient accounts receivable, which are stated at the historical carrying amount net of contractual
allowances, write-offs and allowance for doubtful accounts, includes only those amounts the Company estimates to be collectible.
Medicare Reimbursement
The Medicare program reimburses outpatient rehabilitation providers based on the Medicare Physician Fee Schedule (“MPFS”).
For services provided in 2018, a 0.5% increase has been applied to the fee schedule payment rates; for services provided in 2019, a
0.25% increase will be applied to the fee schedule payment rates, subject to an adjustment beginning in 2019 under the Merit-Based
Incentive Payment System (“MIPS”). For services provided in 2020 through 2025, a 0.0% percent update will be applied each year to
the fee schedule payment rates, subject to adjustments under MIPS and any alternative payment models (“APMs”). Beginning in
2019, payments to individual therapists (Physical/Occupational Therapist in Private Practice) under the fee schedule may be subject
to adjustment based on performance in MIPS, which measures performance based on certain quality metrics, resource use, and
meaningful use of electronic health records. Under the MIPS requirements, a provider’s performance is assessed according to
established performance standards and used to determine an adjustment factor that is then applied to the professional’s payment for
a year. Each year from 2019 through 2024 professionals who receive a significant share of their revenues through an APM (such as
accountable care organizations or bundled payment arrangements) that involves risk of financial losses and a quality measurement
component will receive a 5% bonus. The bonus payment for APM participation is intended to encourage participation and testing of
new APMs and to promote the alignment of incentives across payors. The specifics of the MIPS and APM adjustments beginning in
2019 and 2020, respectively, will be subject to future notice and comment rule-making.
The Budget Control Act of 2011 increased the federal debt ceiling in connection with deficit reductions over the next ten years,
and requires automatic reductions in federal spending by approximately $1.2 trillion. Payments to Medicare providers are subject to
these automatic spending reductions, subject to a 2% cap. On April 1, 2013, a 2% reduction to Medicare payments was implemented.
The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2015, enacted on November 2, 2015, extended the 2% reductions to Medicare payments through fiscal
year 2025. The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, enacted on February 9, 2018, extends the 2% reductions to Medicare payments
through fiscal year 2027.
Historically, the total amount paid by Medicare in any one year for outpatient physical therapy, occupational therapy, and/or
speech-language pathology services provided to any Medicare beneficiary was subject to an annual dollar limit (i.e., the “Therapy
Cap” or “Limit”). For 2017, the annual Limit on outpatient therapy services was $1,980 for combined Physical Therapy and Speech
Language Pathology services and $1,980 for Occupational Therapy services. As a result of Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018, the
Therapy Caps have been eliminated, effective as of January 1, 2018.
Under the Middle Class Tax Relief and Job Creation Act of 2012 (“MCTRA”), since October 1, 2012, patients who met or
exceeded $3,700 in therapy expenditures during a calendar year have been subject to a manual medical review to determine whether
applicable payment criteria are satisfied. The $3,700 threshold is applied to Physical Therapy and Speech Language Pathology
Services; a separate $3,700 threshold is applied to the Occupational Therapy. The MACRA directed CMS to modify the manual
medical review process such that those reviews will no longer apply to all claims exceeding the $3,700 threshold and instead will be
determined on a targeted basis based on a variety of factors that CMS considers appropriate The Bipartisan Budget Act of 2018
extends the targeted medical review indefinitely, but reduces the threshold to $3,000 through December 31, 2027. For 2028, the
threshold amount will be increased by the percentage increase in the Medicare Economic Index (“MEI”) for 2028 and in subsequent
years the threshold amount will increase based on the corresponding percentage increase in the MEI for such subsequent year.
CMS adopted a multiple procedure payment reduction (“MPPR”) for therapy services in the final update to the MPFS for
calendar year 2011. The MPPR applied to all outpatient therapy services paid under Medicare Part B — occupational therapy,
physical therapy and speech-language pathology. Under the policy, the Medicare program pays 100% of the practice expense
component of the Relative Value Unit (“RVU”) for the therapy procedure with the highest practice expense RVU, then reduces the
payment for the practice expense component for the second and subsequent therapy procedures or units of service furnished during
the same day for the same patient, regardless of whether those therapy services are furnished in separate sessions. Since 2013, the
practice
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expense component for the second and subsequent therapy service furnished during the same day for the same patient was reduced
by 50%. In addition, the MCTRA directed CMS to implement a claims-based data collection program to gather additional data on
patient function during the course of therapy in order to better understand patient conditions and outcomes. All practice settings
that provide outpatient therapy services are required to include this data on the claim form. Since 2013, therapists have been required
to report new codes and modifiers on the claim form that reflect a patient’s functional limitations and goals at initial evaluation,
periodically throughout care, and at discharge. Reporting of these functional limitation codes and modifiers are required on the claim
for payment.
Medicare claims for outpatient therapy services furnished by therapy assistants on or after January 1, 2022 must include a
modifier indicating the service was furnished by a therapy assistant. CMS is required to develop a modifier to mark services provided
by a therapy assistant by January 1, 2019, and then submitted claims have to report the modifier mark starting January 1, 2020.
Outpatient therapy services furnished on or after January 1, 2022 in whole or part by a therapy assistant will be paid at an amount
equal to 85% of the payment amount otherwise applicable for the service.
Statutes, regulations, and payment rules governing the delivery of therapy services to Medicare beneficiaries are complex and
subject to interpretation. We believe that we are in compliance, in all material respects, with all applicable laws and regulations and
are not aware of any pending or threatened investigations involving allegations of potential wrongdoing that would have a material
effect on the our financial statements as of December 31, 2017. Compliance with such laws and regulations can be subject to future
government review and interpretation, as well as significant regulatory action including fines, penalties, and exclusion from the
Medicare program. Net patient revenue from Medicare were approximately $92.6 million, $81.8 million and $73.2 million, respectively,
for 2017, 2016 and 2015.
Management Contract Revenues
Management contract revenues, which are included in other revenues, are derived from contractual arrangements whereby the
Company manages a clinic for third party owners. The Company does not have any ownership interest in these clinics. Typically,
revenues are determined based on the number of visits conducted at the clinic and recognized when services are performed. Costs,
typically salaries for the Company’s employees, are recorded when incurred.
Workforce Performance Solutions Revenue
Revenue from the workforce performance solutions business, which are also included in other revenues, are derived from onsite
services provided to clients’ employees including injury prevention, rehabilitation, ergonomic assessments and performance
optimization. Revenues are determined based on the number of hours and respective rate for services provided.
Contractual Allowances
Contractual allowances result from the differences between the rates charged for services performed and expected
reimbursements by both insurance companies and government sponsored healthcare programs for such services. Medicare
regulations and the various third party payors and managed care contracts are often complex and may include multiple
reimbursement mechanisms payable for the services provided in Company clinics. The Company estimates contractual allowances
based on its interpretation of the applicable regulations, payor contracts and historical calculations. Each month the Company
estimates its contractual allowance for each clinic based on payor contracts and the historical collection experience of the clinic and
applies an appropriate contractual allowance reserve percentage to the gross accounts receivable balances for each payor of the
clinic. Based on the Company’s historical experience, calculating the contractual allowance reserve percentage at the payor level is
sufficient to allow the Company to provide the necessary detail and accuracy with its collectability estimates. However, the services
authorized and provided and related reimbursement are subject to interpretation that could result in payments that differ from the
Company’s estimates. Payor terms are periodically revised necessitating continual review and assessment of the estimates made by
management. The Company’s billing system does not capture the exact change in its contractual allowance reserve estimate from
period to period in order to assess the accuracy of its revenues and hence its contractual allowance reserves. Management regularly
compares its cash collections to corresponding net revenues measured both in the aggregate and on a
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clinic-by-clinic basis. In the aggregate, historically the difference between net revenues and corresponding cash collections has
generally reflected a difference within approximately 1% of net revenues. Additionally, analysis of subsequent period’s contractual
write-offs on a payor basis reflects a difference within approximately 1% between the actual aggregate contractual reserve percentage
as compared to the estimated contractual allowance reserve percentage associated with the same period end balance. As a result, the
Company believes that a change in the contractual allowance reserve estimate would not likely be more than 1% at December 31,
2017.
Income Taxes
Income taxes are accounted for under the asset and liability method. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized for the
future tax consequences attributable to differences between the financial statement carrying amounts of existing assets and liabilities
and their respective tax bases and operating loss and tax credit carryforwards. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using
enacted tax rates expected to apply to taxable income in the years in which those temporary differences are expected to be recovered
or settled. The effect on deferred tax assets and liabilities of a change in tax rates is recognized in income in the period that includes
the enactment date.
The Company recognizes the financial statement benefit of a tax position only after determining that the relevant tax authority
would more likely than not sustain the position following an audit. For tax positions meeting the more-likely-than-not threshold, the
amount to be recognized in the financial statements is the largest benefit that has a greater than 50 percent likelihood of being
realized upon ultimate settlement with the relevant tax authority.
The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 (the “TCJA”) was passed by Congress on December 20, 2017 and signed into law by
President Trump on December 22, 2017. The TCJA makes significant changes to U.S. corporate income tax laws including a decrease
in the corporate income tax rate to 21% effective January 1, 2018. As a result, the Company revalued its deferred tax assets and
liabilities. Based on a review and analysis as of December 31, 2017, the Company estimated a reduction of its net deferred tax
liabilities by $4.3 million thereby reducing its provision for income taxes by such amount for the 2017 year.
The Company did not have any accrued interest or penalties associated with any unrecognized tax benefits nor was any interest
expense recognized during the twelve months ended December 31, 2017 and 2016. The Company will book any interest or penalties, if
required, in interest and other expense, as appropriate.
Fair Values of Financial Instruments
The carrying amounts reported in the consolidated balance sheets for cash and cash equivalents, accounts receivable, accounts
payable and notes payable approximate their fair values due to the short-term maturity of these financial instruments. The carrying
amount under the Amended Credit Agreement (as defined in Note 10) approximates its fair value. The interest rate on the Credit
Agreement, which is tied to the Eurodollar Rate, is set at various short-term intervals, as detailed in the Credit Agreement.
Segment Reporting
Operating segments are components of an enterprise for which separate financial information is available that is evaluated
regularly by chief operating decision makers in determining the allocation of resources and in assessing performance. The Company
identifies operating segments based on management responsibility and believes it meets the criteria for aggregating its operating
segments into a single reporting segment.
Use of Estimates
In preparing the Company’s consolidated financial statements, management makes certain estimates and assumptions,
especially in relation to, but not limited to, goodwill impairment, allowance for receivables, tax provision and contractual allowances,
that affect the amounts reported in the consolidated financial statements and related disclosures. Actual results may differ from these
estimates.
Self-Insurance Program
The Company utilizes a self-insurance plan for its employee group health and dental insurance coverage administered by a third
party. Predetermined loss limits have been arranged with the insurance company to
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minimize the Company’s maximum liability and cash outlay. Accrued expenses include the estimated incurred but unreported costs to
settle unpaid claims and estimated future claims. Management believes that the current accrued amounts are sufficient to pay claims
arising from self-insurance claims incurred through December 31, 2017.
Restricted Stock
Restricted stock issued to employees and directors is subject to continued employment or continued service on the board,
respectively. Generally, restrictions on the stock granted to employees lapse in equal annual installments on the following four
anniversaries of the date of grant. For those shares granted to directors, the restrictions will lapse in equal quarterly installments
during the first year after the date of grant. For those granted to officers, the restriction will lapse in equal quarterly installments
during the four years following the date of grant. Compensation expense for grants of restricted stock is recognized based on the fair
value per share on the date of grant amortized over the vesting period. The restricted stock issued is included in basic and diluted
shares for the earnings per share computation.
Recently Issued Accounting Guidance
In January 2017, the FASB issued ASU 2017-04, Simplifying the Test for Goodwill Impairment (Topic 350), which eliminates the
requirement to calculate the implied fair value of goodwill to measure a goodwill impairment change. ASU 2017-04 is effective
prospectively for fiscal years, and the interim periods within those years, beginning after December 15, 2019. The Company does not
expect adoption of this ASU to have a material impact.
In February 2016, the FASB issued amended accounting guidance (ASU 2016-02, Leases) which replaced most existing lease
accounting guidance under U. S. generally accepted accounting principles. Among other changes, the amended guidance requires
that a right-to-use asset, which is an asset that represents the lessee’s right to use, and a lease liability, which is a lessee’s obligation
to make lease payments arising for a lease measured on a discounted basis, be recognized on the balance sheet by lessees for those
leases with a term of greater than 12 months. The amended guidance is effective for reporting periods beginning after December 15,
2018; however, early adoption is permitted. Entities can use a modified retrospective approach for leases that exist or are entered into
after the beginning of the earliest comparative period in the financial statements or recognize the cumulative effect of applying the
new standard as an adjustment to the opening balance of retained earnings..
Since the Company leases all but one of its clinic facilities, upon adoption, the Company will recognize significant assets and
liabilities on the consolidated balance sheets as a result of the operating lease obligations of the Company. Operating lease expense
will still be recognized as rent expense on a straight-line basis over the respective lease terms in the consolidated statements of
income.
The Company will implement the new standard beginning January 1, 2019. The Company’s implementation efforts are focused
on populating the data in a lease accounting software package and developing internal controls in order to account for its leases
under the new standard.
In May 2014, March 2016, April 2016, and December 2016, the FASB issued ASU 2014-09, Revenue from Contracts with
Customers, ASU 2016-08, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, Principal versus Agent Considerations, ASU 2016-10, Revenue
from Contracts with Customers, Identifying Performance Obligations and Licensing, ASU 2016-12, Revenue from Contracts with
Customers, Narrow Scope Improvements and Practical Expedients, and ASU 2016-20, Technical Corrections and Improvements to
Topic 606, Revenue from Contracts with Customer (collectively “the standards”), respectively, which supersede most of the current
revenue recognition requirements. The core principle of the new guidance is that an entity should recognize revenue to depict the
transfer of promised goods or services to customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity expects to be
entitled in exchange for those goods or services. New disclosures about the nature, amount, timing and uncertainty of revenue and
cash flows arising from contracts with customers are also required. The original standards were effective for fiscal years beginning
after December 15, 2016; however, in July 2015, the FASB approved a one-year deferral of these standards, with a new effective date
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2017. The standards require the selection of a retrospective or cumulative effect
transition method.
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The Company implemented the new standard beginning January 1, 2018 using a modified retrospective transition method.
Adoption of the new standard did not result in material changes to the presentation of net revenues and bad debt expense in the
consolidated statements of income, and the presentation of the amount of income from operations and net income will be unchanged
upon adoption of the new standards. The principal change relates to how the new standard requires healthcare providers to estimate
the amount of variable consideration to be included in the transaction price up to an amount which is probable that a significant
reversal will not occur. The most common form of variable consideration the Company experiences are amounts for services provided
that are ultimately not realizable from a customer. Under the current standards, the Company’s estimate for unrealizable amounts is
recorded as a reduction of revenue. Under the new standards, the Company’s estimate for unrealizable amounts will continue to be
recognized as a reduction to revenue. The bad debt expense historically reported will not materially change.
Subsequent Event
The Company has evaluated events occurring after the balance sheet date for possible disclosure as a subsequent event
through the date that these consolidated financial statements were issued. No disclosures were required.
3. Acquisitions of Businesses
During 2017, 2016 and 2015, the Company acquired a majority interest in the following multi-clinic physical therapy practices:
Date

% Interest
Acquired

Number of
Clinics

2017
January 1
May 31
June 30
October 31

70%
70%
60%
70%

17
4
9
9

February 2016 Acquisition
November 2016 Acquisition

2016
February 29
November 30

55%
60%

8
12

January 2015 Acquisition
April 2015 Acquisition
June 2015 Acquisition
December 2015 Acquisition

2015
January 31
April 30
June 30
December 31

60%
70%
70%
59%

9
3
4
4

January 2017 Acquisition
May 2017 Acquisition
June 2017 Acquisition
October 2017 Acquisition

On January 1, 2017, the Company acquired a 70% interest in a seventeen-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for
the 70% interest was $10.7 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that was payable in two principal installments totaling
$250,000 each, plus accrued interest. The first installment was paid in January 2018 and the second installment is due in January 2019.
On May 31, 2017, the Company acquired a 70% interest in a four-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 70%
interest was $2.3 million in cash and $250,000 in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments totaling $125,000 each, plus
accrued interest, in May 2018 and 2019.
On June 30, 2017, the Company acquired a 60% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the
60% interest was $15.8 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments totaling $250,000
each, plus accrued interest, in June 2018 and 2019.
On October 31, 2017, the Company acquired a 70% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy practice and two management
contracts with third party providers. The purchase price for the 70% interest was $4.0 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note
that is payable in two principal installments totaling $250,000 each, plus accrued interest, in October 2018 and 2019.
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In addition to the above, as previously mentioned in March 2017, the Company acquired a 55% interest in a company which is a
leading provider of workforce performance solutions. The purchase price for the 55% interest was $6.2 million in cash and $0.4 million
in a seller note that is payable, principal plus accrued interest, in September 2018. Also, in 2017, the Company purchased the assets
and business of two physical therapy clinics in separate transactions. One clinic was consolidated with an existing clinic and the
other operates as a satellite clinic of one of the existing partnerships.
The results of operations of the acquired clinics have been included in the Company’s consolidated financial statements since
the date of their respective acquisition. The Company intends to continue to pursue additional acquisition opportunities, develop
new clinics and open satellite clinics.
The purchase price for the 2017 acquisitions has been preliminarily allocated as follows (in thousands):
Cash paid, net of cash acquired
Seller notes
Total consideration

$
$

Estimated fair value of net tangible assets acquired:
Total current assets
Total non-current assets
Total liabilities
Net tangible assets acquired
Referral relationships
Non-compete
Tradename
Goodwill
Fair value of non-controlling interest (classified as redeemable non-controlling interests)
Fair value of non-controlling interest (originally classified as mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interests)

$

$

$

36,682
2,150
38,832
6,248
1,818
(2,909)
5,157
3,885
1,224
8,439
44,292
(13,883)
(10,282)
38,832

On November 30, 2016, the Company acquired a 60% interest in a 12 clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the
60% interest was $11.0 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments of $250,000 each,
plus accrued interest. The first installment was paid in November 2017 and the second installment is due in November 2018. On
February 29, 2016, the Company acquired a 55% interest in an eight-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price for the 55%
interest was $13.2 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal installments of $250,000 each, plus
accrued interest. The first installment was paid in February 2017 and the second was paid in February 2018. During 2016, two
subsidiaries of the Company each acquired a single clinic therapy practice for an aggregate purchase price of $75,000.
The purchase price for the 2016 acquisitions were allocated as follows (in thousands):
Cash paid, net of cash acquired
Seller notes
Total consideration

$
$

Fair value of net tangible assets acquired:
Total current assets
Total non-current assets
Total liabilities
Net tangible assets acquired
Referral relationships
Non-compete
Tradename
Goodwill
Fair value of non-controlling interest (originally classified as mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interests)

$

$

$
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23,623
1,000
24,623
1,372
839
(399)
1,812
4,919
847
3,802
32,123
(18,880)
24,623
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On December 31, 2015, the Company acquired a 59% interest in a four-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price was
$4.6 million in cash and $400,000 in seller notes payable that were payable in two principal installments of an aggregate of $200,000
each, plus accrued interest. The first payment was paid in December 2016 and the second installment was paid in December 2017. On
June 30, 2015, the Company acquired a 70% interest in a four-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price was $3.6 million in
cash and $0.7 million in seller notes that are payable plus accrued interest, in June 2018. On April 30, 2015, the Company acquired a
70% interest in a three-clinic physical therapy practice. The purchase price was $4.7 million in cash and $150,000 in a seller note that
was payable in two principal installments of $75,000 each, plus accrued interest. The first payment was paid in April 2016 and the
second installment was paid in April 2017. On January 31, 2015, the Company acquired a 60% interest in a nine-clinic physical therapy
practice.
The purchase price for the 60% interest was $6.7 million in cash and $0.5 million in a seller note that is payable in two principal
installments of $250,000 each, plus accrued interest. This note was paid in full in January 2017. In addition to the multi-clinic
acquisitions, on August 31, 2015, the Company acquired a 60% interest in a single physical therapy clinic for $150,000 in cash and
$50,000 in a seller note payable plus accrued interest that was paid in August 2016.
The purchase prices for the 2015 acquisitions have been allocated as follows (in thousands):
Cash paid, net of cash acquired
Seller notes
Total consideration

$
$

Fair value of net tangible assets acquired:
Total current assets
Total non-current assets
Total liabilities
Net tangible assets acquired
Referral relationships
Non-compete
Tradename
Goodwill
Fair value of non-controlling interest

$

$

$

18,965
1,800
20,765
1,952
1,068
(1,067)
1,953
3,655
594
3,417
23,437
(12,291)
20,765

The purchase prices plus the fair value of the non-controlling interests for the acquisition in January 2017 and for the years
ended December 31, 2016 and 2015 were allocated to the fair value of the assets acquired, inclusive of identifiable intangible assets,
i.e. trade names, referral relationships and non-compete agreements, and liabilities assumed based on the fair values at the acquisition
date, with the amount exceeding the fair values being recorded as goodwill are finalized. For the acquisitions occurring on or after
February 1, 2017, the Company is in the process of completing its formal valuation analysis to identify and determine the fair value of
tangible and identifiable intangible assets acquired and the liabilities assumed. Thus, the final allocation of the purchase price may
differ from the preliminary estimates used at December 31, 2017 based on additional information obtained and completion of the
valuation of the identifiable intangible assets. Changes in the estimated valuation of the tangible assets acquired, the completion of
the valuation of identifiable intangible assets and the completion by the Company of the identification of any unrecorded preacquisition contingencies, where the liability is probable and the amount can be reasonably estimated, will likely result in adjustments
to goodwill.
For the acquisitions in 2016 and 2015, the values assigned to the referral relationships and non-compete agreements are being
amortized to expense equally over the respective estimated lives. For referral relationships, the range of the estimated lives was 7½ to
13 years, and for non-compete agreements the estimated lives was five to six years. Generally, the values assigned to tradenames are
tested annually for impairment, however with regards to one acquisition in 2013, the tradename was being amortized over the term of
the six year agreement in
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which the Company has acquired the rights to use the specific tradename. In 2016, the remaining value of the tradename was charged
to earnings as the Company decided to combine two acquired operations in Georgia; therefore, the tradename under this six year
agreement will no longer be used.
For the 2017, 2016 and 2015 acquisitions, total current assets primarily represent patient accounts receivable. Total non-current
assets are fixed assets, primarily equipment, used in the practices.
The consideration paid for each of the acquisitions was derived through arm’s length negotiations. Funding for the cash
portions was derived from proceeds from the Company’s revolving credit facility. The results of operations of the acquisitions have
been included in the Company’s consolidated financial statements since their respective date of acquisition. Unaudited proforma
consolidated financial information for the acquisitions in 2017, 2016 and 2015 acquisitions have not been included as the results,
individually and in the aggregate, were not material to current operations.
4. Non-Controlling Interests
During 2017, the Company acquired additional interests in two partnerships included in non-controlling interest. The additional
interests purchased in each of the partnerships was 35%. The aggregate purchase price paid was $13,000. Also, during 2017, the
Company sold a 2% interest in a partnership for $138,000. The net after-tax difference of $56,000 was credited to additional paid-in
capital.
During 2016, the Company acquired additional interests in six partnerships included in non-controlling interest. The interests in
the partnerships purchased ranged from 2% to 35%. The aggregate purchase price paid was $0.9 million in cash and $0.4 million in a
seller note, that is payable in two principal installments of $194,000 each in February 2017 and 2018. The purchase price included
$112,000 of undistributed earnings. The remaining $1.2 million, less future tax benefits of $0.5 million, was recognized as an
adjustment to additional paid-in capital.
During 2016, the Company sold a 4% interest in one partnership and 35% in another. The sales prices included aggregate cash
of $138,000 plus notes receivable of $148,000 with payments due monthly based on percentages of distributions and bonuses earned
by the purchasers. The total sales price of $286,000, less the tax effect of $110,000, was charged to additional paid-in capital.
In 2015, the Company purchased additional interests in six partnerships. The interests in the partnerships purchased ranged
from 5% to 35%. The aggregate purchase prices paid were $0.9 million in cash. The purchase prices included an aggregate of $217,000
of undistributed earnings. The remaining $0.7 million, less future tax benefits of $0.3 million, was recognized as an adjustment to
additional paid-in capital.
5. Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interest
Prior to the second quarter of 2017, when the Company acquired a majority interest (the “Acquisition”) in a physical therapy
clinic business (referred to as “Therapy Practice”), these Acquisitions occurred in a series of steps which are described below.
1.

Prior to the Acquisition, the Therapy Practice exists as a separate legal entity (the “Seller Entity”). The Seller Entity is
owned by one or more individuals (the “Selling Shareholders”) most of whom are physical therapists that work in the
Therapy Practice and provide physical therapy services to patients.

2.

In conjunction with the Acquisition, the Seller Entity contributes the Therapy Practice into a newly-formed limited
partnership (“NewCo”), in exchange for one hundred percent (100%) of the limited and general partnership interests in
NewCo. Therefore, in this step, NewCo becomes a wholly-owned subsidiary of the Seller Entity.

3.

The Company enters into an agreement (the “Purchase Agreement”) to acquire from the Seller Entity a majority (ranges
from 50% to 90%) of the limited partnership interest and in all cases 100% of the general partnership interest in NewCo. The
Company does not purchase 100% of the limited partnership interest because the Selling Shareholders, through the Seller
Entity, want to maintain an ownership percentage. The consideration for the Acquisition is primarily payable in the form of
cash at closing and a small two-year note in lieu of an escrow (the “Purchase Price”). The Purchase Agreement does not
contain any future earn-out or other contingent consideration that is payable to the Seller Entity or the Selling
Shareholders.
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4.

The Company and the Seller Entity also execute a partnership agreement (the “Partnership Agreement”) for NewCo that
sets forth the rights and obligations of the limited and general partners of NewCo. After the Acquisition, the Company is
the general partner of NewCo.

5.

As noted above, the Company does not purchase 100% of the limited partnership interests in NewCo and the Seller Entity
retains a portion of the limited partnership interest in NewCo (“Seller Entity Interest”).

6.

In most cases, some or all of the Selling Shareholders enter into an employment agreement (the “Employment Agreement”)
with NewCo with an initial term that ranges from three to five years (the “Employment Term”), with automatic one-year
renewals, unless employment is terminated prior to the end of the Employment Term. As a result, a Selling Shareholder
becomes an employee (“Employed Selling Shareholder”) of NewCo. The employment of an Employed Selling Shareholder
can be terminated by the Employed Selling Shareholder or NewCo, with or without cause, at any time. In a few situations, a
Selling Shareholder does not become employed by NewCo and is not involved with NewCo following the closing; in those
situations, such Selling Shareholders sell their entire ownership interest in the Seller Entity as of the closing of the
Acquisition.

7.

The compensation of each Employed Selling Shareholder is specified in the Employment Agreement and is customary and
commensurate with his or her responsibilities based on other employees in similar capacities within NewCo, the Company
and the industry.

8.

The Company and the Selling Shareholder (including both Employed Selling Shareholders and Selling Shareholders not
employed by NewCo) execute a non-compete agreement (the “Non-Compete Agreement”) which restricts the Selling
Shareholder from engaging in competing business activities for a specified period of time (the “Non-Compete Term”). A
Non-Compete Agreement is executed with the Selling Shareholders in all cases. That is, even if the Selling Shareholder
does not become an Employed Selling Shareholder, the Selling Shareholder is restricted from engaging in a competing
business during the Non-Compete Term.

9.

The Non-Compete Term commences as of the date of the Acquisition and expires on the later of :
a.

Two years after the date an Employed Selling Shareholders’ employment is terminated (if the Selling Shareholder
becomes an Employed Selling Shareholder) or

b.

Five to six years from the date of the Acquisition, as defined in the Non-Compete Agreement, regardless of whether
the Selling Shareholder is employed by NewCo.

10. The Non-Compete Agreement applies to a restricted region which is defined as a 15-mile radius from the Therapy Practice.
That is, an Employed Selling Shareholder is permitted to engage in competing businesses or activities outside the 15-mile
radius (after such Employed Selling Shareholder no longer is employed by NewCo) and a Selling Shareholder who is not
employed by NewCo immediately is permitted to engage in the competing business or activities outside the 15-mile radius.
11. The Partnership Agreement contains provisions for the redemption of the Seller Entity Interest, either at the option of the
Company (the “Call Option”) or on a required basis (the “Required Redemption”):
a.

Required Redemption
i.

Once the Required Redemption is triggered, the Company is obligated to purchase from the Seller Entity and the
Seller Entity is obligated to sell to the Company, the allocable portion of the Seller Entity Interest based on the
terminated Selling Shareholder’s pro rata ownership interest in the Seller Entity (the “Allocable Portion”).
Required Redemption is triggered when both of the following events have occurred:
1.

Termination of an Employed Selling Shareholder’s employment with NewCo, regardless of the reason for
such termination, and

2.

The expiration of an agreed upon period of time, typically three to five years, as set forth in the relevant
Partnership Agreement (the “Holding Period”).
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ii.
b.

In the event an Employed Selling Shareholder’s employment terminates prior to the expiration of the Holding
Period, the Required Redemption would occur only upon expiration of the Holding Period.

Call Option
i.

In the event that an Employed Selling Shareholder’s employment terminates prior to expiration of the Holding
Period, the Company has the contractual right, but not the obligation, to acquire the Employed Selling
Shareholder’s Allocable Portion of the Seller Entity Interest from the Seller Entity through exercise of the Call
Option.

c.

For the Required Redemption and the Call Option, the purchase price is derived from a formula based on a specified
multiple of NewCo’s trailing twelve months of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization, and the
Company’s internal management fee, plus an Allocable Portion of any undistributed earnings of NewCo (the
“Redemption Amount”). NewCo’s earnings are distributed monthly based on available cash within NewCo; therefore
the undistributed earnings amount is small, if any.

d.

The Purchase Price for the initial equity interest purchased by the Company is also based on the same specified
multiple of the trailing twelve-month earnings that is used in the Required Redemption noted above.

e.

Although, the Required Redemption and the Call Option do not have an expiration date, the Seller Entity Interest
eventually will be purchased by the Company.

f.

The Required Redemption and the Call Option never apply to Selling Shareholders who do not become employed by
NewCo, since the Company requires that such Selling Shareholders sell their entire ownership interest in the Seller
Entity at the closing of the Acquisition.

12. An Employed Selling Shareholder’s ownership of his or her equity interest in the Seller Entity predates the Acquisition and
the Company’s purchase of its partnership interest in NewCo. The Employment Agreement and the Non-Compete
Agreement do not contain any provision to escrow or “claw back” the equity interest in the Seller Entity held by such
Employed Selling Shareholder, nor the Seller Entity Interest in NewCo, in the event of a breach of the employment or noncompete terms. More specifically, even if the Employed Selling Shareholder is terminated for “cause” by NewCo, such
Employed Selling Shareholder does not forfeit his or her right to his or her full equity interest in the Seller Entity and the
Seller Entity does not forfeit its right to any portion of the Seller Entity Interest. The Company’s only recourse against the
Employed Selling Shareholder for breach of either the Employment Agreement or the Non-Compete Agreement is to seek
damages and other legal remedies under such agreements. There are no conditions in any of the arrangements with an
Employed Selling Shareholder that would result in a forfeiture of the equity interest held in the Seller Entity or of the Seller
Entity Interest.
As previously mentioned due to amended partnership agreements, the redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interest (previously classified as liabilities) were reclassified as redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at
fair value on the December 31, 2017 consolidated balance sheet.
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The following table details the changes in the carrying amount of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests (in
thousands):
Year Ended
December 31,
2017

Beginning balance
Operating results allocated to mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest partners
Distributions to mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest partners
Changes in the redemption value of mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest
Payments for settlement of mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest
Purchases of businesses - initial liability related to mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interest
Other
Extinguishment of mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interest
Ending balance

$

$

Year Ended
December 31, 2016

69,190 $
6,055
(7,336)
12,894
(2,361)

45,974
4,057
(4,628)
6,169
(1,262)

10,282
119
(88,516)
327 $

18,880
—
—
69,190

The following table categorizes the carrying amount of the mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests (in thousands):
December 31,
2017

Contractual time period has lapsed but holder’s employment has not been terminated
Contractual time period has not lapsed and holder’s employment has not been terminated
Holder’s employment has terminated and contractual time period has expired
Holder’s employment has terminated and contractual time period has not expired
Redemption value prior to excess distributed earnings
Excess distributions over earnings and losses

$

$
$

327
—
—
—
327
—
327

December 31, 2016

$

$
$

24,700
46,949
—
—
71,649
(2,459)
69,190

6. Redeemable Non-Controlling Interest
When the Company acquires a majority interest in a Therapy Practice, those Acquisitions occur in a series of steps as described
in numbers 1 through 10 of Footnote 5 – Mandatorily Redeemable Non-Controlling Interests. For the Acquisitions that occurred after
the first quarter of 2017, the Partnership Agreement contained provisions for the redemption of the Seller Entity Interest, either at the
option of the Company (the “Call Right”) or at the option of the Seller Entity (the “Put Right”) as follows:
1.

Put Right
a.

In the event that any Selling Shareholder’s employment is terminated involuntarily by the Company without “Cause”
pursuant to such Selling Shareholder’s Employment Agreement prior to the fifth anniversary of the Closing Date, the
Seller Entity thereafter shall have an irrevocable right to cause the Company to purchase from Seller Entity the
Terminated Selling Shareholder’s Allocable Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest at the purchase price described in “3”
below.

b.

In the event that any Selling Shareholder is not employed by NewCo as of the fifth anniversary of the Closing Date
and the Company has not exercised its Call Right with respect to the Terminated Selling Shareholder’s Allocable
Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest, Seller Entity thereafter shall
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have the Put Right to cause the Company to purchase from Seller Entity the Terminated Selling Shareholder’s
Allocable Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest at the purchase price described in “3” below.
c.

2.

In the event that any Selling Shareholder’s employment with NewCo is terminated for any reason on or after the fifth
anniversary of the Closing Date, the Seller Entity shall have the Put Right, and upon the exercise of the Put Right, the
Terminated Selling Shareholder’s Allocable Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest shall be redeemed by the Company at
the purchase price described in “3” below.

Call Right
a.

If any Selling Shareholder’s employment by NewCo is terminated (i) pursuant to a voluntary termination by the Selling
Shareholder or (ii) by NewCo with “Cause” (as defined in the Selling Shareholder’s Employment Agreement), prior to
the fifth anniversary of the Closing Date, the Company thereafter shall have an irrevocable right to purchase from
Seller Entity the Terminated Selling Shareholder’s Allocable Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest, in each case at the
purchase price described in “3” below.

b.

In the event that any Selling Shareholder’s employment with NewCo is terminated for any reason on or after the fifth
anniversary of the Closing Date, the Company shall have the Call Right, and upon the exercise of the Call Right, the
Terminated Selling Shareholder’s Allocable Percentage of Seller Entity’s Interest shall be redeemed by the Company at
the purchase price described in “3” below.

3.

For the Put Right and the Call Right, the purchase price is derived from a formula based on a specified multiple of NewCo’s
trailing twelve months of earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, amortization, and the Company’s internal
management fee, plus an Allocable Percentage of any undistributed earnings of NewCo (the “Redemption Amount”).
NewCo’s earnings are distributed monthly based on available cash within NewCo; therefore, the undistributed earnings
amount is small, if any.

4.

The Purchase Price for the initial equity interest purchased by the Company is also based on the same specified multiple of
the trailing twelve-month earnings that is used in the Put Right and the Call Right noted above.

5.

The Put Right and the Call Right do not have an expiration date, but the Seller Entity Interest is not required to be
purchased by the Company or sold by the Seller Entity.

6.

The Put Right and the Call Right never apply to Selling Shareholders who do not become employed by NewCo, since the
Company requires that such Selling Shareholders sell their entire ownership interest in the Seller Entity at the closing of the
Acquisition.

An Employed Selling Shareholder’s ownership of his or her equity interest in the Seller Entity predates the Acquisition and the
Company’s purchase of its partnership interest in NewCo. The Employment Agreement and the Non-Compete Agreement do not
contain any provision to escrow or “claw back” the equity interest in the Seller Entity held by such Employed Selling Shareholder,
nor the Seller Entity Interest in NewCo, in the event of a breach of the employment or non-compete terms. More specifically, even if
the Employed Selling Shareholder is terminated for “cause” by NewCo, such Employed Selling Shareholder does not forfeit his or her
right to his or her full equity interest in the Seller Entity and the Seller Entity does not forfeit its right to any portion of the Seller
Entity Interest. The Company’s only recourse against the Employed Selling Shareholder for breach of either the Employment
Agreement or the Non-Compete Agreement is to seek damages and other legal remedies under such agreements. There are no
conditions in any of the arrangements with an Employed Selling Shareholder that would result in a forfeiture of the equity interest
held in the Seller Entity or of the Seller Entity Interest.
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For the year ended December 31, 2017, the following table details the changes in the carrying amount (fair value) of the
redeemable non-controlling interests (in thousands):
Year Ended
December 31, 2017

Beginning balance
Operating results allocated to redeemable non-controlling interest partners
Distributions to redeemable non-controlling interest partners
Changes in the fair value of redeemable non-controlling interest
Purchases of businesses - initial equity related to redeemable non-controlling interest
Fair value of redeemable non-controlling interest - amended partnership agreements
Ending balance

$

—
244
(272)
201
13,883
88,516
102,572

$

As previously mentioned due to amended partnership agreements, the redemption values of the mandatorily redeemable noncontrolling interest (previously classified as liabilities) were reclassified as redeemable non-controlling interest (temporary equity) at
fair value on the December 31, 2017 consolidated balance sheet.
The following table categorizes the carrying amount (fair value) of the redeemable non-controlling interests (in thousands):
December 31, 2017

Contractual time period has lapsed but holder’s employment has not been terminated
Contractual time period has not lapsed and holder’s employment has not been terminated
Holder’s employment has terminated and contractual time period has expired
Holder’s employment has terminated and contractual time period has not expired
Redemption value prior to excess distributed earnings
Excess distributions over earnings and losses

$

33,613
72,700
—
—
106,313
(3,741)
102,572

$
$

7. Goodwill
The changes in the carrying amount of goodwill as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 consisted of the following (in thousands):
Year Ended
December 31, 2017

Beginning balance
Goodwill acquired during the year
Goodwill adjustments for purchase price allocation of businesses acquired in prior year
Goodwill written-off - closed clinic
Ending balance

$

$

Year Ended
December 31, 2016

226,806 $
44,292
706
(466)
271,338 $

195,373
31,419
14
—
226,806

In 2017, the Company wrote off the goodwill related to the closure of a single clinic acquired partnership due to the loss of a
significant management contract.
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8. Intangible Assets, net
Intangible assets, net as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 consisted of the following (in thousands):
December 31, 2017

Tradenames
Referral relationships, net of accumulated amortization of $7,209 and $5,275,
respectively
Non-compete agreements, net of accumulated amortization of $4,100 and $3,380,
respectively

$

$

29,673

December 31, 2016

$

21,234

16,811

14,859

2,470
48,954

1,967
38,060

$

Tradenames, referral relationships and non-compete agreements are related to the businesses acquired. The value assigned to
tradenames has an indefinite life and is tested at least annually for impairment using the relief from royalty method in conjunction
with the Company’s annual goodwill impairment test. The value assigned to referral relationships is being amortized over their
respective estimated useful lives which range from 6 to 16 years. Non-compete agreements are amortized over the respective term of
the agreements which range from 5 to 6 years.
The following table details the amount of amortization expense recorded for intangible assets for the years ended December 31,
2017, 2016 and 2015 (in thousands):
Year Ended
December 31, 2017

Tradenames
Referral relationships
Non-compete agreements

$

Year Ended
December 31, 2016

—
1,934
720
2,654

$

$

330
1,512
525
2,367

$

Year Ended
December 31, 2015

$

84
1,153
478
1,715

$

For one acquisition, the value assigned to tradename was being amortized over the term of the six year agreement in which the
Company had acquired the right to use the specific tradename. In 2016, the remaining value of this tradename was charged to
earnings and included in amortization expense in the above table as the Company decided to combine two acquired operations in
Georgia and the tradename under this six year agreement will no longer be used.
The remaining balances of the referral relationships and non-compete agreements is expected to be amortized as follows (in
thousands):
Referral Relationships
Years
Annual Amount

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
Thereafter

$
$
$
$
$
$

Non-Compete Agreements
Years
Annual Amount

2,032
1,942
1,942
1,942
1,894
7,059

2018
2019
2020
2021
2022

$
$
$
$
$

763
691
477
399
140

9. Accrued Expenses
Accrued expenses as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 consisted of the following (in thousands):
December 31, 2017

Salaries and related costs
Credit balances due to patients and payors
Group health insurance claims
Federal income tax payable
Other
Total

$

$
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16,828
4,158
2,929
2,833
6,594
33,342

December 31, 2016

$

$

10,569
3,880
2,499
—
4,808
21,756
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10. Notes Payable
Notes payable as of December 31, 2017 and 2016 consisted of the following (dollars in thousands):
December 31,
2017

Credit Agreement average effective interest rate of 3.6% inclusive of unused fee
Various notes payable with $4,044 plus accrued interest due in the next year,
interest accrues in the range of 3.25% through 4.25% per annum
Less current portion
Long term portion

December 31,
2016

$

54,000

$

$

6,772
60,772
(4,044)
56,728 $

46,000
5,823
51,823
(1,227)
50,596

Effective December 5, 2013, the Company entered into an Amended and Restated Credit Agreement with a commitment for a
$125.0 million revolving credit facility. This agreement was amended in August 2015, January 2016, March 2017 and November 2017
(hereafter referred to as “Amended Credit Agreement”). The Amended Credit Agreement is unsecured and has loan covenants,
including requirements that the Company comply with a consolidated fixed charge coverage ratio and consolidated leverage ratio.
Proceeds from the Amended Credit Agreement may be used for working capital, acquisitions, purchases of the Company’s common
stock, dividend payments to the Company’s common stockholders, capital expenditures and other corporate purposes. The pricing
grid which is based on the Company’s consolidated leverage ratio with the applicable spread over LIBOR ranging from 1.25% to 2.0%
or the applicable spread over the Base Rate ranging from 0.1% to 1%. Fees under the Amended Credit Agreement include an unused
commitment fee ranging from 0.25% to 0.3% depending on the Company’s consolidated leverage ratio and the amount of funds
outstanding under the Amended Credit Agreement.
The January 2016 amendment to the Amended Credit Agreement increased the cash and noncash consideration that the
Company could pay with respect to acquisitions permitted under the Amended Credit Agreement to $50,000,000 for any fiscal year,
and increased the amount the Company may pay in cash dividends to its shareholders in an aggregate amount not to exceed
$10,000,000 in any fiscal year. The March 2017 amendment, among other items, increased the amount the Company may pay in cash
dividends to its shareholders in an aggregate amount not to exceed $15,000,000 in any fiscal year. The November 2017 amendment,
among other items, adjusted the pricing grid as described above, increased the aggregate amount the Company may pay in cash
dividends to its shareholders to an amount not to exceed $20,000,000 and extended the maturity date to November 30, 2021.
On December 31, 2017, $54.0 million was outstanding on the Credit Agreement resulting in $71.0 million of availability. As of
December 31, 2017, the Company was in compliance with all of the covenants thereunder.
The Company generally enters into various notes payable as a means of financing a portion of its acquisitions, purchasing of
non-controlling interests and paying the settlement of mandatorily redeemable non-controlling interests. In conjunction with the
transactions related to these in 2017, the Company entered into notes payable in the aggregate amount of $2.2 million of which an
aggregate principal payment of $1.3 million which is due in 2018 and $0.9 million in 2019. Interest accrues in the range of 3.25% to
4.25% per annum and is payable with each principal installment.
Aggregate annual payments of principal required pursuant to the Credit Agreement and the various notes payable subsequent
to December 31, 2017 are as follows (in thousands):
During the twelve months ended December 31, 2018
During the twelve months ended December 31, 2019
During the twelve months ended December 31, 2020
During the twelve months ended December 31, 2021

$

$
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—
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11. Income Taxes
Significant components of deferred tax assets and liabilities included in the consolidated balance sheets at December 31, 2017
and 2016 were as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2017

Deferred tax assets:
Compensation
Allowance for doubtful accounts
Lease obligations - closed clinics
Deferred tax assets
Deferred tax liabilities:
Depreciation and amortization
Other
Deferred tax liabilities
Net deferred tax liability

$

1,529
478
54
2,061

$
$

December 31, 2016

$

1,914
572
57
2,543

$

(12,590) $
(346)
(12,936)
(10,875) $

$

(17,896)
(383)
(18,279)
(15,736)

As a result of TCJA, the Company revalued its deferred tax assets and liabilities as of December 31, 2017. Based on a review and
analysis as of December 31, 2017, the Company estimated a reduction of its net deferred tax liabilities by $4.3 million thereby reducing
its provision for income taxes by such amount for the 2017 year. The deferred tax assets and liabilities related to purchased interests
not yet finalized may result in an immaterial adjustment. Also during 2017, the Company recorded an adjustment to the deferred tax
assets having the effect of reducing its net deferred tax liability of $1.2 million related to acquisitions of non-controlling interests in
2016 based on a detailed reconciliation of its federal and state taxes payable and receivable accounts along with its federal and state
deferred tax asset and liability accounts. The offset to this adjustment was a reduction in the previously reported tax receivable of
approximately $1.7 million and a charge to current year provision for income taxes of $0.3 million. At December 31, 2017, the Company
had a federal income tax payable of $2.8 million (included in current liabilities – accrued expenses on the accompanying consolidated
balance sheet) and a state income tax receivable of $2.2 million. As of December 31, 2016, the Company had a federal tax receivable of
$0.7 million and a state tax receivable of $1.5 million (prior to adjustment of $1.7 million: state tax receivable adjustment $0.6 million
and federal tax receivable adjustment of $1.1 million). The tax receivables are included in other current assets on the accompanying
consolidated balance sheets.
The differences between the federal tax rate and the Company’s effective tax rate for results of continuing operations for the
years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015 were as follows (in thousands):
December 31, 2017

U. S. tax at statutory rate
Tax legislation adjustment
State income taxes, net of federal benefit and tax reform
Excess equity compensation deduction
Non-deductible expenses
Other

$
$

$

9,900
(4,325)
1,060
(1,139)
560
(24)
6,032

35.0% $
-15.3%
3.7%
-4.0%
2.0%
-0.1%
21.3% $

December 31, 2016

11,351
—
945
(911)
495
—
11,880

35.0% $
—
2.9%
-2.8%
1.5%
—
36.6% $

December 31, 2015

11,991
—
1,337
—
319
—
13,647

35.0%
—
3.9%
—
0.9%
—
39.8%

In March 2016, the FASB issued guidance to simplify some provisions in stock compensation accounting. The Company
adopted this guidance in the fourth quarter of 2016. Prior to this guidance, excess tax benefits were recorded in additional paid-in
capital, but became a component of the income tax provision/benefit in the period in which they occurred. For 2016, the adoption
resulted in a reduction of the income tax provision by $1.0 million. For 2017, the excess equity compensation deduction amount was
$1.3 million. The federal tax portion is shown above as excess equity compensation deduction.
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Significant components of the provision for income taxes for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015 were as follows
(in thousands):
December 31, 2017

Current:
Federal
State
Total current
Deferred:
Federal
State
Total deferred
Total income tax provision

$

$

9,332
1,564
10,896

December 31, 2016

$

7,620
1,281
8,901

(5,233)
369
(4,864)
6,032 $

2,548
431
2,979
11,880

December 31, 2015

$

$

6,502
1,192
7,694
5,302
651
5,953
13,647

For 2017, 2016 and 2015, the Company performed a detailed reconciliation of its federal and state taxes payable and receivable
accounts along with its federal and state deferred tax asset and liability accounts. As a result of this detailed analysis, the Company
recorded an increase in the income tax provision of $312,000, $34,000 and $147,000 for 2017, 2016, and 2015, respectively. The
Company considers this reconciliation process to be an annual control.
The Company is required to establish a valuation allowance for deferred tax assets if, based on the weight of available evidence,
it is more likely than not that some portion or all of the deferred tax assets will not be realized. The ultimate realization of deferred tax
assets is dependent upon the generation of future taxable income during the periods in which those temporary differences become
deductible. Management considers the projected future taxable income and tax planning strategies in making this assessment. Based
upon the level of historical taxable income and projections for future taxable income in the periods which the deferred tax assets are
deductible, management believes that a valuation allowance is not required, as it is more likely than not that the results of future
operations will generate sufficient taxable income to realize the deferred tax assets.
The Company’s U.S. federal returns remain open to examination for 2014 through 2016 and U.S. state jurisdictions are open for
periods ranging from 2013 through 2016.
The Company does not believe that it has any significant uncertain tax positions at December 31, 2017, nor is this expected to
change within the next twelve months due to the settlement and expiration of statutes of limitation.
The Company did not have any accrued interest or penalties associated with any unrecognized tax benefits nor was any interest
expense recognized during the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015.
12. Equity Based Plans
The Company has the following equity based plans with outstanding equity grants:
The Amended and Restated 1999 Employee Stock Option Plan (the “Amended 1999 Plan”) permits the Company to grant to nonemployee directors and employees of the Company up to 600,000 non-qualified options to purchase shares of common stock and
restricted stock (subject to proportionate adjustments in the event of stock dividends, splits, and similar corporate transactions). The
exercise prices of options granted under the Amended 1999 Plan are determined by the Compensation Committee. The period within
which each option will be exercisable is determined by the Compensation Committee. The Amended 1999 Plan was approved by the
shareholders of the Company at the 2008 Shareholders Meeting on May 20, 2008.
The Amended and Restated 2003 Stock Option Plan (the “Amended 2003 Plan”) permits the Company to grant to key employees
and outside directors of the Company incentive and non-qualified options and shares of restricted stock covering up to 2,100,000
shares of common stock (subject to proportionate adjustments in the event of stock dividends, splits, and similar corporate
transactions). The material terms of the Amended 2003 Plan was reapproved by the shareholders of the Company at the 2015
Shareholders Meeting on May 19, 2015 and an increase in the number of shares authorized for issuance from 1,750,000 to 2,100,000
was approved at the 2016 Shareholders Meeting on March 17, 2016.
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A cumulative summary of equity plans as of December 31, 2017 follows:

Authorized

Equity Plans
Amended 1999 Plan
Amended 2003 Plan

600,000
2,100,000
2,700,000

Restricted
Stock
Issued

Outstanding
Stock
Options

416,402
839,957
1,256,359

Stock
Options
Exercised

—
—
—

Stock
Options
Exercisable

139,791
778,300
918,091

—
—
—

Shares
Available
for Grant

7,775
481,743
489,518

During 2017, 2016 and 2015, the Company granted the following shares of restricted stock to directors, officers and employees
pursuant to its equity plans as follows:
Year Granted

Weighted Average Fair
Value Per Share

Number of Shares

2017
2016
2015

79,475
101,790
147,928

$
$
$

62.19
51.59
41.66

During 2017, 2016 and 2015, the following shares were cancelled due to employee terminations prior to restrictions lapsing:
Year Cancelled

Weighted Average Fair
Value Per Share

Number of Shares

2017
2016
2015

2,875
4,965
—

$
$

63.12
35.78
—

Generally, restrictions on the stock granted to employees lapse in equal annual installments on the following four anniversaries
of the date of grant. For those shares granted to directors, the restrictions will lapse in equal quarterly installments during the first
year after the date of grant. For those granted to officers, the restriction will lapse in equal quarterly installments during the four
years following the date of grant.
As of December 31, 2017, there were 174,602 shares outstanding for which restrictions had not lapsed. The restrictions will lapse
in 2018 through 2021.
Compensation expense for grants of restricted stock is recognized based on the fair value on the date of grant. Compensation
expense for restricted stock grants was $5.0 million, $5.0 million and $4.5 million, respectively, for 2017, 2016 and 2015. As of
December 31, 2017, the remaining $6.6 million of compensation expense will be recognized from 2018 through 2021.
13. Preferred Stock
The Board is empowered, without approval of the shareholders, to cause shares of preferred stock to be issued in one or more
series and to establish the number of shares to be included in each such series and the rights, powers, preferences and limitations of
each series. There are no provisions in the Company’s Articles of Incorporation specifying the vote required by the holders of
preferred stock to take action. All such provisions would be set out in the designation of any series of preferred stock established by
the Board. The bylaws of the Company specify that, when a quorum is present at any meeting, the vote of the holders of at least a
majority of the outstanding shares entitled to vote who are present, in person or by proxy, shall decide any question brought before
the meeting, unless a different vote is required by law or the Company’s Articles of Incorporation.
Because the Board has the power to establish the preferences and rights of each series, it may afford the holders of any series
of preferred stock, preferences, powers, and rights, voting or otherwise, senior to the right of holders of common stock. The issuance
of the preferred stock could have the effect of delaying or preventing a change in control of the Company.
14. Common Stock
From September 2001 through December 31, 2008, the Board authorized the Company to purchase, in the open market or in
privately negotiated transactions, up to 2,250,000 shares of the Company’s common stock. In
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March 2009, the Board authorized the repurchase of up to 10% or approximately 1,200,000 shares of its common stock (“March 2009
Authorization”). The Amended Credit Agreement permits share repurchases of up to $15,000,000, subject to compliance with
covenants. The Company is required to retire shares purchased under the March 2009 Authorization.
Under the March 2009 Authorization, the Company has purchased a total of 859,499 shares. There is no expiration date for the
share repurchase program. There are currently an additional estimated 207,756 shares (based on the closing price of $72.20 on
December 29, 2017, the last business day in 2017) that may be purchased from time to time in the open market or private transactions
depending on price, availability and the Company’s cash position. The Company did not purchase any shares of its common stock
during 2017 or 2016.
15. Defined Contribution Plan
The Company has several 401(k) profit sharing plans covering all employees with three months of service. For certain plans, the
Company makes matching contributions. The Company may also make discretionary contributions of up to 50% of employee
contributions. The Company did not make any discretionary contributions for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015.
The Company matching contributions totaled $1.5 million, $1.1 million and $0.9 million, respectively, for the years ended December 31,
2017, 2016 and 2015.
16. Commitments and Contingencies
Operating Leases
The Company has entered into operating leases for its executive offices and clinic facilities. In connection with these
agreements, the Company incurred rent expense of $34.8 million, $30.3 million and $28.3 million for the years ended December 31,
2017, 2016 and 2015, respectively. Several of the leases provide for an annual increase in the rental payment based upon the
Consumer Price Index. The majority of the leases provide for renewal periods ranging from one to five years. The agreements to
extend the leases typically specify that rental rates would be adjusted to market rates as of each renewal date.
The future minimum operating lease commitments for each of the next five years and thereafter and in the aggregate as of
December 31, 2017 are as follows (in thousands):
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
Thereafter
Total

$

$

33,357
25,551
21,777
10,919
6,144
5,009
102,757

Employment Agreements
At December 31, 2017, the Company had outstanding employment agreements with three of its executive officers. These
agreements, which presently expire on December 31, 2018, provide for automatic two year renewals at the conclusion of each expiring
term or renewal term. All of the agreements contain a provision for annual adjustment of salaries.
In addition, the Company has outstanding employment agreements with most of the managing physical therapist partners of the
Company’s physical therapy clinics and with certain other clinic employees which obligate subsidiaries of the Company to pay
compensation of $30.1 million in 2018 and $15.6 million in the aggregate from 2019 through 2022. In addition, many of the employment
agreements with the managing physical therapists provide for monthly bonus payments calculated as a percentage of each clinic’s
net revenues (not in excess of operating profits) or operating profits.
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17. Earnings Per Share
The computations of basic and diluted earnings per share for the years ended December 31, 2017, 2016 and 2015 are as follows
(in thousands, except per share data):
Year Ended
December 31,
2017

Net income attributable to USPh shareholders
Charges to additional paid-in capital
Revaluation of redeemable non-controlling interests
Tax effect at statutory rate (federal and state) of 39.25%

Basic and diluted net income per share attributable to USPH
shareholders

Year Ended
December 31,
2016

Year Ended
December 31, 2015

$

22,256

$

20,551

$

(201)
75
22,130 $

$

1.76

Shares used in computation:
Basic and diluted earnings per share - weighted-average shares

$

20,615

—
—
20,551

$

—
—
20,615

1.64

$

1.66

$

12,570

12,500

12,392

18. Selected Quarterly Financial Data (Unaudited)
Q1 2017

Q2 2017

Q3 2017

Q4 2017

Net patient revenues
Net revenues
Operating income
Net income
Net income attributable to USPH shareholders

$
$
$
$
$

93,654
97,565
12,200
6,034
4,816

$
$
$
$
$

97,657
104,251
15,678
6,390
4,941

$
$
$
$
$

96,273
103,032
12,888
6,594
5,150

$
$
$
$
$

101,642
109,203
13,962
8,706
7,349

Basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to common
shareholders:
Shares used in computation - basic and diluted

$

0.38
12,528

$

0.39
12,579

$

0.41
12,581

$

0.57
12,593

Net patient revenues
Net revenues
Operating income
Net income
Net income attributable to USPH shareholders

$
$
$
$
$

85,049
86,908
11,491
5,953
4,488

$
$
$
$
$

88,433
90,430
15,033
7,671
6,012

$
$
$
$
$

86,411
88,344
12,055
6,134
4,804

$
$
$
$
$

88,946
90,864
10,954
6,510
5,247

Basic and diluted earnings per share attributable to common
shareholders:
Shares used in computation - basic and diluted

$

0.36
12,448

$

0.48
12,511

$

0.38
12,520

$

0.42
12,519

Q1 2016
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Q2 2016

Q3 2016

Q4 2016
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ITEM 9.

CHANGES IN AND DISAGREEMENTS WITH ACCOUNTANTS ON ACCOUNTING AND FINANCIAL
DISCLOSURE.

Not applicable.
ITEM 9A.

CONTROLS AND PROCEDURES.

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures
Our management, including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, has conducted an evaluation of the
effectiveness of our disclosure controls and procedures (as defined in Rule 13a-15(e) promulgated under the Exchange Act) as of the
end of the fiscal period covered by this report. Based upon that evaluation, our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer
have concluded that our disclosure controls and procedures are effective in ensuring that the information required to be disclosed in
the reports we file or submit under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized and reported, within the time periods
specified in the rules and forms of the SEC and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management,
including our Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, as appropriate to allow timely decisions regarding disclosure.
Management’s Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting, as such term is
defined in Rule 13a-15(f) under the Exchange Act. U.S. Physical Therapy, Inc. and subsidiaries’ (the “Company”) internal control over
financial reporting is designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles.
Internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that:
•

Pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and
dispositions of the assets of the Company;

•

Provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in
accordance with generally accepted accounting principles, and that our receipts and expenditures are being made only in
accordance with authorizations of the Company’s management and directors; and

•

Provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of
the Company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Internal control over financial reporting cannot provide absolute assurance of achieving financial reporting objectives because
of its inherent limitations. Internal control over financial reporting is a process that involves human diligence and compliance and is
subject to lapses in judgment and breakdowns resulting from human failures. Internal control over financial reporting can also be
circumvented by collusion or improper management override. Because of such limitations, there is a risk that material misstatements
may not be prevented or detected on a timely basis by internal control over financial reporting. Also, projections of any evaluation of
effectiveness to future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that
the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures may deteriorate. However, these inherent limitations are known features of
the financial reporting process. Therefore, it is possible to design into the process safeguards to reduce, though not eliminate, the
risk.
Management conducted an assessment of the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of December 31,
2017. In making this assessment, management used the criteria described in Internal Control — Integrated Framework (2013) issued
by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission. Based on this assessment, management concluded that
our internal control over financial reporting was effective as of December 31, 2017.
The Company’s internal control over financial reporting has been audited by Grant Thornton LLP, an independent registered
public accounting firm, as stated in their report included on page 43.
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Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
There have been no changes in our internal control over financial reporting during the quarter ended December 31, 2017 that
have materially affected, or are reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
Remediation of Previously Reported Material Weaknesses in Internal Control over Financial Reporting
Management has taken certain action to remediate the material weakness in the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting discussed in the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K, for the year ended December 31, 2016 and summarized below.
•

Redeemable non-controlling interests – We did not properly account for redeemable non-controlling interests. The
Company’s business combination / purchase accounting controls relating to our accounting for redeemable noncontrolling interests were not designed effectively to ensure that we correctly interpreted and applied technical accounting
requirements concerning the classification of such interests on our consolidated financial statements.

Our remediation included a robust review of applicable guidance concerning the manner in which limited partnership interests
are to be reflected on our consolidated financial statements. In addition, as previously disclosed in our second and third quarter Form
10Qs, we have implemented changes to our processes and controls to ensure appropriate consideration of such applicable
accounting guidance when we acquire partnership interests in the future. Specifically, we enhanced our review procedures,
documentation and approvals related to new standard limited partnership agreements used in our acquisitions. We believe that such
processes and controls will enable management to prevent or detect on a timely basis potential future errors in our financial reporting
of such interests and based on our testing of these new processes and controls we believe that this material weakness has been
remediated as of December 31, 2017.
ITEM 9B.

OTHER INFORMATION.

Not applicable.
PART III
ITEM 10.

DIRECTORS, EXECUTIVE OFFICERS AND CORPORATE GOVERNANCE.

The information required in response to this Item 10 is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement
relating to our 2018 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be filed with the SEC pursuant to Regulation 14A, not later than 120 days
after the end of our fiscal year covered by this report.
ITEM 11.

EXECUTIVE COMPENSATION.

The information required in response to this Item 11 is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement relating
to our 2018 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be filed with the SEC pursuant to Regulation 14A, not later than 120 days after the
end of our fiscal year covered by this report.
ITEM 12.

SECURITY OWNERSHIP OF CERTAIN BENEFICIAL OWNERS AND MANAGEMENT AND RELATED
STOCKHOLDER MATTERS.

The information required in response to this Item 12 is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement
relating to our 2018 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be filed with the SEC pursuant to Regulation 14A, not later than 120 days
after the end of our fiscal year covered by this report.
ITEM 13.

CERTAIN RELATIONSHIPS AND RELATED TRANSACTIONS, AND DIRECTOR INDEPENDENCE.

The information required in response to this Item 13 is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement
relating to our 2018 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be filed with the SEC pursuant to Regulation 14A, not later than 120 days
after the end of our fiscal year covered by this report.
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ITEM 14.

PRINCIPAL ACCOUNTANT FEES AND SERVICES.

The information required in response to this Item 14 is incorporated herein by reference to our definitive proxy statement
relating to our 2018 Annual Meeting of Stockholders to be filed with the SEC pursuant to Regulation 14A, not later than 120 days
after the end of our fiscal year covered by this report.
PART IV
ITEM 15.

EXHIBITS AND FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULES.

(a) Documents filed as a part of this report:
1.

Financial Statements. Reference is made to the Index to Financial Statements and Related Information under Item 8 in
Part II hereof, where these documents are listed.

2.

Financial Statement Schedules. See page 79 for Schedule II — Valuation and Qualifying Accounts. All other
schedules are omitted because of the absence of conditions under which they are required or because the required
information is shown in the financial statements or notes thereto.

3.

Exhibits. The exhibits listed in List of Exhibits on the next page are filed or incorporated by reference as part of this
report.

ITEM 16.

Form 10-K Summary

None.
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EXHIBIT INDEX
LIST OF EXHIBITS
Number

Description

3.1

Articles of Incorporation of the Company [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-Q for the quarterly period
ended June 30, 2001 and incorporated herein by reference].

3.2

Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of the Company [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-Q for the
quarterly period ended June 30, 2001 and incorporated herein by reference].

3.3

Bylaws of the Company, as amended [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-KSB for the year ended December
31, 1993 and incorporated herein by reference—Commission File Number—1-11151].

10.1+

1999 Employee Stock Option Plan (as amended and restated May 20, 2008) [incorporated by reference to Appendix A to
the Company’s Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A, filed with the SEC on April 17, 2008].

10.2+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. 2003 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended and restated March 26, 2010 [incorporated by
reference to Appendix A to the Company’s proxy statement on Schedule 14A filed with the SEC on April 9, 2010].

10.3+

Form of Restricted Stock Agreement [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.17 to the Company’s Annual Report on
Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 12, 2013.]

10.4+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2013, effective March 27, 2013
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1,
2013].

10.5+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for 2013, effective March 27, 2013 [incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 99.2 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1, 2013].

10.6+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for 2013, effective March 27, 2013 [incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1, 2013].

10.7+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].

10.8+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March
21, 2014 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 27, 2014].

10.9+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].

10.10+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].
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10.11+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.12+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March
23, 2015 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 27, 2015.]

10.13+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.14+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.15+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10,
2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 16, 2016].

10.16+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March
10, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 16, 2016].

10.17+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10, 2016
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
16, 2016].

10.18+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10, 2016
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
16, 2016].

10.19

Form of Restricted Stock Agreement [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.5 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 16, 2016].

10.20+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K/A filed with the SEC on
February 9, 2018.]

10.21+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long –Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March
24, 2017 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 30, 2017.]

10.22+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
30, 2017.]

10.23+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
30, 2017.]
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10.24

Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of November 10, 2017 among the Company, as Borrower,
Bank of America, N.A. as Administrative Agent and the Lenders Patty (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on November 14, 2017).

10.25+

Second Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Christopher J. Reading
dated effective February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8K, filed with the SEC on February 12, 2016].

10.26+

Second Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Lawrance W. McAfee
dated effective February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8K, filed with the SEC on February 12, 2016].

10.27+

Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Glenn D. McDowell dated effective
February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the
SEC on February 12, 2016].

21.1*

Subsidiaries of the Registrant

23.1*

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm—Grant Thornton LLP

31.1*

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

31.2*

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

31.3*

Certification of Controller pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

32.1*

Certification of Periodic Report of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Controller pursuant to Rule
13a-14(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

101.INS*

XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

*

Filed herewith

+

Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT SCHEDULE*
SCHEDULE II — VALUATION AND QUALIFYING ACCOUNTS
U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC. AND SUBSIDIARIES
Balance at
Beginning of
Period
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2017:
Reserves and allowances deducted from
asset accounts:
Allowance for doubtful accounts(1)
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2016:
Reserves and allowances deducted from
asset accounts:
Allowance for doubtful accounts
YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2015:
Reserves and allowances deducted from
asset accounts:
Allowance for doubtful accounts

Additions Charged
to Costs and
Expenses

Additions
Charged
to Other Accounts

Deductions

Balance at
End of Period

$

1,792

$

3,672

—

$

3,191(2)

$

2,273

$

1,642

$

3,906

—

$

3,756(2)

$

1,792

$

1,867

$

4,170

—

$

4,395(2)

$

1,642

(1) Related to patient accounts receivable and accounts receivable—other.
(2) Uncollectible accounts written off, net of recoveries.
*

All other schedules are omitted because of the absence of conditions under which they are required or because the required
information is shown in the financial statements or notes thereto.
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SIGNATURES
Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this
report to be signed on its behalf by the undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.
U.S. PHYSICAL THERAPY, INC.
(Registrant)
By:

/S/ LAWRANCE W. MCAFEE
Lawrance W. McAfee
Chief Financial Officer

By:

/S/ JON C. BATES
Jon C. Bates
Vice President/Controller

Date: March 14, 2018
Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following
persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities indicated as of the date indicated above.
By:

/S/ CHRISTOPHER J. READING
Christopher J. Reading

President, Chief Executive Officer and Director (principal executive
officer)

By:

/S/ LAWRANCE W. MCAFEE
Lawrance W. McAfee

Executive Vice President, Chief Financial Officer and Director
(principal financial and accounting officer)

By:

/S/ JERALD PULLINS
Jerald Pullins

Chairman of the Board

By:

/S/ MARK J. BROOKNER
Mark J. Brookner

Director

By:

/S/ HARRY S. CHAPMAN
Harry S. Chapman

Director

By:

/S/ BERNARD A. HARRIS, JR.
Bernard A. Harris, Jr.

Director

By:

/S/ EDWARD L. KUNTZ
Edward L. Kuntz

Director

By:

/S/ REGG SWANSON
Regg Swanson

Director

By:

/S/ CLAYTON TRIER
Clayton Trier

Director
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EXHIBIT INDEX
LIST OF EXHIBITS
Number

Description

3.1

Articles of Incorporation of the Company [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-Q for the quarterly period
ended June 30, 2001 and incorporated herein by reference].

3.2

Amendment to the Articles of Incorporation of the Company [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-Q for the
quarterly period ended June 30, 2001 and incorporated herein by reference].

3.3

Bylaws of the Company, as amended [filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Form 10-KSB for the year ended December
31, 1993 and incorporated herein by reference—Commission File Number—1-11151].

10.1+

1999 Employee Stock Option Plan (as amended and restated May 20, 2008) [incorporated by reference to Appendix A to
the Company’s Definitive Proxy Statement on Schedule 14A, filed with the SEC on April 17, 2008].

10.2+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. 2003 Stock Incentive Plan, as amended and restated March 26, 2010 [incorporated by
reference to Appendix A to the Company’s proxy statement on Schedule 14A filed with the SEC on April 9, 2010].

10.3+

Form of Restricted Stock Agreement [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.17 to the Company’s Annual Report on
Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 12, 2013.]

10.4+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2013, effective March 27, 2013
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1,
2013].

10.5+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for 2013, effective March 27, 2013 [incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 99.2 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1, 2013].

10.6+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for 2013, effective March 27, 2013 [incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 1, 2013].

10.7+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].

10.8+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March
21, 2014 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 27, 2014].

10.9+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].

10.10+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2014, effective March 21, 2014
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 27,
2014].
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10.11+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.12+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March
23, 2015 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 27, 2015.]

10.13+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.14+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2015, effective March 23, 2015
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
27, 2015.]

10.15+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10,
2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 16, 2016].

10.16+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March
10, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 16, 2016].

10.17+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10, 2016
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
16, 2016].

10.18+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2016, effective March 10, 2016
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
16, 2016].

10.19

Form of Restricted Stock Agreement [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.5 to the Company’s Current Report on
Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March 16, 2016].

10.20+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Long-Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K/A filed with the SEC on
February 9, 2018.]

10.21+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Long –Term Incentive Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March
24, 2017 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
March 30, 2017.]

10.22+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Objective Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
30, 2017.]

10.23+

U. S. Physical Therapy, Inc. Discretionary Cash Bonus Plan for Senior Management for 2017, effective March 24, 2017
[incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on March
30, 2017.]
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10.24

Second Amended and Restated Credit Agreement dated as of November 10, 2017 among the Company, as Borrower,
Bank of America, N.A. as Administrative Agent and the Lenders Patty (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 99.2 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on November 14, 2017).

10.25+

Second Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Christopher J. Reading
dated effective February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8K, filed with the SEC on February 12, 2016].

10.26+

Second Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Lawrance W. McAfee
dated effective February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8K, filed with the SEC on February 12, 2016].

10.27+

Amended and Restated Employment Agreement by and between the Company and Glenn D. McDowell dated effective
February 9, 2016 [incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K, filed with the
SEC on February 12, 2016].

21.1*

Subsidiaries of the Registrant

23.1*

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm—Grant Thornton LLP

31.1*

Certification of Chief Executive Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

31.2*

Certification of Chief Financial Officer pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

31.3*

Certification of Controller pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended

32.1*

Certification of Periodic Report of the Chief Executive Officer, Chief Financial Officer and Controller pursuant to Rule
13a-14(b) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to
Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002

101.INS*

XBRL Instance Document

101.SCH*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Schema Document

101.CAL*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Calculation Linkbase Document

101.DEF*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Definition Linkbase Document

101.LAB*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Label Linkbase Document

101.PRE*

XBRL Taxonomy Extension Presentation Linkbase Document

*

Filed herewith

+

Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement.
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